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Abstract
The use of 3D Vision is becoming increasingly common in a range of industrial
applications including part identification, reverse engineering, quality control and
inspection. To facilitate this increased usage, especially in autonomous applications
such as free-form assembly and robotic metrology, the capability to deploy a sensor
to the optimum pose for a measurement task is essential to reduce cycle times
and increase measurement quality. Doing so requires knowledge of the 3D sensor
capabilities on a material specific basis, as the optical properties of a surface, object
shape, pose and even the measurement itself have severe implications for the data
quality. This need is not reflected in the current state of sensor characterisation
standards which commonly utilise optically compliant artefacts and therefore can not
inform the user of a 3D sensor the realistic expected performance on non-ideal objects.
This thesis presents a method of scoring candidate viewpoints for their ability to
perform geometric measurements on an object of arbitrary surface finish. This is
achieved by first defining a technology independent, empirical sensor characterisation
method which implements a novel variant of the commonly used point density point
cloud quality metric, which is normalised to isolate the effect of surface finish on
sensor performance, as well as the more conventional assessment of point standard
deviation. The characterisation method generates a set of performance maps for a
sensor per material which are a function of distance and surface orientation. A sensor
simulation incorporates these performance maps to estimate the statistical properties
of a point cloud on objects with arbitrary shape and surface finish, providing the
sensor has been characterised on the material in question.
A framework for scoring measurement specific candidate viewpoints is presented
in the context of the geometric inspection of four artefacts with different surface
finish but identical geometry. Views are scored on their ability to perform each
measurement based on a novel view score metric, which incorporates the expected
point density, noise and occlusion of measurement dependent model features. The
simulation is able to score the views reliably on all four surface finishes tested, which
range from ideal matt white to highly polished aluminium. In 93% of measurements,
a set of optimal or nearly optimal views is correctly selected.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The use of 3D vision technology is becoming increasingly popular for industrial
applications such as part identification and location, reverse engineering, quality
control and robot navigation. This is driven by improvements in sensor technol-
ogy, affordability of 3D imaging devices, maturing processing techniques and
continuously improving computer performance to make use of large volumes of
data. The focus of this research is the application of 3D vision technologies to
automated assembly operations, particularly object recognition, location and
inspection, which are currently limited by poor sensor performance on shiny,
reflective components. This is due to the majority of commercial 3D scanners
operating on an active projection principle, whereby the quality of measured
points relies on sufficient signal return from an object.
One example of challenging applications is free-form robotic welding, where
a weld seam must be tracked with a 3D scanner to determine welding process
parameters such as current, wire feed rate, weld tip orientation and movement
speed. This must be done on typically shiny, machined surfaces where the
ability to optimally control the orientation of the scanner would provide both
robustness and accuracy. Another example is free-form robotic assembly. In
this task, a robot with a gripper must grasp objects without a priori knowledge
of their location. Determining rough object pose is generally possible using 2D
methods. Accurate pose is then determined by the deployment of a 3D scanner
mounted on a robotic arm. When components are shiny, as is common in
assembly operations, scan quality is very sensitive to changes in scan pose and
several scans may be required to capture adequate data. Establishing optimum
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scanning pose for the sensor in these applications would offer significant bene-
fits. The approach to doing this is necessarily very different to that typically
undertaken by a human operator.
A human will typically take one of two approaches to scanning an object or
setting up a scanning system. The first would be to take a trial and improve-
ment approach to the task; trying a series of scan positions and exposures whilst
trying to maximise the perceived scan quality. This is a distinctly unscientific
approach although one which is replicable, albeit very inefficiently, by a robotic
system for some applications where speed is not of the essence. The more
experienced human user may use their acquired tacit model of 3D scanner be-
haviour to more intelligently estimate optimum locations, but there will always
be a trial and improvement process to fine tune camera settings and positions.
There are several drawbacks to these approaches. They are costly in terms of
time and redundant data. A person may jump to a non-optimal solution, or
conclude that a scan on a challenging surface is impossible when there may
actually just be a narrow band of parameters within which is achievable. These
approaches are adequate for applications where a single scan must be made
in say reverse engineering, or a scanner is being set up for an inspection task
on a production line, but they are unacceptable for automated, time-critical
free-form applications. Therefore, without a human in the loop, a modelling
approach must be taken in order to predict optimum scanner location in a
similar way that an experienced user may use tacit knowledge, but one that
relies on more accurate sensor characterisation than simply trial and error. The
steps to overcoming this challenge are described in this thesis.
The first step to achieving this is therefore to develop a method of charac-
terising and modelling sensor performance on surfaces typically encountered
in challenging applications. Prior to this research project limited methods of
doing so existed, as all existing performance characterisation standards do not
assess the effect of surface finish in testing procedures, a variable which is of
vital importance to real world measurement performance. A review of current
3D vision technologies, characterisation techniques and viewpoint optimisation
methods is presented in Chapter 2.
A novel method of characterising the performance of 3D imaging systems
as a function of surface orientation, surface finish and distance from the sensor
has been developed. These are the main variables which affect scanning that
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are either fixed by an application or readily changeable by a user. The method
is empirical in nature, hence a large volume of experiments are required to
complete a single characterisation, however as a consequence the method is
technology independent. This method is presented in Chapter 4.
The potential benefits of a model capable of predicting 3D sensor perfor-
mance on non-ideal surfaces are great. It would provide the ability to predict
optimum scanning pose of an object for a given measurement tasks and would
thus remove the trial and error currently associated with setting up 3D imaging
systems. The predictive power of such a model has the potential to greatly
enhance the accuracy of several emerging manufacturing technologies. A sim-
ulation of the sensor behaviour which utilises the output of the performance
characterisation to predict the statistical properties of point clouds, as well as
the validation of this method, is presented in Chapter 5.
The third stage of this thesis, presented in Chapter 6, is therefore to develop
a model to predict optimum scanner position for an object and measurement.
This model will rely on the characterisation of sensor performance described in
Chapter 4, the method for predicting point cloud quality outlined in Chapter 5
and knowledge of the object shape and surface properties to be scanned. The
model will be validated in the context of an example set geometric inspection
task on an artefact constructed of geometric primitives. Four artefacts of
different surface finish ranging from matt white to highly polished are used
to demonstrate the ability of the simulation to reliably predict the optimum
scanning poses over the wide range of pre-characterised surface roughness.
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1.2 Aims, Objectives and Deliverables
The aim of this project is to develop knowledge and key enabling technology for
the intelligent deployment of 3D imaging systems in challenging, autonomous
applications with minimal on-line human input.
This is achieved through the completion of the following objectives and
deliverables:
1. Define an experimental framework and methodology for the characterisa-
tion of sensor performance on different surfaces.
• A paper detailing the method of characterisation.
2. Utilise the sensor characterisation to simulate imperfect point clouds with
realistic noise properties.
• A validated sensor simulation.
3. Using the point cloud simulation, develop a method of scoring view poses
for the capability to perform a generic measurement on an arbitrary
artefact.
• A framework for defining simple measurements tasks.
• Validation of a view scoring method.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
To fulfil the aim of this project it is necessary to understand several aspects of
the state of the art of 3D machine vision. Firstly, it must be understood that
‘3D Vision Sensor’ is a term which encompasses a vast array of different sensor
technologies, each with their own operating principles, processing techniques,
applications, benefits, drawbacks and performance specifications. In the first
section of this chapter an overview of sensor technologies is presented in the
form of a sensor taxonomy, whereby families of sensors are divided by their
operating principle. Due to the shear breadth of technologies, which cover
distance scales from the sub-micron to tens of kilometres and above, the focus
is on active triangulation based sensors, which are most commonly found in
the inspection of components on the scales typically found in industrial manu-
facturing, namely the millimetre to meter range.
In order to intelligently deploy any 3D sensor, it is crucial to understand
the variables which affect its performance. As optical devices, 3D sensors are
inevitably affected by the optical and geometric properties of any object they
are trying to measure; its texture, shape, reflectance and pose. In the second
section of this chapter, the currently available methods of characterising 3D
sensor performance are explored with the aim of understanding any limitations
in both literature and industrial standards.
In the third section of this chapter, methods of quantifying the quality of
point clouds, the typical output of 3D vision sensors, are explored. Point cloud
metrics allow the quality of 3D sensor output to be quantified. Understanding
the effects of different variables on these metrics is therefore essential to the
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sensor deployment process.
In the deployment of a 3D sensor to perform a measurement, one of the most
fundamental decisions the user can make to affect the quality of a measurement
is where to place the sensor relative to the target object. Human operators
can make this decision based on judgement, experience and intuition, but in
the autonomous deployment of a sensor, or indeed in a manual deployment
for a complex set of measurements on an elaborate part, a human may not
be able to arrive at the optimal solution. Existing methods to aid the human
operator or autonomous systems in this regard are explored in the penultimate
section of this chapter, with special consideration given to the influence of the
interaction between material properties and sensor performance on the sensor
planning process.
In the final section of this chapter, a gap analysis is presented, highlight-
ing the avenues of novelty available in the pursuit of the research aims and
objectives.
2.1 An Overview of 3D Vision Sensors
In order to understand the state-of-the-art of 3D vision sensor technology, a
taxonomy of sensors was created, in which sensor technologies are separated by
working principles. Information for this taxonomy was gathered from a variety
of sources; primarily peer-reviewed literature, but books on the subject and
manufactures websites often provided useful insights.
The scope of the sensor taxonomy is limited to non-contact, optical co-
ordinate measurement sensors. Each branch of the taxonomy represents a
different working principle. The sensor taxonomy is shown in Figure 2.1. The
two main branches classify technologies as being either passive or active. The
bottom layer of the taxonomy showing examples of each technology has been
redacted for clarity.
Passive Sensors operate, as the name suggests, passively; they do not emit
any signal but make depth calculations based on the reception of informa-
tion from the scene. Examples of this type of sensor include traditional
stereo vision [1–3], depth from focus sensors [4–6] or light field imaging
(plenoptics) [7–9].
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Active Sensors can infer depth information from a scene by transmitting a
signal and analysing the return of that signal, which has been modified
or distorted by the scene. This group encompasses the vast majority of
commercially available 3D sensors. Typical examples include laser scan-
ners [10–13](point and profile), active stereo vision [14], fringe projection
[15–19] and time-of-flight [20, 21].
Some technologies, such as stereo vision, exist in both active and passive
variants. In these instances, the technology will have two entries, one in each
branch. Section 2.1.2 and 2.1.1 detail various active and passive technologies.
Due to the breadth of technologies available, the scope of discussion for each
is limited. Priority is given to triangulation based methods, as these offer the
most promising results for robotic applications. Some technologies, such as
interferometry and optical coherence tomography, typically operate at sub-
millimetre dimensional scales and as such are not given particular attention;
they are primarily used for characterising surface features at the micro scale
[22, 23]. Their usefulness for automated assembly, inspection tasks or the
location of objects within a scene is limited by their small fields of view.
Typical measurement ranges of a selection of scanner technologies are shown in
Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Approximate Specifications of range imaging systems suited for macro
and micro vision. Adapted from [22].
z-accuracy (mm) z-range (m)
Method min max min max
Macro-vision
Stereo vision Varies
with z2
Varies
with z2
0.1 10
Structured
Light
0.1 10 0.1 10
Time-of-flight 5 50 1 10
z-accuracy (µm) x-field of view (mm)
min max min max
Micro-vision
Multifocus mi-
croscopy
2 1
White light in-
terferometry
0.01 10 0.2 2
Chromatic
aberration
0.01 scan
Confocal mi-
croscopy
0.05 1 0.2 40
2.1.1 Passive Sensors
Figure 2.2 shows the full breakdown of the passive sensor taxonomy branch.
The final tier shows example products of the respective technologies.
Stereo vision is one of the most commonly used 3D technologies and operates
on a principle much the same as human binocular vision. Figure 2.3 shows
a typical stereo vision set-up. In general, a stereo vision system consists of
two identical cameras capturing two different views of a scene. Corresponding
points within the scene have different co-ordinates when projected onto the
image plane of each camera. To recover the depth of a point, the corresponding
projected points must be found in each image. This is known as the corre-
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Fig. 2.2 Sensor taxonomy - passive branch.
Fig. 2.3 A typical stereo vision set-up. Image from [24].
spondence problem and solving it is known as stereo matching. The difference
between corresponding image points is known as disparity, and hence once
matching is performed on a pair of stereo images, a disparity map or depth
map can be produced [24].
Stereo matching techniques are defined as either local or global. Local tech-
niques measure correlation between images through the use of small templates
and are useful for analysing small parts of an image [25, 26]. Global methods
produce more accurate results than local techniques, however more computation
time is needed. Global matching refers to minimising a cost function across the
entire image. The cost function is defined in terms of image data and depth
continuity [25].
Unfortunately, passive stereo matching, using either global or local matching
algorithms, requires unique groups of pixels to be present in the images. It is
therefore difficult to solve the correspondence problem on objects with little
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in the way of texture, such as machined components. The alternative is to
augment the stereo matching process with extra information by projecting
unique patterns onto the scene. This process is referred to as active stereo and
is discussed in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.2 Active Sensors
Figure 2.4 shows a breakdown of the active triangulation branch. This branch
of technology is most promising for location and inspection of parts, and is
already used for this purpose [27–31]. The final tier shows example comercial
systems (green outlines) and experimental systems from literature (red out-
lines). Triangulation sensors have been divided into three categories; Laser
triangulation, active stereo and projector-camera triangulation. Technologies
are categorised in this way to avoid the collective and often inconsistent use of
the catch-all ‘structured light’ term. In this report, ‘structured light’ refers to
the deliberately non-uniform light projected by any active sensor.
Laser Triangulation
Laser triangulation systems typically consist of a laser emitter (most commonly
a stripe in area scan applications) and a camera (Figure 2.5). The camera images
the intersection of the laser profile and the object surface. By mapping the
co-ordinates of the laser stripe to the camera space through system calibration,
the surface co-ordinate in each column of pixels can be calculated [32]. The
main drawback of laser systems is that to acquire a full 3D model of an object,
relative motion between the sensor and object must be introduced in order to
acquire successive profiles.
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Fig. 2.5 A typical laser triangulation system. Image from [32].
Active Stereo
Active stereo approaches function in much the same way as passive stereo,
however the solution of the correspondence problem is aided by the projection
of structured light into the scene. The structured light can take many forms,
including speckle patterns [33, 34], coded patterns [35] or fringe patterns [36].
These techniques fall into two categories; those that provide unique texture to
aid traditional area-based stereo matching techniques and those that uniquely
encode points (and hence pixels) within the scene. Figure 2.6 shows an example
structured light pattern used with a commercial Ensenso active stereo camera.
The image is of a desktop, with the camera stand visible at the left of the image.
A more recent development is the combination of phase shifting techniques
with active stereo [36]. In this approach, sequential fringe patterns are pro-
jected onto the object, encoding each point on the surface with a particular
phase. By projecting fringes in both the horizontal and vertical directions,
pixels from each image can be matched in both the x and y directions, solving
the correspondence problem. This process is shown in Figure 2.7. The phase
calculations and unwrapping are similar to that using a single camera-projector
set-up; the crucial difference is that the phase is used for pixel correspondence
rather than direct depth mapping. The projected fringes therefore do not
need to be perfectly sinusoidal. This removes the need for the calibration
of a projector’s gamma curve, which would otherwise distort the ideal fringe
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(a) Image taken from the left camera. (b) Photograph of the scanner.
Fig. 2.6 Ensenso N10-304-18.
Fig. 2.7 Active stereo with fringe projection. Image from [38].
patterns output from the computer [37]. It is also less crucial to allow the
projector to warm up before performing measurements.
A disadvantage of the active stereo phase-shifting technique is the require-
ment for multiple fringes to be projected (at least three in each direction). This
means that either the scene must be static for the measurement period, or the
measurement must take place within a short enough time-scale to render the
motion of the scene negligible. To overcome this, systems have been devised
which incorporate super-fast projectors using arrays of fringe masks over high
power LEDs [39] or Digital Light Processing (DLP) technology. Using DLP
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technology and high speed cameras, 3D measurement speeds of 4 kHz have
been achieved [40].
Projector-Camera Triangulation
Figure 2.8 shows a typical projector-camera triangulation system, which consists
of a single camera and structured light projector, separated by a triangulation
angle. Figure 2.9, showing a breakdown of existing projection techniques from
Geng’s [41] review of structured light 3D surface imaging, it is the basis for
the projector-camera triangulation branch of the sensor taxonomy. These
techniques work by mapping the distortion of a projected pattern by an object’s
topography to depth information.
Of particular interest from this group are the phase shift techniques as
they provide dense measurements; depth can be recovered at every pixel as
the projected pattern varies continuously from pixel to pixel. Conversely, the
resolution of other methods is limited by the feature size of projected grids or
speckles [24]. Phase shifting is also extensively utilised as it is less sensitive to
surface reflectivity variations and ambient light [42].
The phase shifting principle is shown in Figure 2.10. Whilst a multitude of
phase shifting algorithms have been developed [43], the most simple is the three
step algorithm. This requires the projection of three fringe patterns, each offset
by 120◦. These patterns encode each point in the scene with a relative phase in
the region of −π to +π with 2π discontinuities. To recover height information,
absolute phase must first be determined in an unwrapping procedure and then
mapped to depth via a calibration procedure [44, 45]. Calibration methods
are significantly more complex than those used in stereo matching, and hence
phase assisted stereo matching, as the non-linearity of the projector’s gamma
curve must be corrected for [37].
Challenges on Shiny Surfaces
As previously discussed, passive sensors struggle on shiny surfaces as there
is little in the way of texture features to aid in matching techniques. Active
techniques overcome the lack of area based texture information up to a point,
by projecting their own location features. However, on highly reflective surfaces
such as machined aluminium, where there is a large range in signal return
from an object, methods such as laser range scanning, active stereo and fringe
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Fig. 2.8 Projector-camera triangulation set-up. Image from [41].
Fig. 2.9 Breakdown of projection techniques. Image from [41].
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Fig. 2.10 Typical set-up of a fringe projection phase shifting system. Image
from [42].
projection fail to work properly [46–48]. Techniques have been developed to
function on the special case of highly-specular reflecting surfaces [49–52], a
review of which is available in [53]. However machined components with visible
machining marks are considered to behave in a more Lambertian than spec-
ular fashion, limiting these techniques to the use of highly specular surfaces
only. Other techniques include separating the diffuse and specular reflection
components using polarizing filters [54, 55], however this severely diminishes
the signal return, lowering signal-to-noise ratio and making the measurement
of both dull and bright surfaces in the same scene difficult, although some
techniques are able to cope well even with saturated fringe patterns [56].
A promising solution to the shiny surface problem is the use of High Dynamic
Range (HDR) techniques, sometimes referred to as exposure bracketing [46, 57].
In these approaches, multiple images of each fringe projection are taken at
different exposures. A composite phase map is constructed, each pixel of which
is selected from the multiple exposure set based on optimum signal-to-noise
ratio. An example of the improvements over traditional phase matching active
stereo is shown in Figure 2.11. Recovered point clouds are much more complete
and the method is more resistant to changes in ambient lighting [46]. What is
unclear is the extent to which this approach has disseminated into commercially
available 3D scanners, as manufacturers are understandably reluctant to reveal
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(a) HDR off - phase matching active stereo.
(b) HDR on.
Fig. 2.11 Point clouds of a machined aluminium component imaged with and
without a high dynamic range technique. Image from [46].
their algorithms beyond basic working principles, however the quality of scans
achieved by many manufacturers would indicate that it is in widespread use.
A striking observation is that there is precious little quantitative information
available in the literature regarding the improvements and performance of the
various technologies on shiny surfaces. Authors typically reconstruct an object
or scene and point out the qualitative improvements over traditional methods,
such as point cloud completeness or the reduction of visible aberrations. This
is often impressive, but without quantifying improvements it is impossible to
realistically compare different technologies. This motivated an investigation
into characterisation methods for 3D sensors, as presented in Section 2.2.
2.2 Sensor Characterisation
In order to determine a testing method for the characterisation of sensor
performance on shiny surfaces, a literature review into characterisation methods
was performed. The scope was limited to the characterisation of scanners
capable of measuring features on the macro scale and aimed to determine if a
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method or standard already exists to evaluate performance on shiny surfaces.
This review is separated into relevant standards and notable literature.
2.2.1 Sensor Characterisation Standards
Currently, only two relevant standards exist. The first, VDI/VDE 2634 [58]
is a national standard published by the Association of German Engineers
and is derived from previous standards relating to Cartesian Co-ordinate
Measurement Machines (CMM). The second, published by the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) committee E57 [59], presents a standard
test methodology for systems which evaluate Six Degrees of Freedom (6DoF)
pose.
VDI/VDE 2634
VDI/VDE specifies the use of three artefacts to determine certain metrological
properties of the scanner; the sphere, the ball-bar and plane. All artefacts are
to be made of diffusive materials to create optimum scanning surfaces for the
scanner and the size and shape must be known to a level of confidence greater
than that of the System Under Test (SUT). Table 2.2 details the symbols used
in the standard.
The Sphere artefact is used to estimate Probing Error, P . The sphere diam-
eter, DP should satisfy Equation 2.1, where L0 is the diagonal length of
the SUT measurement volume.
0.02L0 < DP < 0.2L0 (2.1)
The Ball-Bar artefact consists of two spheres, rigidly connected with a centre
spacing of LP , where:
LP ≥ 0.3L0 (2.2)
The spheres on the ball-bar must be consistent with the definition of
the sphere artefact. The ball-bar is used to estimate the Sphere-Spacing
Error, SD.
The Plane artefact is a cuboid with diffusive surface finish, whose largest
plane face must be at least 50 mm wide and no less than 0.5L0 long.
No constraint is placed on thickness, although it is implicitly assumed it
must be thick enough to remain sufficiently stiff. The plane is used to
estimate Flatness Measurement Error, F .
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Table 2.2 Symbols used in VDI/DVE 2634.
Symbol Meaning
F Flatness measurement error
PF Probing error (form)
PS Probing error (size)
SD Sphere-spacing error
DP Spherical artefact diameter (nominal)
Dr Spherical artefact diameter (calibrated)
Da Measured diameter of the sphere
LP Distance between sphere centres in the ball-bar artefact
(nominal)
Lr Distance between sphere centres in the ball-bar artefact
(calibrated)
La Measured value of the test length
L0 Diagonal length of the SUT measurement volume
The VDI standard is extensively used to determine standard metrological
properties of a scanner under ideal conditions and can therefore be used to
compare or validate best case accuracy and repeatability. However, it does
not allow the determination of a scanner’s measurement limits. The results
obtained are only valid for the ideal artefacts in question, so a user can not
have confidence in measurements on surfaces significantly different from those
of the artefacts.
ASTM E2919
The newest standard, ASTM E2919 provides methods, metrics and procedures
for collecting and analysing data to determine the performance of a pose
measurement system [59]. It is particularly notable as it does not specify
a standard test artefact, but rather recommends the use of one which is
representative of the final application of the scanner. In fact, the standard
is intended to be entirely application specific and recognises the need to not
rely on vendor’s specifications. The following quote is from Section 5.3 of the
standard:
The intent of this test method is to allow a user to determine
the performance of a vendor’s system under conditions specific to
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the user’s application, and to determine whether the system still
performs in accordance with the vendor’s specifications under those
conditions.
The test method specifies the measurement of a test object at at least 32
locations within the working volume, with both the SUT and a Reference
System (RS), whose accuracy is at least an order of magnitude greater than
that of the SUT’s vendor specifications. From these measurements, relative
and absolute pose accuracy and repeatability can be determined (Figure 2.12).
A disadvantage of the method is that re-characterisation is a long winded
process and it must be re-performed for each application. Also, in working
only on calculated pose, the method does not allow the expected accuracy of a
given point to be determined in an analogous way to the VDI probing error
parameter. This is limiting if one wished to use characterisation results to
predict the quality of a scan from a particular orientation.
(a) Absolute pose of object O at
pose k computed from the SUT
represented by SUT HˆOk and com-
puted from the RS Represented by
SUT H˜Ok =SUT HRS ×RS HOk.
(b) Relative pose in which object O
is moving from pose 1 to pose k with
respect to the RS, which is represented
by O1HOk, and the SUT, which is rep-
resented by O1HˆOk, and the gray re-
gion represents the volume in which
the object is being moved from pose
O1 to Ok.
Fig. 2.12 Relative and absolute pose as defined by ASTM E2919. Images
from [59]
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2.2.2 Sensor Characterisation Methods in Literature
There has been a continual effort from the scientific community to suggest stan-
dard artefacts and procedures for 3D sensor characterisation. Most proposed
artefacts are either optically compliant (typically matt white or sand/bead/-
vapour blasted metal), or machined with unspecified surface properties. In 1993
Paakkacari and Moring [60] suggested several artefacts comprised of primitive
geometric shapes; a plane, intersecting planes, spherical and parabolic surfaces
and a bar grid. The intersecting planes could be set at 0, 30, 45 or 60 degrees
and the plates were painted matt white on one side and matt black on the
other, to assess the effect of surface reflectivity. Beraldin et al. [61] proposed
and tested the use of a set of the artefacts shown in Figure 2.13a in 1995.
Since this time, many other artefacts and methods have been suggested to test
certain aspects of a SUT [48, 62–78], such as step height resolution, sensitivity
to material type and free-form surface measurement ability. A selection of these
artefacts are shown in Figure 2.13. These artefacts fall into two categories;
those which are designed to be optically compliant and those which are not.
Optically compliant artefacts such as the set of primitive geometries and step
heights suggested by Guidi et al. [63, 65] in Figure 2.13b(right) and those
recommended in VDI 2634 serve an important function in that they reveal
the optimum performance of a 3D sensor. However, as the performance of an
optically based 3D sensor is dependent on the surface finish of the target, any
performance metric is only valid for the material type of the characterisation
artefact. Guidi notes this in [63] when he points out the sensitivity of the
systems under test to the relative angle between the cylindrical step artefact
and the sensor.
Providing this limitation is appreciated by the user then the results even
from such specific artefacts as that shown in Figure 2.13c are useful. In this
example, Iuliano et al. investigated the accuracy of a 3D sensor for the purpose
of measuring injection moulding dies and so their artefact incorporated typical
features and surface finish specific to that industry. Where possible, they
assessed performance based on the accuracy of fitted primitive least squares
geometries to the corresponding model features. In areas where the geometry
was complex and defined by Non-Uniform Rational B-spline (NURB) blends
between features, they assessed accuracy by error of form to the fitted CAD
geometry.
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The use of optically compliant artefacts is also particularly troublesome
when one considers the effect of measurement technologies on performance. A
system with high dynamic range technology or operating with a shorter wave-
length illuminant should perform better on shinier surfaces than an otherwise
equivalent system without such technologies. However, unless the test proce-
dure and specified artefacts are capable of challenging the SUT, the benefits
of different technologies cannot be quantified and the user is left uncertain of
which sensor is best suited to their application.
Despite the recognition of the effects of surface finish on performance and
findings which isolate the angle of incidence as the greatest sources of error in
range measurements [79, 80], only a handful of studies have been concerned
with the influence of roughness and inclination. With particular relevance to
the influence of roughness and inclination, Gestel et al. [32] developed a series
of tests to determine the influence of in-plane and out-of-plane (Figure 2.14)
surface inclination on laser profile measurements. Gestel extracted standard
deviation parameters from point clouds as an indication of measurement noise.
Manorathna et a.l [47] performed a similar set of experiments to Gestel,
extending the measurement quality metrics to include the number of points
acquired and highlighting the loss of data quality due to direct specular reflec-
tion of the laser stripe into the imaging lens; a consequence of both surface
shininess and orientation. This study also qualitatively compared acquired
images of the laser stripe from “normal, matt and shiny” surfaces (Figure 2.15).
The combined influence of surface finish and inclination was not studied.
Vukašinovic et al. [81] studied the influence of both surface colour (red,
green and blue), incidence angle and stand-off distance on the number of ac-
quired data points using a laser profile scanner. Unfortunately only the in-plane
angle was studied. A model was fitted to the data to predict the performance
of that particular laser scanner. Only the number of data points was collected;
no methods were employed to ascertain their quality.
In summary, whilst there exists a number of standard and suggested testing
procedures and artefacts, there is currently no comprehensive method to ade-
quately characterise non-contact 3D sensors in terms of their performance on
surfaces of varying surface inclination and finish. Vendors publish data-sheets
with accuracy and repeatability specifications, which implicitly assume that
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(a) [61] (1995) (b) [63] (2010)
(c) [64] (2011) (d) [67] (2011) (e) [65] (2011)
(f) [71] (2011) (g) [74] (2012)
(h) [76] (2013) (i) [77] (2015)
(j) [77] (2015)
Fig. 2.13 A selection of 3D imaging test artefacts.
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Fig. 2.14 In and out-of-plane inclination on a laser profile sensor. Image
from [32]
Fig. 2.15 Images of a laser stripe on various surface finishes. Image from [47]
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data is actually collected. It has been shown [47] that this is not necessarily
the case. In reality surface properties such as roughness, colour and inclination
have a massive influence. It is therefore impossible for a user to have confidence
in measurements on real components with non-ideal surface finish, or to predict
the performance of a scanner on an arbitrary part using vendors’ specifications
or any existing standard.
2.3 Point Cloud Quality
The quantification of point cloud quality is an important topic with regards
to the characterisation of sensors. All characterisation methods necessarily
incorporate some quality metric which is dependent on the point cloud. This is
sometimes done directly, for example through an uncertainty assessment, or
indirectly through the fitting of model geometry and assessing the accuracy of
a fitted feature.
Although more complex metrics have been suggested over the years, many
in common use for both the characterisation of sensors and the validation of
performance of new technologies are some variant of the concepts proposed
by Hoppe et al. [82] in 1992, namely density and noise. Hoppe proposed
parameters whereby if yi is an arbitrary noiseless point on a surface, then the
noisy representation of the point is xi = yi + ei, where ei is an error vector.
There is also some ambiguity about the direction of the error vector, as this
is technology specific. A point cloud is said to be δ-noisy if |ei| < δ for all
points i. This supposes that the true surface point yi is known, which implies
that either some a priori knowledge or feature fitting is required to estimate δ.
A point cloud is said to be ρ-dense if any sphere with radius ρ and centre on
the noiseless surface contains a sample in bmyi.
Lartigue et al. [83] comments that the metrics proposed by Hoppe are
calculated on the global point cloud and so are limited in their ability to
express the change of point cloud quality over a digitised surface, as both the
density and noise are normally not consistent over the scanning range of a
sensor. As a solution, Lartigue proposes expressing the density and noise in
local voxelised regions, which has the advantage of highlighting poorly digitised
surface features. Lartigue also proposes accuracy (τ) and completeness (κ)
metrics in the context of a laser scanner, although these are not widely adopted.
The value of τ is evaluated based on the point formed by the intersection of
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two lines, measured on two intersecting planes, in a variety of poses which
should place the intersection in precisely the same point in the CCD of the laser
scanner and so return the same co-ordinate. In many ways this falls into the
category of artefact based assessment of accuracy, discussed in Section 2.2.2,
as it involves the fitting of geometric model of an ideal artefact to the point
cloud. It is therefore not truly assessing the point-wise accuracy of the system,
as the measurement is actually based on hundreds of points to calculate the
intersection.
The concept of point cloud density is widely used, although not necessarily
in the same manner as proposed by Hoppe; it is often expressed in terms of the
number of points in a known digitised area [62] or the percentage of covered
area [84–86] or the raw measured area [87].
The magnitude of the noise vector is commonly assessed by measuring the
random error by means of the standard deviation of points to a fitted shape,
most commonly a plane [62, 72, 88–91], but spheres and other geometries are
used as well [64, 86].
2.4 Sensor Modelling and View Optimisation
View optimisation, also known as view planning, sensor planning, or in the
2D laser scanner field more generally referred to as path planning due to the
requirement of a dynamic sensor to achieve area coverage of a part, is the
problem of selecting the best view, or number of views to perform a particular
measurement task with a 3D sensor. The measurement task can take many
forms, ranging from the reconstruction of surfaces, either guided by a priori
object geometry or not, to the desired measurement of specific object features.
The topic of view optimisation is heavily linked with that of sensor modelling as
the influence of variables on the sensor performance is essential in guiding the
optimisation process. Although in early works [92] no sensor model is strictly
required, some modern methods have detailed technology specific models of
sensor errors.
Solutions to the problem of selecting optimum viewpoints have been devel-
oping since the early days of 3D range sensing, with Conolly [92] suggesting two
algorithms for selecting next-best views based on a voxelised octree representa-
tion of the target object and an arbitrary starting view. The method accounts
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for visibility only and actually requires no sensor model, as it is the next-best
view vector which is determined, not absolute position, although in practice
the sensor will be placed on the view vector with at least an assumption of its
field of view and operating range.
In another pioneering work in the field, Tarbox and Gottschilch [93] com-
bined aspects of graph and set theory as well as computational geometry in
their simulation of surface visibility to ascertain a set of observations for the
task of complete surface coverage. They crucially developed the concept of the
visibility matrix, which allows a complete visibility analysis over all surface
points and potential viewpoints. They also propose a convenient method of
discretising the viewpoint space by the sub-division of an icosahedron, which
provides a good approximation of a uniformly distributed set of view pose
candidates in a sphere about the object’s centre. Grazing angle limits are set for
the projector and camera for the purposes of reducing the effect of diminished
point density at increasingly acute viewing angles, but no consideration is given
to the effects of view angle on measurement error.
View planning has significant similarities in terms of its geometrical meth-
ods with other fields such as CNC machining and contact CMM planning.
For instance, the concept of visibility maps, which is commonly used in view
planning has its roots in CNC machining for the purpose of determining feature
accessibility to tooling [94]. The concept became common for the similar task
of automated contact CMM probe planning [95–97], which shares much of its
early literature and methodologies with non-contact 3D sensor view planning.
These early approaches were based on the visibility of desired features and
were largely used for the automated digitisation of surfaces using laser scanners
[84, 98–100].
A large variety of view planning techniques have since been suggested,
reviews of which are available in [101–104]. Regardless of the method, all
planning techniques have a common set of desirable requirements which are
summarised by Scott [101] and presented in Table 2.3. The particular focus of
this research is the effects of object surface finish on sensor performance, so the
primary concerns are the shape and material constraints of the object and the
measurement performance of the sensor. The variety of techniques are generally
categorised into model based and non-model based, depending on if they are
dependent on the a priori input of an object model and sub-categories thereof
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Table 2.3 View planning requirements [101].
Category Requirement
General
Model quality specification
Generalisable algorithm
Generalised viewpoints
View overlap
Robust
Efficient
Self-terminating
Object
Minimal a priori knowledge
Shape constraints
Material constraints
Sensor
Frustum
Shadow effect
Measurement performance
Positioning System
6D Pose
Pose constraints
Positioning performance
denoting the class of approach to the view selection problem. For the purposes
of this research, a more relevant categorisation is based on the consideration
models give to the influence of surface finish and orientation on the quality of
views. Approaches are therefore categorised as follows:
1. Those which do not include the effects of incidence angle on measurement
quality [92, 93, 98, 105].
2. Those which account for the effects, but simply aim to minimise the
incidence angle [84, 89, 99, 106–111].
3. Those which include an uncertainty or reflectance model as a function of
surface inclination [85–87, 91, 100, 102, 112–114].
With the exception of the earliest works up until the early 2000s, virtually
all view planning approaches at least subjectively account for the variation in
surface orientation. The approaches in the second category do this by assuming
that a minimised viewing angle to a surface is beneficial to the measurement
and so aim to minimise a cost function which incorporates the notion of ‘measur-
ability’ with that of the visibility matrix. The motivation to minimise viewing
angle is twofold, firstly to reduce the effect on diminished point density and
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secondly to reduce the effects of adverse optical scattering. The view score
cost function varies by author, most base it on the angle between viewing
direction and some aggregation of local surface normals [84, 107–109]. Others
specify admissible viewing angles [99, 106, 110] and some use the combination
of both [111]. Solutions of this type are limited in their application to shiny
surfaces with area scan cameras however, primarily due to the issue of sensor
self-blinding where a camera is blinded by direct specular reflection of the
illuminant. This phenomenon is dependent on sensor geometry, but typically
manifests close to the normal direction in area scan cameras, which is precisely
the direction which these approaches are optimised for. Laser scanners are
less vulnerable to this effect because the illuminant is a thin stripe, so there
is no light being directed toward the sensor unless it is perturbed by surface
geometry. Therefore by tightly controlling the normality of the laser stripe to
the surface the self-blinding issue can be largely overcome, especially in model
based path planning where the surface geometry is known. This is not the case
for area scanners, as if, for example, a fringe projection system is imaging a
large flat shiny plane, there is necessarily a region on the surface whose surface
normal will specularly reflect the illuminant toward the camera and inevitably
affect the signal-to-noise ratio, and hence the point quality, in that region.
For these reasons, view planning techniques of the third category are of most
relevance to this research. These approaches incorporate either a quantitative
estimation of the expected uncertainty of a point or a simulation of pixel grey
value and use this estimation to help score view candidates. Methods differ
greatly in their derivation of point uncertainty estimates and applied sensor
models.
Foundational work in this regard was conducted by Prieto et al. [90, 100],
who describes a noise model based on the fitting of curves to experimental
data describing the impact of two viewing angles in isolation (in and out of the
laser plane) and distance, on the point variance for a laser scanner. The point
variance is used to plan an optimised sensing strategy and subsequently weight
resultant points by reliability in the inspection process. Prieto does not state
details about the reference sample on which the point uncertainty is assessed
and hence does not expand into the influence of different material properties
on this value.
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There are a variety of different approaches used to model point noise in the
third category of methods, which is not surprising given the lack of standard
methods of expressing such quantities, identified in Section 2.2. For instance
Scott [102] uses a curve fitted noise model similar to Prieto but based on the
metrics described by Beraldin [61], whilst Weickmann [86] estimates noise based
on the deviations of points to an optically compliant sphere in the spirit of
VDI 2634. Cleverly, this approach gives an estimation of noise on all surface
orientations on the sphere, but at the compromise of having only a small number
of points per surface normal due to the inevitable segmentation of sphere re-
gions to encompass a sufficient number of points for reliable standard deviation
estimation. Weickmann calculates point error as the euclidean distance from
the point to the surface to the fitted sphere in accordance with the specification
of probing error in VDI 2634. Whilst appropriate for contact CMMs, this
approach fails to take into account that the direction of the error vector is
dependent on the sensor technology, optics geometry and processing algorithm
and is not usually normal to the surface as is identified in [90]. For laser scanners
in particular the primary error vector is constrained to the laser plane. The
studies by Mahmud et al. [91] and Weckenmann et al. [112] also plan views with
noise metrics acquired on the best case scenarios of optically compliant surfaces.
An interesting sub-category of these methods are those which incorporate
physically based Bi-Directional Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDF)
into the sensor model in order to estimate the intensity of each pixel in the
image [85–87, 112]. This allows the estimation of pixel saturation levels due to
self-blinding and is therefore a more robust method for view planning on shiny
surfaces than simply aiming to minimise viewing angle or specifying viewing
cones. To be physically accurate, these approaches require the use of physically
based BRDF coefficients as well as the optical and physical properties of the sen-
sor such as focal length, sensor dimensions, pixel sensitivity, illuminant strength
and integration time. Obviously these properties, especially those regarding
the intricacies of the sensor construction and hardware, are not always available.
Different approaches have been taken to select an appropriate BRDF func-
tion which accurately represents the surface behaviour. Weckenmann et al.
[112] use the Cook-Torrance reflectance model [115] with the Beckmann distri-
bution function [116], which models the surface as a series of micro facets with a
gradient distribution estimated by the RMS slope. The authors experimentally
estimate the maximum illuminance that causes pixel saturation and a minimum
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threshold, which is approximately 30% of the maximum for their fringe pro-
jection sensor. The authors also estimate the amount of phase error based on
pixel and ambient noise. Such an extensive approach is effective, but requires
a significant amount of a priori knowledge of the sensors construction, working
principle and software algorithms to effectively model its behaviour. It also
requires a measurement of surface roughness as an input into the reflectance
model.
Several of these challenges are overcome by Koutecky` et al. [85, 117], who
build on the work of Ellenrieder et al. [114]. The physically based Nayar
reflectance model [118] is used instead of Cook-Torrance, which is expressed in
terms of phenomenological diffuse and specular coefficients rather than physical
surface properties like the RMS slope. This allows images and point clouds
of a flat plane aquired at different inclinations at a fixed distance to be used
to fit the BRDF coefficients, threshold pixel grey values and sensor constants
to the experimental data. This model has the benefits of not requiring much
a priori knowledge of the surface and sensor, as coefficients such as pixel area,
projector power, surface albedo, lens aperture and pixel sensitivity are bundled
into a single sensor constant, although it does require access to the camera
images. The coefficients of surface distance and exposure time are bundled into
a second constant which allows the values of these parameters to be determined
for a desired pixel grey value. The authors do not however account for sensor
noise and perform view planning based on measurability criteria only. In
addition, little consideration is given to different surface finishes; results are
only presented for a sample of sheet metal with unspecified surface properties,
for which the stated median difference between predicted and simulated surface
coverage of the sheet metal component example part is 16%.
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2.5 Gap Analysis
In Section 2.2 the primary gap in literature is the lack of a comprehensive
assessment of point cloud quality as a function of material properties. Methods
which specify matt white or otherwise optically compliant artefacts are useful
in providing best-case measurement properties but provide no information on
sensor performance, particularly measurement noise on real, non-ideal objects.
This is not a problem providing components can be sprayed with matt white
coatings for measurement, but this introduces measurable errors for some
sensors and is not always acceptable in a production environment.
There is therefore scope for novel research to provide a sensor character-
isation method which is generalisable to any point cloud producing sensor
technology and expresses point cloud quality parameters as a function of sur-
face inclination and surface roughness.
Section 2.3 did not reveal much scope for novelty in terms of point cloud
quality parameters themselves, but did highlight that the concepts of point
density and noise are by far the most commonly used and easily understood,
albeit in differing forms depending on the application.
Section 2.4 revealed that the view planning problem has two major com-
ponents; the scoring of candidate views and the selection of algorithms based
on these scores. There is little scope for novelty with regards to the actual
selection of views, but there is a distinct lack of methodologies for incorporating
point uncertainty into the view scoring process, particularly as a function of
surface finish. Of the methods that do incorporate a noise model, there is little
consistency in noise estimation methodology and only superficial crossover with
the methods suggested by authors in Section 2.2. This presents a research
opportunity to ensure that the output of the characterisation method on shiny
surfaces can also be used to estimate the relative quality of measurement poses
in a sensor simulation.
With regards to simulation methods, the prospect of a reflectance model
based algorithm is attractive, especially with recent advancements in rapid
photo-realistic rendering techniques. There is also scope to incorporate noise
models into current techniques to allow the prediction of both point measura-
bility and quality. However, the determination of reflectance model coefficients
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and sensor grey level thresholds for point measureability requires access to
the camera images, which runs against the desire for a characterisation model
being generalisable to any point cloud producing sensor and the results being
incorporated into the view planning process. For this to be achieved, no output
from the sensor should be required other than a point cloud for the complete
characterisation and planning process.
There is therefore a research gap for a generalised sensor characterisation
approach, the output of which can be incorporated into a sensor simulation and
view scoring algorithm which requires minimal a priori sensor specifications.
Chapter 3
Research Methodology and
Special Apparatus
The sequence of research undertaken is shown in Figure 3.1, which is structured
to show the progression of research activities and key contributions from each
phase of the project. Each phase of work is mapped onto its respective thesis
chapter and key outcomes or contributions are identified.
The research work undertaken can be defined by four key phases. The first
phase was concerned with defining the necessary experimental apparatus and
methods for the subsequent activities, including which sensor to use in the
following phases. This was followed by the development of a general sensor
characterisation method, an earlier incarnation of which has been published
in Optics and Lasers in Engineering [119]. Phase 3 developed methods for
simulating non-ideal point clouds from the sensor with realistic quality metrics.
The final phase defines a viewpoint scoring method for the purpose of task-
specific optimisation of scanner pose for measurements on non-ideal objects.
These phases are described in more detail in the following sections.
3.1 Phase 1 - Experimental Set-Up
3.1.1 Selection of Test System
Although the proposed techniques in later phases are generalisable to any point
cloud producing 3D sensor, a relatively low cost robot-mountable industrial 3D
sensor is chosen to demonstrate the methods throughout. This sensor is the
Ensenso N10-304-18, whose properties and operating principles are described
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in more detail in Section 4.2.2. Although not much more accurate or repeat-
able than lower cost consumer grade sensors such as the Microsoft® Kinect
or PrimeSense Carmine, it has significant advantages in terms of the depth
of its measurement volume, physical robustness, thermal stability and ease
of integration via the Ensenso SDK. It is also capable of capturing data at
real-time frame rates which is a huge benefit when large amounts of scans are
required for developing the sensor characterisation method.
Possible alternatives for a similar form factor and frame rate were the
PrimeSense Carmine or Kinect V2, neither of which are as stable or provide
as convenient an SDK for development. At the time, the Kinect V2 SDK
was only compatible with Windows 8 and the PrimeSense suffered from driver
incompatibilities which were only fixable via modifying BIOS settings.
Another alternative system which became available later in the project
is the David SLS-3 reconfigurable fringe projection system, now owned and
re-branded by HP®. It is an order of magnitude more accurate than the Ensenso
by nature of its operating principle. Whilst the SDK for the David is excellent,
calibration was required with virtually every set-up and the acquisition frame
rate is very slow compared to the Ensenso. This, combined with the much
larger amount of data required to handle due to its higher resolution makes it
cumbersome to develop with.
3.1.2 The Pan-Tilt Table
The experiments in Phases 2 and 4 require the accurate posing of samples
and artefacts in front of the sensor, however it is only necessary to control
object orientation, not position. There are four options to achieve this; manual
positioning, robotic positioning, an off-the-shelf automated pan and tilt system,
or a custom built pan and tilt system.
The first option to manually position samples was used initially in proof
of concept tests and it quickly became apparent that to continue using it for
full characterisations was incredibly impractical. The mounting of either the
sample or sensor on a robotic arm is practical and highly automatable. This
approach was used in the characterisation of a laser scanner in Section 4.7 but
due to robot availability was not used for the entirety of the project. Instead,
samples were posed using a custom built, three axis pan, tilt and yaw stage. A
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custom table was built as there was no commercially available product which
satisfied the desired requirements of three axis computer control with ±0.1°
angular accuracy at a reasonable price.
The desired angular accuracy of the tilt table was selected as 0.1° for
several reasons. Firstly, it was observed in early experiments that an angu-
lar resolution of approximately 2° was necessary to capture sufficient detail
in the sensor characterisation process. An accuracy an order of magnitude
greater than the required resolution is desirable, hence a desired accuracy of
approximately ±0.1°. This was found to be consistent with early experiments
using a simple LEGO® Mindstorms controlled pan and tilt table which was
used for early algorithm prototyping. It had an accuracy of ±1° and was
incapable of producing repeatable characterisation maps. Secondly, it was a
reasonable design target based on what was achievable with low cost stepper
motors and belt drives with single reductions. The accuracies of the first
two axes, pan and tilt, were of highest priority, as these are required for the
bulk of the characterisation work. The tested samples are isotropic and hence
sensor performance unaffected by surface rotation about the normal axis. This
allowed axis three to be driven directly and still maintain adequate performance.
A summary of the properties of the Pan and Tilt table, henceforth abbre-
viated to the PnT, is listed below. The detailed design of each axis, control
software and calibration studies are presented in Appendix B.
1. Three axis orientation control. Axes are accurate to ±0.2°,±0.09° and
±0.45° respectively.
2. Serial control interface.
3. Sample mounting plate of 140 × 140 mm
A photograph of the machine and its CAD representation are shown in
Figure 3.2. The base is made from laser cut MDF sheet with box jointed
edges and is glued together with poly-urethane construction adhesive. It is
finished matt black and lacquered with a satin finish. This reduces problematic
reflections and provides a hardier surface. All other manufactured components
are machined from aluminium. Larger, complicated parts were CNC machined
and the more straightforward drive shafts and many of the Axis 2 and 3
components were machined conventionally. Other than the end stop optical
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(a) CAD assembly.
(b) Photo of the PnT.
Fig. 3.2 CAD and photograph of the PnT.
light gates and Axis 1 belt tension assembly, which were 3D printed, all other
components were purchased off the shelf.
3.2 Phase 2 - Sensor Characterisation
In this phase of the project, a new sensor characterisation approach is developed
because, as indicated in the Literature Review, no suitable general method ex-
ists which quantify sensor performance on non-ideal surface finishes in terms of
both the expectant number and quality of the points one can expect to measure.
When developing the characterisation method, a number of alternative
approaches were considered. One was similar to that suggested by Ellenrieder
et al. [114], in which an empirical approach is used to determine sensor and
reflectance model coefficients for a sensor model, such as upper and lower
image grey level limits and material specific reflectance constants. This method
has shown promise and coefficients can be determined for physically based re-
flectance models. However it relies on the selection of suitable reflection models
for which to fit coefficients and also requires access to the raw sensor image
in order to determine critical pixel levels. This approach can only therefore
be used on sensors which allow access to the raw sensor image, which is not
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universal.
For these reasons, an empirical approach is taken using data collected at
a variety of surface orientations to produce maps of sensor performance as a
function of the primary influences of point cloud quality; surface finish, dis-
tance from the sensor and surface pose. The method is based on the input of
point clouds only and is therefore highly generic. As a result, the approach
is data intensive, but straightforward to implement providing images can be
automatically acquired and synchronised with a device which poses samples
relative to the camera.
The point cloud performance parameters which are evaluated are point
noise and point density. The point density is formulated in terms of points
per unit area, but is normalised to account for the effects on point density of
pose and distance to allow the comparison of sensor performance in different
conditions. Point noise is assessed in the simple terms of standard deviation
of points relative to a plane, although in principle other point cloud quality
parameters could be mapped using the suggested approach.
Another motivation for the approach taken was to keep any required arte-
facts simple and easy to manufacture. To this effect, the method only requires
a small, flat sample of the desired material to be used for characterisation, in
contrast to more elaborate artefacts suggested elsewhere [63, 74].
To keep datasets and experiments manageable for the development of the
method, we consider the application of the characterisation method to isotropic
surface finishes only. Anisotropic surface finishes exhibit anisotropic reflectance
functions, and therefore complicate the characterisation process significantly,
introducing an extra variable of surface lay orientation into an already multi-
variate experiment. However, the characterisation framework is left open for
the inclusion of anisotropic samples by introducing an extra dimension to the
performance maps for sample rotation.
3.3 Phase 3 - Sensor Simulation
The sensor simulation phase focuses on the development of a model which sim-
ulates point clouds with accurately represented performance parameters using
the output from Phase 2. The simulation is performed in two steps. First the
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perfect point cloud of an object is predicted using standard computer graphics
techniques and single incidence ray-tracing to intersect pixels with the object,
with care taken to include the effects of occlusion from multi-camera sensors.
A point in the scene must be visible to all cameras and projectors in order
to be visible, although this rule can be modified for sensors with redundant
cameras. Secondly, points in the ideal cloud are modified based on the predicted
performance parameters; they are either removed if there is a low chance of visi-
bility or noise is added to match the noise distribution from the characterisation.
The simulation requires three pieces of information as input. One is the
camera parameters, which can be calculated using a traditional camera cal-
ibration if raw images are available from the sensor, or estimated based on
manufacturers’ data-sheet values. The next crucial piece of information is the
scene to be simulated, which is provided via meshed representations of 3D
objects and their pose relative to the sensor, with care taken to ensure the mesh
is not too coarse to cause significant deviation from the true object surface.
The final piece of information is the characterisation maps, which are processed
from the raw results in Chapter 4 to provide the necessary parameters for
the point noise and density model. There also needs to be an accompanying
list to the mesh to specify which facets of the mesh are represented by which
characterisation map.
The model is validated by simulating the point clouds for the same ge-
ometry and sample pose as was used in the characterisation and comparing
the performance parameters for both the predicted and actual point clouds.
The point clouds from the characterisation are split for this purpose into two
sets, one which is used to create the characterisation maps and the other for
validation.
3.4 Phase 4 - Viewpoint Scoring
In the final phase, the point cloud simulation is used to predict a view score
metric in order to rank different views of a test object on the ability to perform
measurements on specific object features, such as angles and distances.
The view score metric is developed with a heuristic approach, as an analytic
solution to the question of which view is best for a particular measurement
depends so much on the analysis techniques used and what type of measurement
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(a) 1 (Matt White) (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4
Fig. 3.3 Photographs of all artefacts with the corresponding sample coupon.
The checkerboard is included to compare relative shininess.
is being made. The view score is therefore formulated on the assumption that
more points which are less noisy should yield a better measurement. There is
more nuance in estimating measurement performance than this, as the quality
of the measurement is also largely dependent on the type of measurement
one wishes to make. For example, it has been shown that the spatial distri-
bution of points and parameters such as point salience have an influence on
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) point cloud registration matching
[120]. It is also obvious that the spatial distribution of points makes a big
difference to the quality of geometric fitting with approaches such as Itera-
tive Closest Point (ICP) or least squares methods. The variety of possible
measurements one could make and different analysis techniques is virtually
endless, and hence so are the requirements for any performance predictor metric.
For these reasons, measurements are made using least squares geometric
primitive fitting, which still make up the backbone of most CMM measurements.
A heuristic approach is used to develop a view score metric which is capable of
ranking views by their ability to perform measurements on a simple test artefact.
The test artefact consists of two pillars mounted perpendicularly to a plane.
Four test artefacts are manufactured with the same surface finish as the samples
characterised in Phase 1 to allow the comparison of simulation performance on
different surface finishes. The artefacts and test samples are shown in Figure 3.3.
The artefact geometry was selected as it is easy to manufacture and validate
the surface finish to match that of the characterisation samples to ensure the
characterisation map is as representative of the real object as can be. It is
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also an easy shape to measure, both optically and by contact probe, and has
sufficient elements which deviate from the simulation assumptions to expose
any weaknesses of the simulation, but not too many as to rendering the results
completely useless. The use of perpendicular faces also introduces competing
requirements for the accurate measurement of the different features which tests
the ability of the view metric to predict optimum scanning location.
Chapter 4
Metrics and Methodology for
the Characterisation of 3D
Imaging Systems
This chapter presents a methodology for characterising the performance of 3D
imaging systems as a function of surface finish, surface normal and distance
from the surface to the scanner. The methodology is presented in the context
of characterising the performance of an active stereo vision sensor, the Ensenso
N10 304-18, although in principle the method is generalisable to any point
cloud producing sensor. First, an overview of the characterisation method
focusing on the required samples and apparatus is presented. Next, the focus
shifts to the data processing techniques used to produce the sensor performance
maps and calculate the sensor performance parameters. Finally, the method
is generalised for 3D sensors with an arbitrary number and arrangement of
cameras.
4.1 Introduction
The process of selecting the optimal 3D imaging system for a particular indus-
trial application is a challenging one [69, 121]. This is because of the range of
variables that have to be considered. Parameters such as acquisition time, acqui-
sition rate, scanning volume, physical size, weight and cost are straightforward
to use as selection criteria; they are typically the first things to be constrained
by project specifications and budget. What is more challenging to understand
is the performance that can be expected from a particular imaging system. The
project may require specific performance parameters such as point accuracy,
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resolution and repeatability, which are often available on manufacturer data
sheets. The problem arises that these values are usually best case parameters
and do not reflect the real-world performance of a system when utilised in one
of the wide array of industrial applications for 3D imaging systems [122–126].
This makes comparisons between competing devices very challenging.
The parameters in data sheets are usually derived from tests on idealised
metrological artefacts or are limited to discussions of the theoretical maximum
resolution based on the number of pixels in the imaging system. For instance,
the VDI/VDE 2634 standard [58] recommends using matt textured spheres,
planes and ball-bars to assess a variety of metrological parameters. Such arte-
facts are completely unrepresentative of objects encountered in most industrial
applications in terms of surface finish, and therefore cannot provide accurate
predictions of scanner performance. The reason for this is that most modern
3D vision systems are active, and hence rely on the return of projected light
from a surface to measure it. The amount of light returned, and hence the
signal-to-noise ratio of the signal and quality of the measurement is determined
by the Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) [115, 127],
which depends, amongst other factors, on surface finish.
Guidi [128] has presented a thorough review of developments in the field of
3D imaging system evaluation. The primary focus in literature is on achieving
traceable measurements of metrological parameters such as accuracy, precision
and repeatability. A few studies have dealt with the issue of surface inclination
on performance [60, 61, 81], but only with regard to surfaces of optically com-
pliant finish or varying colour. Despite lacking investigations into characterising
the effect of surface finish, its importance in imaging performance is clearly
appreciated, otherwise evaluation methodologies would not recommend the use
of vapour blasted or matt painted surfaces as test artefacts.
A further issue is the limited set of standards for scanner evaluation. Two
standards are of particular relevance: VDI/VDE 2634 [58] and ASTM E2919-14
[59]. VDI/VDE 2634 is primarily concerned with determining errors by the
measurement of three standard artefacts: a sphere, ball-bar and plane, which
should first be vapour blasted to produce optically diffuse surfaces for optimal
measurement. ASTM E2919-14 specifies a test method for evaluating systems
that measure pose (position and orientation) of a rigid test object. There are
no limitations placed on the test object itself, in fact, it recommends using
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one that is representative of the final application in terms of geometry and
material. This is useful for assessing performance, but it is only valid for the
test object chosen and, as there is no specification for the object, the repli-
cation and comparison of results for different systems by third-parties is difficult.
In previously published work [129], a methodology was presented for the
collection of point cloud data from a sensor for samples of varying surface finish
and inclination only. The work is extended here to incorporate samples at
varying distances and tolerating small deviations of the sample from the centre
of the field of view. However, the main focus has been improvements of the
data processing techniques and performance metrics to allow straightforward
comparison of sensors in real world conditions.
It is envisaged that if a standard methodology for the collection of this
information were conceived, it would allow manufacturers to provide their
customers with significantly improved levels of information to make scanner
selection considerably more straightforward. It would also allow third-party
organisations to be able to collect comparable performance evaluation data.
4.2 Method for 3D Imaging System Charac-
terisation
This section describes the methodology for evaluating the performance of a 3D
imaging system. The process begins with preparing a selection of flat samples
with different surface finishes. These samples are then placed on the PnT
and point clouds are collected at as many surface orientations and distances
from the scanner as practical. Finally, the data is processed to calculate the
performance of the scanner. It is important to note that the data processing
method is based on point cloud data only. This is to ensure a third-party can
evaluate any scanner that produces point cloud output. This is contrary to
other methods [85, 114] which require access to the raw camera images and
hence, are only suitable for sensors which allow such access.
By using flat samples, the number of measurements that must be taken to
rigorously sample the gradient space is large. The practice of sub-sampling the
surface of the sample at each orientation to provide more data points at slightly
different relative orientations mitigates the problem somewhat, especially when
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used in conjunction with larger samples. Despite this, using the PnT or robot,
it has been found practical to use around 1000 poses for characterisation, which
takes around 15 minutes to complete per sample and distance.
Other sample shapes, such as hemispheres and cylinders were considered
instead of flat planes, which could potentially yield information for many sample
orientations in a single scan. Such a shape would have significant drawbacks
however. Firstly, the cost and difficulty of producing and validating a set of
artefacts with different, consistent, isotropic surface finishes is far greater than
for flat plates. Secondly, the quantity of data representing a particular surface
normal on a curved surface is infinitely small. A point grouping technique
would therefore be required to select points covering a range of similar gradients,
limiting the amount that can be collected and the ability to assess its quality.
The choice of sample surface finish is arbitrary, however it is best to match
it as closely as possible to the types of object the scanner will be used on.
The methodology and data processing steps described rely on the assumption
that the samples are isotropic, so it is most important to select an appropriate
finishing process, such as shot blasting, barrel finishing or random action
abrasive sanding.
4.2.1 Sample Preparation
Four samples were prepared to evaluate the performance of the scanner. How-
ever, if the sample exhibits periodic texture, say from a turning or milling
process, it will generate a directional diffraction grating effect and a non-
isotropic BRDF [130]. This would introduce sample rotation and the nature of
the periodicity as additional experiment variables. Due to the extra complexity
of introducing at least a further two variables (roughness magnitude and di-
rection) into what is already a four variable data processing task, the decision
was made to consider surface finishes with isotropic surface finish only.
Samples were manufactured from 60 x 60 x 2 mm thick aluminium sheet.
The selection of sample size depends on many factors, including the scanner
field of view, resolution, distance and the range of surface normals to be tested.
Through these factors, sample size affects the number of data points that can
be recovered in each scan. More data points improve the confidence of the
performance metrics, especially at orientations where the sample is viewed
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from highly oblique angles. During the data processing steps however, the
point cloud is sub-sampled to maintain a consistent number of data points
in each sub-sampled region. This means that a larger sample is preferable
to a small one. It will contain more sub-sampled regions, which in turn will
yield more sample orientations per surface pose. This reduces the need for as
many sample poses and reduces experiment time. The crucial consideration
therefore is the ability to manufacture the samples to a sufficiently homogeneous
surface finish over the sample area. An uneven finish will yield spatially variant
characterisation results, leading to high uncertainty. A secondary consideration
is the ability to mount the sample on the PnT. However, the justification for
selecting a 60 mm square plate for this evaluation is primarily to achieve an
even surface finish.
The data processing step involves fitting a plane to the point clouds of each
sample. As such, the plate should be an order of magnitude flatter than the
possible resolution of the scanner. At 400 mm, the Ensenso is quoted as having
a z resolution of 0.667 mm. Therefore, the flatness of the samples should be
less than 67 µm.
A random action orbital abrasive process using various grades of wet-dry
abrasive paper was used to create a range of surface finishes. Figure 4.1
shows the samples. A matt white sample, Sample 1, was prepared to act as
a benchmark, optically compliant surface, akin to characterisation artefacts
prescribed in other methods. Table 4.1 details the surface roughness parameters
of the samples, as measured in the X and Y directions using five equally spaced
and centred profiles 55 mm long using a Talysurf CLI 2000 profilometer. This
profilometer features a 2D stage, allowing all profiles to be acquired in the
same reference frame, and hence areal flatness parameters are calculable. To
calculate Ra and Rq, a cut-off wavelength of 0.8 mm was used according to
ISO 4288. The flatness was measured by taking the maximum range of heights
from the five profiles in each direction. The flatness of all four samples is less
than the 67 µm required by the resolution of the scanner, the maximum being
39.9 µm.
4.2.2 Apparatus
The sensor selected to demonstrate the evaluation method is an Ensenso N10-
304-18. The Ensenso is an active stereo vision camera that uses a pattern
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(a) Sample 1 (b) Sample 2 (c) Sample 3 (d) Sample 4
Fig. 4.1 Photographs of samples. The reflection of the checkerboard pattern on
the samples demonstrates their relative surface finish.
Table 4.1 Sample surface parameters
Sample
1 2 3 4
Ra
(µm)
X 0.82 0.46 0.39 0.09
Y 0.66 0.46 0.34 0.09
Rq
(µm)
X 1.04 0.59 0.54 0.13
Y 0.83 0.59 0.45 0.13
Flatness
(µm)
X 24.6 15.5 20.2 11.9
Y 19.7 39.9 13.9 30.8
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Table 4.2 Ensenso N10-304-18 specifications from manufacturers’ datasheet.
General Specifications
Min Working Distance 170 mm
Max Working Distance 2000 mm
Optimum Working Distance 500 mm
Resolution 752 × 480 pixels
Base line 100 mm
Performance at 500 mm Working Distance
Z resolution 0.523 mm
View Field Size 569 × 401 mm
Optics Blur 0.052 pixels
Pixel Size 0.835 mm
projector that operates in the infrared. The pattern projector augments stereo
matching performance on surfaces with little texture of their own. Hardware
specifications of the Ensenso based on the datasheet values [14] are given in
Table 4.2. The datasheet does not specify what surface finish the sensor will
function on, nor what surface any performance evaluation has been conducted
on.
Any method is appropriate to control the sample orientation, providing
it allows sufficient repeatability over a requisite range of angles. The angle
range of the table must be adequate to expose the performance limitations
of the sensor on the sample surface finish of interest. Diffuse surfaces require
large changes of surface orientation to noticeably change scanner performance
parameters. Shiny surfaces, however, have much higher rates of change. On
the shiniest sample tested (a near mirror finish), the transition between maxi-
mum and minimum performance occurs over a range of approximately 20° of
sample tilt. If it is assumed that at least 10 points are required to adequately
describe this transition, this places a modest limit on tilt table resolution
of 2°, with accuracy ideally at least an order of magnitude better than the
resolution. As such, low cost pan-tilt tables can be used. The table may be
manually or computer controlled, although the speed benefits of an automated
system cannot be overstated. Regardless of the orientation method, it must
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be possible to define the sample surface normal with respect to the camera
reference frame. This requires knowledge of the transformation between the
tilt table and camera reference frames. This calibration is performed using the
method described in Section B.5, by imaging a large matt white sample at a
carefully determined set of poses which expose the tilt table’s orthonormal axes.
Throughout the early stages of this project and in the published method, a
simple, low cost LEGO® tilt table was used, which performed adequately for
characterisation testing purposes, however, it was somewhat unreliable, slow
and incapable of supporting heavier artefacts. It was for this reason that a far
superior tilt table was built, as described in Section 3.1.2 and was used for the
characterisation described here.
The sample normal N , is controlled using the functions described in Sec-
tion B.4.2 by first defining the target surface normals in the camera reference
frame, {C}, using the method in Section 4.2.3, converting them to the table
frame, {T}, and then into axis positions. The reference frames of the PnT
and the Ensenso camera are shown in Figure 4.2b. Because the exact position
of {T} relative to {C} is calculated in the data processing stage, it is only
necessary to set the height of the sensor above the PnT accurately and note
down the approximate co-ordinates of the sample centre for use in the PnT
calibration method.
The sensor mounting frame performs two functions, the first is to maintain
the system geometry throughout the experiment. The second is to allow the
translation of the sensor along zc, to change the distance between the sensor
and sample. For each of the four samples, sets of point clouds were recorded
at distances of 400 mm to 700 mm in increments of 50 mm. Point clouds are
captured using a C++ program with the Ensenso SDK and saved to disk. The
C++ program communicates with the MATLAB® PnT control scripts using
simple text file based client-server communication protocol. The Ensenso is
capable of capturing at 30 Hz. The rate determining step in the experimental
process is therefore movement speed of the PnT, which was able to move
and allow an image capture at approximately 1 Hz, using the target positions
detailed in Section 4.2.3.
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(a) Photograph of set-up. (b) Reference frames.
Fig. 4.2 Photograph and diagram of the sensor characterisation set-up.
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(a) Polar co-ordinate method. (b) Icosahedron division method.
Fig. 4.3 Generation of sample poses using (a) polar co-ordinates and (b)
icosahedron division methods.
4.2.3 Generation of Sample Poses
It is necessary to select the set of poses which will be sent to the tilt table with
some care. It is desirable to achieve as uniform a spacing of surface normals as
possible, so as to reduce the extent of interpolation in further data processing
steps. It is also desirable to increase the density of sample poses close to
the self-blinding vector, as this is where the sensor is most sensitive to small
deviations of surface normal.
It may seem obvious at first, given that the mechanical design of the tilt
table lends itself to spherical co-ordinates, to simply perform a sweep in uniform
increments of polar angle and azimuth. However, this results in a less than ideal
surface normal distribution. Figure 4.3a shows a set of 1083 surface normals,
in uniform steps of 0:10:180° in azimuth and -70:2.5:70° in polar angle. This
results in poorly distributed points at the extents of the polar angle range
and, whilst the distribution of normals in the centre is dense, the vectors are
clustered around a single point. That is acceptable for a sensor with only a
single camera and projector, and hence a single self-blinding vector, however
the Ensenso has two cameras and two self-blinding vectors. It is therefore not
possible to orient the vectors in such a way as to achieve a maximum data
density for both of the self-blinding vectors. This makes specifying sample pose
in terms of spherical co-ordinates quite inconvenient.
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Table 4.3 Sample pose specification.
Sector Mesh
Order
Num
Points
Polar Angle
Range (°)
Separation
Mean (°)
Separation
Std (°)
1 5 303 0 < φ ≤ 20 2.16 0.08
2 4 752 20 < φ ≤ 70 4.32 0.17
It is better instead to use a mesh subdivision method such as that used by
Tarbox and Gottschlich [93], shown in Figure 4.3b to generate the 1055 surface
normals. In this method, edges of a unit icosahedron are recursively subdivided
and projected back onto the unit sphere (Figure 4.4). The implementation of
this method is from [131]. Vectors are easily generated in this way and are
closer to being equally spaced. It is then a straightforward process to assign
higher density regions to the areas close to the self-blinding vectors that are
large enough to capture the data from both self-blinding vectors. The normals
are thus generated from two meshes, of subdivision order 4 and 5, and points are
selected from each based on the polar angle cut-off of 20°. Table 4.3 shows the
specifications for the view pose positions. The separation mean and standard
deviation are calculated from the mean separations of the vectors on each face
of the mesh. To ensure that there is good data density about the self-blinding
vectors, the pose vector set is rotated to centre about the viewing vector as
determined from the table location calibration. They are then converted into
table target positions using the method described in Section B.4.3 and the
table path is optimised to reduce experiment time based on the estimated time
to travel between PnT poses. Using this specification, a single sample and
distance data set generally takes approximately 15 minutes to acquire.
4.3 Point Cloud Processing
The raw point clouds require processing to extract parameters describing the
quality of the data measured from the sample surface at each surface normal.
This is achieved in three steps. First, the points acquired from the sample
surface must be segmented from the rest of the scene. Second, the point cloud
is further segmented into smaller spherical regions arranged on a hexagonal
grid. The crop diameter is chosen such that each contains as close as possible to
100 points. Thirdly, a fixed normal plane is fitted to each point cloud and the
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Divisions = 0, Vertices = 12 Divisions = 1, Vertices = 42
Divisions = 2, Vertices = 162 Divisions = 3, Vertices = 642
Fig. 4.4 Subdivision of an icosahedron to create approximately equally spaced
vectors.
performance parameters of normalised point density and standard deviation
are calculated.
4.3.1 Point Cloud Segmentation
For each point cloud the origin of the tilt table, TO, must be located in order
to reliably segment the point cloud. This is the centre of rotation of the sample,
and hence remains the same for every point cloud for a particular sample and
distance experiment. This is achieved using the method in Section B.5. The
sample surface itself does not lie on the axis of rotation however, there is an
offset d, from TO to the Axis 3 stage, and then an offset t from the stage to
the surface of the sample. t is easily determined by measuring the thickness of
the sample. d is calculated by measuring the average perpendicular distance
from the surface of the sample to TO during PnT calibration and subtracting
it from the sample thickness. This is shown in Figure 4.5. The position of the
centre of the sample, S is therefore:
S = TO + (t− d)N (4.1)
Once S is found, the full point cloud is segmented to remove points that
are not on the sample surface. Several strategies can be used to this effect,
the most straightforward of which is to segment points if they lie within a
distance r from S. This is simple to implement but results in the loss of points
in the corners of the sample, however at the corners the surface is slightly less
uniform and flat due to the manufacturing process, so excluding these points
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Fig. 4.5 Finding the sample surface S from TO, the sample thickness t and
stage offset d.
is not a major issue. If the points in the corners were to be included in the
crop a box segmentation method would be necessary, which is slower than
the sphere method and requires the rotation of the sample about the normal axis.
The next step is to sub-segment the point cloud into smaller regions. This is
necessary because the angle between surface normal, view and lighting vectors
vary across the surface and so does the resulting performance. It is common to
see specular blinding effects on only a portion of the relatively small 60 mm
coupon surface. It is therefore beneficial to segment the surface into smaller
regions across which the performance will vary less significantly. This increases
the definition of the self-blinding region in the resulting performance maps and
also allows the use of larger sample coupons, which in turn reduces the number
of poses that are necessary to explore with the PnT, as a larger gradient space
can be measured with a single point cloud.
Sub-segmentation is implemented using a hexagonal sphere packing method,
as shown in Figure 4.6. The sub-segmentation radius rs is calculated such that
it contains a target number of points nt, by first calculating the density of the
point cloud, ρ, with a major crop radius r and number of points n.
ρ = n
πr2
(4.2)
The minor crop radius to achieve point clouds with, on average, nt points
in them is:
rs =
√
nt
πρ
(4.3)
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Which simplifies to:
rs = r
√
nt
n
(4.4)
Adapting the minor crop radius this way ensures that as many point clouds
as possible have a statistically significant number of points. Because the radius
enlarges as point density drops, at high surface angles when there are few
projected points on the surface it is necessary to cap the crop radius, as if
n < nt, then rs > r. Also, if rs > r/3, then there is only space to fit one
complete circle at the centre of the major crop region. As such if only one
subdivision is achievable where rs = r/3, then only 1/9th of the data will be
used. We therefore set rs = r in these cases.
rs =
r
√
nt
n
, if
√
nt
n
< 13
r , otherwise
(4.5)
The centres are placed by propagating rows and columns of vectors in an
arbitrarily defined orthonormal reference frame on the sample surface, which
is aligned such that N aligns with the frame k vector. Each centre is then a
multiple of the column and row vectors a and b, which are derived as two sides
of an equilateral triangle, where the base vector is a and is aligned with i:
a = 2rs[1, 0, 0] (4.6)
b = 2rs[cos(π/3), sin(π/3), 0] (4.7)
The number of rows and columns is approximated, the centres are calculated
and then the spheres which do not lie completely within the major sphere are
removed. Once segmented, the subdivided point clouds are stored and the
performance parameters are calculated for each.
4.3.2 Measurement Noise
The measurement noise for each point cloud is estimated using the standard
deviation of the distances from each point to a fitted plane. The selection of a
plane fitting technique and how to measure the distance to the plane is essential
to accurately represent the noise behaviour of the sensor. Early tests utilised a
minimal orthogonal plane (MOP) fit and measured the standard deviation of
perpendicular distances of each point to the plane. However, this inadequately
represents how the sensor behaves for two reasons. Firstly, a MOP does not
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Fig. 4.6 Method for subdividing the point cloud using a hexagonally packed
circles.
have a fixed normal, rather it adjusts to noisy data in order to minimise the
orthogonal distance from each point to the plane. This can result in noisy
point clouds having misleadingly low point-plane distances as the plane normal
has deviated from the true value to accommodate the noisy data. The second
reason is that the sensor measures a point on a pixel by pixel basis and the
possible point locations for a given pixel lie along the pixel ray. Thus any noise
has to propagate along the same ray and it is wrong to measure point error
perpendicular to the plane.
The effect of noise direction on apparent measurement error is illustrated
in Figure 4.7. A camera is measuring a surface point, P , and since P coincides
with the viewing ray V , it is measured with an error of ε, such that the actual
measured point is measured at Pε = P + εV . If the perpendicular distance is
taken instead, then the resulting error ε⊥ is significantly reduced, depending
on the angle between the sample normal and view vector. This makes a sensor
appear better at higher inclinations than it actually is by a factor of cos(∠NV )
because:
ε⊥ = ε cos(∠NV ) (4.8)
The error vector also has an influence on the fitting of a MOP and is another
reason, other than the sensitivity to noise, why a fixed normal plane should
be used. Figure 4.8 shows the influence of the noise vector on a fitted MOP
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Fig. 4.7 Difference in measurement error of point P when measured perpendic-
ular to the plane, ε⊥ and along the view vector, ε.
in two dimensions. Points uniformly sampled along the line y = x and have a
noise applied from a normal distribution with σ = 2. In Figure 4.8a, the noise
is applied perpendicular to the plane and in Figure 4.8b the noise is applied in
the y direction, to emulate a camera at a large distance in y. Both the fixed
normal plane and the MOP pass through the geometric mean of the point cloud,
however when the noise is projected in y the MOP normal becomes inaccurate.
This effect diminishes with a large sample surface, however as our point clouds
are deliberately cropped small it must be avoided. The effect described by
Equation 4.8 is also present in Figure 4.8b, where the distribution of points
normal to the plane is significantly less than those in Figure 4.8a, despite the
noise being sampled from the same normal distribution.
The drawback of using a fixed normal plane is that the normal must be
known beforehand. Fortunately, due to the calibration of the PnT and its
localisation in the camera space, this is indeed known to a high level of accuracy.
The fixed normal plane can therefore simply be defined using the known PnT
normal and the geometric mean of the point cloud.
Figure 4.9a shows an example point cloud of the Matt White Sample with
an angle of 40° relative to the sensor, segmented by the major diameter only.
Figure 4.9b shows the histogram of point distances along the view vector with
the normal distribution for the calculated standard deviation σ, overlaid. It
is clear that the noise distribution of the Ensenso is indeed Gaussian and as
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.8 The effect of noise vector direction on plane fitting accuracy of minimal
orthogonal and fixed normal planes. Noise is sampled from a normal distribution
with σ = 2, µ = 0, and offset from y = x in (a) the y = −x direction and (b)
the y direction.
such, the standard deviation parameter is an appropriate metric with which to
gauge the measurement noise.
The use of σ is not without its drawbacks however. Whilst it is conceptually
straightforward, easy to calculate and represents the noise distribution well
on a macro scale, it does not provide any information regarding the spatial
distribution of measurement error across the sensor field of view. This effect
is noticeable in Figure 4.9a, where the noise is not randomly scattered about
the plane, but is instead rather patchy, a phenomena caused by the Ensenso’s
projected pattern. The surface appears to undulate above and below the fitted
plane, and whilst the overall result is a normally distributed error, this is
somewhat oversimplifying the true nature of the noise. However, to describe
the noise more completely is no trivial task. For instance, there is little point
in studying the spatial noise properties across only the sample area, as this
represents only a small fraction of the total field of view, so it would be
necessary to perform multiple experiments throughout the field of view, or a
single experiment with a sample large enough to cover the measurement area.
This is impractical for a number of reasons, not least the shear time it would
take, especially when one factors in the analysis of spatial noise distribution
as a function of depth. The other issue is that the nature of the noise is
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Fig. 4.9 Data for Sample 1 at 500 mm, θ = 40°, φ = 21° showing (a) a
segmented point cloud with a fitted plane and (b) the probability density
function of point distance to the plane.
completely dependent on the sensor operating principle. Time-of-flight sensors
tend to exhibit random noise, but with a depth bias which varies with surface
reflectance. Fringe projection sensors exhibit sinusoidal noise as a result of phase
estimation errors for a variety of reasons. In essence, there is no single spatial
noise assessment which could accommodate the diversity of error types. It is
for this reason that the simplistic but versatile standard deviation parameter is
used.
4.3.3 Fraction of Recovered Points
The measurement noise alone is not sufficient to characterise the performance
of a 3D sensor. It is equally important to know the probability of actually
acquiring a point on a particular surface. A simple measurement of this may
be to calculate the point density, ρ, with units of points/mm2 as follows:
ρ = n
A
(4.9)
where n is the number of points measured on an area A. This value can be
used to predict the number of points it is possible to measure on a given surface
at a given distance and orientation. However, there are several effects which
make this simple measurement of point density unsuitable for thorough sensor
characterisation and comparison. These reasons relate to the effects of changing
distance and surface orientation on the maximum number of measurable points.
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Fig. 4.10 Effect of (a) surface angle γ and (b) distance d on the maximum
number of measurable points, nmax on a 1 mm2 surface area.
Figure 4.10 shows how theoretical maximum number of measurable points varies
as a function of surface angle and distance, as calculated by Equation 4.13. It
is therefore beneficial to modify Equation 4.9 to account for these effects.
First let us consider sample orientation. If a surface is presented such that
the normal is pointing directly at the camera, then the maximum number of
points measurable is the area in pixels of the surface projected back onto the
camera sensor. If the surface normal then deviates from the camera direction,
the projected area reduces and so there are fewer measurable points. For this
reason, even if the sensor still measures all possible points at an increased
orientation, by Equation 4.9 it will not appear to perform as well; the number
of points must necessarily drop, but A remains constant. Fortunately it is
straightforward to adjust Equation 4.9 to account for the change in projected
area of A. Let γ be the angle between the surface normal and the view vector,
γ = ∠NV , and the projected area of A in the direction of V is A′, then:
ρactual =
n
A′
= n
A cos(γ) (4.10)
It is important to always consider the point density in terms of projected
area rather than actual surface area. Equation 4.10 now accounts for the effects
of surface orientation, however the projected area of a surface on the sensor,
and hence the maximum number of measurable points, is also a function of
distance. By the pinhole camera model, a small linear length ∆, at a distance
d is represented by the same number of pixels as a length 2∆ at a distance
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Fig. 4.11 Pinhole camera geometry imaging a small square area ∆2.
2d. It follows that the projected sensor area, and thus the number of points
is proportional to ∆2. To account for this a normalised point density is used,
which is the ratio between the actual point density and the maximum point
density. This parameter is then equal to the fraction of points measured, F .
ρnorm =
ρactual
ρmax
= nactual
nmax
= F (4.11)
To calculate ρnorm, it is necessary to first calculate ρmax, which incorporates
the fundamental pinhole camera parameters; focal length f and pixel size s,
as shown in Figure 4.11. By considering Figure 4.11, it is observed that the
projected area imaged by a pixel s is ∆2. It follows that the maximum point
density ρmax = 1/∆2. By the small angle approximation of the pinhole model,
∆ = λd, therefore:
ρmax =
1
∆2 =
1
λ2d2
(4.12)
And by Equation 4.9 the maximum number of measurable points on a
surface, nmax is:
nmax = A′ρmax =
A cos γ
λ2d2
(4.13)
where by the cosine rule:
λ = arccos
(
b2 + c2 − s2
2bc
)
(4.14)
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a, b and c are calculated as follows:
a = f tan β (4.15)
b2 = a2 + f 2 (4.16)
c2 = (a+ s)2 + f 2 (4.17)
For the Ensenso camera, f = 3.6 mm and s = 6 µm from the manufacturers’
datasheet. The formula for normalised point density is arrived at by substituting
Equation 4.12 and 4.10 into Equation 4.11.
ρnorm = λ2
nd2
A cos γ (4.18)
This normalised point density is equivalent to the fraction of recovered data
points. However, the calculation of ρmax requires knowledge of f and s which
are only available at the discretion of the sensor manufacturer. In this case, the
sensor constant λ2 can be empirically calculated by point cloud measurements
of an ideal matt white surface of known size and orientation by constructing a
set of simultaneous equations of Equation 4.18 to calculate the unknowns λ2
and ρnorm. In practice however this is not necessary in order to calculate point
fraction. Instead, point density can be scaled by dividing by λ2, and requires
no a priori knowledge of the sensor camera parameters:
ρscaled =
ρnorm
λ2
= nd
2
A cos γ (4.19)
The point fraction for an arbitrary surface can then be estimated by com-
paring the empirically determined ρscaled,max, measured on an ideal matt white
surface to the value of ρscaled,actual, measured on a non-ideal surface.
ρnorm =
ρscaled,actual
ρscaled,max
(4.20)
If the point density is not normalised in this way it masks where the sensor
actually reaches its performance limits and starts to recover less data than
expected. As it is, the point fraction is independent of both distance and
orientation of the surface.
4.4 The Performance Map
An intuitive way of expressing the characterisation data and one which read-
ily allows the identification of critical sensor performance properties, is the
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performance map. This is a representation of σ and ρ for all measured data
points plotted as a function of surface orientation relative to the self-blinding
vector B1 between the projector and Camera 1. A single map is plotted per
performance parameter, sample and distance.
The self-blinding vector is the surface normal at which a purely specular
surface will reflect the light from the projector directly into the camera. It is
easily calculated as the bisector of the view and lighting vectors. Crucially, this
allows one to define simple surface reflectance functions without the need to
specify the angles between the surface normal and both the view and lighting
vectors. Instead it is only necessary to specify the angle between the normal
and blinding vector, thus removing the dependence on absolute sensor position.
For each sub-sampled point cloud, the signed angles between the surface
normal N and the first self-blinding vector B1, as projected in the xz and
yz planes are taken as the x and y axes of the performance map respectively,
as shown in Figure 4.12. The choice to parametrise the performance by the
angle to B1 rather than B2 is arbitrary and simply results in a rotation which
centres the performance map on one self-blinding vector instead of the other.
Figure 4.13 demonstrates this conversion of surface orientations in 3D to a
2D plot. This transformation unavoidably introduces distortion as it is impos-
sible to map a 3D surface to a 2D one without distorting either area, distance,
direction or shape in some way, but the key features of the performance map
are nonetheless preserved. Notably, there are clusters of points which bunch
around the primary normal vector for a scan. The density of these clusters also
reduces in bands from the centre. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, there
are physically more scans performed in the centre to capture the self-blinding
behaviour in greater detail. Secondly, the sub-sampling process splits each scan
into a number of smaller point clouds with subtly different angles between N
and B1. At higher orientations the clustering stops as the projected area of the
sample on to the sensor is not large enough to fit more than one sub-sampled
region and maintain the target point limit.
The unordered scatter data from the conversion to a 2D map is not particu-
larly useful for either visualisation or further use in a sensor model. The data
is therefore interpolated onto a 0.5 × 0.5° spacing grid using the MATLAB
griddata function. This was found to be a good compromise between over
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Fig. 4.12 Calculation of the performance map axes, Θxz and Θyz, as the signed
plane angles between Nand B1.
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Fig. 4.13 Characterisation target positions (left) and resulting sub-sampled
point cloud orientations (right) for characterisation data of Sample 2 at 400 mm.
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fitting the interpolation to noisy data points, maintaining sufficient detail
of sensor performance and limiting the size of the performance maps in com-
puter memory, which when they are too large can slow down sensor simulations.
The resultant performance maps for normalised point density and standard
deviation for Sample 2 at a distance of 400 mm are shown in Figure 4.14. The
point density map clearly exposes the two self-blinding regions for the sensor. It
is important to note that the right hand self-blinding region is centred at (0, 0),
as this is the angle from which the x and y projections of of N are measured.
In this region, the left camera is being blinded. In the left hand blinding region,
N = B2, it is the right camera which is being blinded. Due to the right hand
rule, as the normal to the xy plane is downward relative to the sensor, and
thus a vector which points to the right of frame has a negative angle. As such,
the angle between the centres of the self-blinding regions is equal to the angle
between the self-blinding vectors, arccos(B1 ·B2).
Also clearly visible on the point density map is the sharp drop off in the
number of measured points past a critical orientation. Identifying this angle is
fundamental to characterising the sensor performance, as it places an absolute
upper limit on the surface orientations for which any data can be collected,
regardless of quality. Whilst it can be estimated from this performance map, it
is better to do so using the plot type discussed in Section 4.5.
The map of standard deviation is also revealing as it describes the effect on
sensor noise as a function of orientation. The self-blinding regions are present
in the same locations, but manifest themselves over a wider region - meaning
that as surface normal approaches the blinding vector the noise increases before
the data is lost entirely. This results in a Goldilocks zone of minimal noise in
the region surrounding both self-blinding vectors, where the effects of adverse
scattering have yet to take effect and the self-blinding is minimal.
The region corresponding to that of the periphery point density map, where
very few data points are recovered, is problematic in the standard deviation
map. As there are only a handful of points, the plane fitting often either fails
entirely resulting in NaN values, or the data is so noisy and points so distant,
that the standard deviation metric loses all meaning. It is therefore necessary
to remove this data. Fortunately, this region is easily identifiable by the cut-off
angle at which point density falls away. As discussed previously, it is best to
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Fig. 4.14 Raw normalised point density and standard deviation characterisation
maps for Sample 2 at 400 mm.
do this using the method described in Section 4.5.
After removing the data past the critical angle, the resulting performance
maps for all tested samples and distances, for point density and standard
deviation are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. The maps are
cropped by removing data with a point density of less than 75% the maximum
on the Matt White Sample at the closest distance. These demonstrate the
following trends:
1. As distance increases, normalised point density reduces and point noise
increases, even for the Matt White material.
2. As shininess increases, the self-blinding region is more pronounced, how-
ever as distance increases, the self-blinding region reduces in size. In fact
for Sample 1, the region disappears entirely from the point density maps
at distances greater than 600 mm, but it remains very much present in
point noise.
3. The critical angle reduces as both shininess and distance increase.
These figures quantify trends which are familiar to those who have experience
with using 3D scanners on challenging surfaces and as such have both descriptive
and, as shall be shown in Chapter 5, predictive power. However, the requirement
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Fig. 4.15 Characterisation maps of normalised point density.
for such a large array of figures is off-putting for an inexperienced user. Spotting
trends is difficult as the figures must be plotted small and one must approach
them with a detailed understanding of how they are produced. There are simply
too many variables being expressed; surface roughness, distance, x and y relative
angles, and of course the performance parameters themselves, to provide a quick
reference to compare different sensors, or look up an expected performance
parameter for a given situation. To remedy this Hybrid Performance Maps
are produced which express sensor performance in a single graph per material.
Sections 4.5 and 4.6 describe the necessary data reduction steps to achieve this.
4.5 Re-Parametrising The Performance Map
To reduce the data dimensionality to a point where it is possible to express
general sensor performance on a one plot per sample basis, a new surface angle
parameter is used to express the orientation of the surface relative to both
self-blinding vectors. This parameter also takes advantage of the radial nature
of the characterisation map. The aim is to have one parameter which describes
the radial distance from a normal to the centre of the performance map, which
shall be denoted X , and a second parameter which describes the direction of the
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Fig. 4.16 Characterisation maps of standard deviation.
normal, Ψ. These parameters are similar in visual terms to a polar co-ordinates.
It will be shown that sensor performance parameters can be approximately
represented by the radial co-ordinate, X .
First, let us consider Figure 4.17. The surface normal can be defined
(although not uniquely) by the angles Θ1 and Θ2, which are the absolute angles
between N and B1 and B2 respectively. Also, let α be the angle between B1
and B2. This arrangement gives useful properties to the relative values of Θ1
and Θ2:
1. When Θ1 < Θ2, N is closer to B1 than B2, and vice versa.
2. When Θ1 = Θ2, N inhabits any one of the vectors which make up the
equidistant locus of B1 and B2. This locus scribes the dividing plane
between the two self-blinding vectors.
3. The maximum difference between Θ1 and Θ2 is α, which occurs when
N , B1 and B2 are coplanar but N does not lie between B1 and B2, i.e.
Θ1 ≥ α or Θ2 ≥ α. This plane divides the unique combinations of Θ1
and Θ2, as any value of N mirrored in this plane has the same values of
Θ1 and Θ2.
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Fig. 4.17 The parametrisation of surface normal as a function of the relative
angle to the self-blinding angles.
(a) Θ1 ν Θ2
-
0  
(b) Align X to x axis
-
0  
(c) Align Ψ to y axis
Fig. 4.18 The process of parametrising the performance map by Θ1 and Θ2 in
order to align the data region bounds to the axes.
4. Providing either Θ1 ≥ α or Θ2 ≥ α are satisfied, whenever Θ1 increases,
so does Θ2.
These properties are fundamental to defining a new pair of characterisation
parameters, X and Ψ. To develop these parameters, let us consider a plot of
Θ1 ν Θ2, shown in Figure 4.18a. All possible surface normals lie within the
grey bounded region. The bounded region touches the x and y axis at the
self-blinding vectors, i.e. at co-ordinates (α, 0) and (0, α). The principal axis is
Θ1 = Θ2 and, as previously discussed, this line represents the normals which
lie in the plane bisecting B1 and B2. As one travels from the origin along the
line Θ1 = Θ2, the relative angle between the normal and both blinding vectors
steadily increases. It is therefore convenient to define the radial parameter, X ,
as a function of the distance along this line.
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As the point deviates from Θ1 = Θ2 horizontally, such that Θ2 remains
constant, the resulting normal vector scribes a cone about B2. Similarly if the
point deviates vertically such that Θ1 remains constant, the vector describes a
cone about B1. Therefore, the combination of these two directions, perpen-
dicular to Θ1 = Θ2, describes a vector path around both B1 and B2. We can
therefore define our directional parameter, Ψ, in the direction perpendicular to
Θ1 = Θ2.
Next, the vectors X and Ψ are aligned with the x and y graph axes in order
to simplify subsequent data processing steps. One method of doing so would
be to apply a 45° clockwise rotation about the origin. As both the sine and
cosine of 45° equals
√
2
2 , the rotation yields:
x′ =
√
2
2 (Θ1 +Θ2) (4.21)
y′ =
√
2
2 (Θ2 −Θ1) (4.22)
Whilst this rotation does align X and Ψ, with the x and y axes, the resultant
co-ordinates lack intuitive physical meaning. For example, let us consider a
surface normal where Θ1 = Θ2 = 50°. This normal bisects the self-blinding
vectors. Note that on the performance map shown in Figure 4.14, it lies approx-
imately at the co-ordinates (−α2 ,±50) on the boundary of the good data region.
However, using the rotation method, this normal has a horizontal co-ordinate
of x′ = 70.7°.
Similarly, consider a normal which is coplanar to B1 and B2, whereby
Θ1 = 50° and Θ2 = 50°− α = 45°, where α = 5°. On Figure 4.14, this vector
has co-ordinates (50, 0) and also lies on the boundary of good data. This
vector will have a horizontal co-ordinate of x′ = 67.1°. Therefore, by using
the rotation transformation only, the x′ parameter loses physical meaning; the
surface orientation is not immediately clear. It is far better then to use the
mean value of Θ1 and Θ2 as the horizontal parameter X , which is in fact a
scaling of x′ by a factor of 1√2 , as shown in Equation 4.23. With this parameter,
the values for our two hypothetical normals are 50° and 47.5°, which indicate
the surface orientation far more accurately than 70.7° and 67.1°.
X = 1√
2
x′ = Θ1 +Θ22 (4.23)
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A similar problem exists in using y′ as the vertical co-ordinate, as the
self-blinding regions are no longer represented in an intuitively obvious position.
Consider the situation when the surface normal is aligned with B1. In this
situation, Θ1 = 0 and Θ2 = α. The vertical co-ordinate y′ =
√
2
2 α. However, if
simply the difference between Θ1 and Θ2 is taken as the y co-ordinate, which is a
scaling of y′ by a factor of 2√2 , then the self-blinding vectors have y co-ordinates
of α and −α. The equation for Ψ is then:
Ψ = 2√
2
y′ = Θ2 −Θ1 (4.24)
The process of arriving at Equations 4.23 and 4.24 can also be achieved
using two shearing transformations, as shown in Figures 4.18b and 4.18c. First
Θ1 is subtracted from the y co-ordinate, which aligns X to the x axis. The
second step is to apply a skew along the x axis by adding the term Θ2−Θ12 ,
which is derived by calculating the equation of the line AC relative to the line
A′C ′.
The co-ordinates of A and C are (0, α) and (α,−α) respectively. The
gradient of AC is therefore always −2. Using y = mx + c for line AC and
solving for x, where m = −2 and c = α:
xAC =
y − α
−2 (4.25)
Similarly the equation for line A′C ′, which intersects the x axis at B, where
x = α/2:
xA′C′ =
α
2 (4.26)
Calculating the transformation in the x direction to align AC to A′C ′ and
substituting y = Θ2 −Θ1:
xA′C′ − xAC = α2 −
y − α
−2
= α2 −
α
2 +
y
2
= Θ2 −Θ12
(4.27)
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Applying the transformation in Equation 4.27 gives the equation for X ,
which simplifies to the mean of Θ1 and Θ2:
X = Θ1 + Θ2 −Θ12
= 2Θ12 +
Θ2 −Θ1
2
= Θ1 +Θ22
(4.28)
Figure 4.19a shows the surface normals in terms of X and Ψ but plotted
as a function of xz and yz plane angles relative to B1, using the Ensenso
camera geometry. The surface has been set at only 150 mm in z to emphasize
distortion, as the closer the sample, the larger α becomes. The self-blinding
locations have been marked in red. We can see that X increases as the normal
deviates away from the centre of the two blinding vectors, and the contour
shapes match that of the good data region observed in Figure 4.14.
We also see that Ψ divides the gradient space neatly down the vertical axis,
indicating the orientations where Θ1 = Θ2. Contour lines for Ψ inflect about
the self-blinding vectors and wrap to perfectly horizontal lines at Ψ = ±α,
which is also the line of symmetry that mirrors vectors above and below the
plane of B1 and B2.
It is important to note that the distortion of X and Ψ is not present when
they are plotted wrapped around the surface normal sphere, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.19b. It is rather a consequence of rendering the sphere surface on a flat
projection.
Figure 4.20 shows the re-parametrisation of the performance maps presented
in Figure 4.15 and 4.16 for both normalised point density and standard deviation.
The surface is interpolated from the raw data on a grid with spacing 0.5° and
0.1° in X and Ψ respectively. These conversions clearly show that dependence
of both performance metrics are heavily dependent on X and that outside of the
self-blinding regions, Ψ has a small influence. By exploiting this property, the
performance of the sensor can be approximated as a function of X only, for the
purposes of reducing data dimensionality and rendering a single performance
map per material.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.19 The re-parametrisation of performance maps from absolute angle
space to X and Ψ, plotted (a) as a function of surface normal xz and yz plane
angles relative to B1 and (b) wrapped around the surface normal sphere.
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(a) Normalised point density.
(b) Standard deviation.
Fig. 4.20 An example re-parametrisation of the Sample 2 performance map at
400 mm for (a) normalised point density and (b) standard deviation.
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Fig. 4.21 Re-parametrised raw scatter data for Sample 2 at 400 mm showing
the raw and filtered best fit curves of ρnorm and σ as a function of X and Ψ.
4.6 Identifying the Critical Angles
Figure 4.21 shows the raw scatter data which is used to create the interpolated
contour map, which is also pictured on the xy plane of the plot. Each column
of the contour map is averaged to create a raw performance curve (blue), which
is then filtered with a 7-point moving average to create the final performance
curves, ρ = f(X ) and σ = f(X ). This averaging process is made straightfor-
ward by the alignment of X to the horizontal axis.
The performance curve for ρ clearly reveals the performance issues both
at high surface angles and in the self-blinding regions and as such can be
used to calculate two critical angles. The first of which, XB, is the angle
at which point density drops below a predefined limit due to the effects of
self-blinding. The second, XS, is the angle above which point density drops
below the same level due to adverse scattering. Thus XB and XS bound the
region where ρ > Fρmax, where F is the point fraction which is set as the
acceptable data limit and ρmax is the maximum possible value of ρ. ρmax is
calculated in this characterisation as the mean value of ρ for the Matt White
Sample at 400 mm, which for the Ensenso is 3.64 × 104. This is a reference
then for the maximum point density in ideal conditions. The selection of Fc is
somewhat arbitrary and is largely dependent on what a user might deem an ac-
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ceptable percentage of data loss. In the following steps, F shall be taken as 0.75.
The values of XB and XS are determined by computing the intersections of
the lines ρ = Fρmax with ρ = f(X ). Due to the noisiness of the data, there are
occasions where there is more than one intersection for XB and/or XS. Let I
be the set of X co-ordinates of all intersections, then the true intersection is
selected based on the following criteria:
XB = max(I < Xmax) (4.29)
XS = min(I > Xmax) (4.30)
where Xmax is the value of X at the maxima of ρ = f(X ). These criteria
result in the smallest possible good data region and ensure that the blinding
and scattering angles are not incorrectly selected when, for example, there is no
intersection for XB but more than one for XS. This method is used to define
the valid data region and discard unwanted regions in the performance maps
shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
For all Ensenso performance maps, XS is well defined as there is a distinct
drop in ρ for all values of Ψ, with the exception of the Matt White Sample for
which there is no marked drop in performance. This is not the case for XB
however, as the performance curve includes points between the self-blinding
vectors that have a high ρ. This effect suppresses the severity of the self-
blinding region in the performance curve for ρ, but has limited effect on σ(X ),
as the region between the two self-blinding vectors remains noisy. As such,
the value of XB cannot be reliably used to identify the self-blinding regions
in the performance maps in Figures 4.15. Instead, the region is identified by
thresholding the contour map at Fcρmax. This is then used to create two logical
masks to denote areas of scattering and blinding, as shown in Figure 4.22.
The resultant masks of the valid data regions for all samples and distances
are shown in Figure 4.23. The self-blinding regions are well represented on all
samples except for Sample 3, where it appears to bleed into the surrounding
region. In these maps however, the valid region is so small anyway that this
does not significantly affect representation of performance.
All performance curves are shown in Figure 4.24. The intersections at XB
and XS are marked with red and blue crosses respectively. The standard devia-
tion curves have been plotted for XB < X < XS only and therefore represent
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Fig. 4.22 isScattering and isBlinding logical masks for the characterisation
map of Sample 2 at 400 mm.
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Fig. 4.23 Characterisation maps of valid view orientation. Regions are high-
lighted by valid data (green) and self-blinding (red).
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the expected noise as a function of surface orientation, where a fraction of
points greater than Fc can be expected. This concept is used to create the
Hybrid Performance Maps discussed in Section 4.7.
These curves demonstrate the same trends as discussed for the grids of per-
formance maps, but more concisely. They also expose some unusual behaviour
on the shinier Samples, 3 and 4, at distances over 600 mm, whereby the point
fraction appears to stabilise at approximately 2 × 104 before continuing to
drop with increasing X . At distances below 600 mm, ρ drops steadily from
XS to nearly zero. This is unexpected as surely shinier samples at larger
distances should perform worse at higher orientations than duller samples.
This phenomenon is in fact caused by the stereo matching algorithm matching
the ambient scene as reflected in the sample surface, which is why it is more
pronounced on shinier samples as the ambient scene is reflected more accurately.
The reason it occurs at large distances is explained by considering the reflection
geometry. When close to the sensor, the sample will reflect different parts of
the ambient scene to each camera. As the sample moves further away, the
relative difference between surface normal and view vector reduces, and hence
so does the difference between vectors of direct reflection. This means that
at longer distances, the sample begins to reflect enough common scene area
to each camera for the matching algorithm to achieve correspondence. This
effect is of little consequence as even when point correspondence is achieved by
reflection the points are extremely noisy, so it does no harm to discount them
from the valid data region. It does however places a lower limit on the value of
Fc, which must be above that of the plateau in the curves.
4.7 The Hybrid Performance Map
The curves developed in Section 4.6 and shown in Figure 4.24 can be used to
create an interpolated map of sensor performance which shows the expected
measurement noise as a function of distance and X . By cropping the map to
be bounded by XB and XS, the maps also demonstrate the parameter region
whereby a percentage of data points greater than Fc are expected to be gathered.
As these performance maps combine both point density and standard deviation
data, they have been termed the Hybrid Performance Maps and are shown in
Figure 4.25 for the Ensenso at Fc = 0.9 and Fc = 0.75.
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Fig. 4.24 Normalised point density and standard deviation performance curves.
ρ is used to determine XB (red crosses) and XS (blue crosses) based on a
threshold of ρ = 0.75ρmax. σ curves are coloured only for the angle range
XB < X < XS.
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The expected trends seen in Figure 4.24, are clearly visible with a point
cut-off of both 0.75 and 0.9. The primary difference is that at Fc = 0.75, the
noisier regions close to XS become visible. The choice of value of Fc is fairly
arbitrary and application specific - a user may be willing to accept higher noise
levels in some circumstances and plotting to a lower value of Fc provides the
user with more noise information, but at the cost of point fraction confidence,
as it is only known that a point in the coloured region has a value of F > Fc.
It would be reasonable therefore to plot extra contour lines in a different colour
representing the cut-off at XS for different levels of Fc, which would then
combine all information into a single plot.
These plots allow the user to clearly see the expected performance at a
given surface angle and distance. Crucially, the plots are generic, allowing the
comparison of different sensors operating on entirely different principles. To
demonstrate this versatility, Figure 4.26 shows the performance maps for a
µEpsilon laser scanner. As a laser scanner produces data in two dimensions
and the third dimension is achieved by indexing either the scanner or subject,
the characterisation method must be modified slightly. The primary difference
is that a line instead of a plane is fitted to each laser stripe and each point
cloud is segmented linearly in groups of 100 points instead of hexagonally
packing spheres on the object surface. The noise calculation and point fraction
calculations remain unchanged as they are generalisable to n cameras. The
data for the µEpsilon was acquired with a fixed exposure setting of 100 µs to
avoid inconsistent behaviour caused by the inbuilt auto exposure algorithm.
4.8 Generalisation to n Cameras
Whilst the majority of 3D sensors operate on either a one or two camera
principle, there are some which utilise three or more. It is obviously beneficial
then if the parametrisation method described in Section 4.5 can be extended
to an n-camera system. Fortunately it can, with a small modification to the Ψ
parameter.
First, let us consider a set of hypothetical camera-projector arrangements,
as shown in Figure 4.27. In each arrangement, n cameras are equally distributed
in a radial pattern about the projector at a distance of 50 mm, such that the
cameras and projectors all lie on the xy plane. The projector is at the origin.
A surface normal, N is placed at position C = (0, 0, 100). The blinding vectors
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(a) Fc = 0.90
(b) Fc = 0.75
Fig. 4.25 Hybrid data for all samples, with a point density cut-off of (a) Fc = 0.9
and (b) Fc = 0.75. Colourised by expectant point standard deviation.
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Fig. 4.26 Hybrid graphs for µEpsilon laser scanner with a point density cut-off
of Fc = 0.9. Colourised by expectant point standard deviation.
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are marked for each camera-projector combination. The angle Θn = ∠NBn
can be defined in the same manner as shown in Figure 4.17. It is then necessary
to generalise X and Ψ to be functions of {Θ1,Θ2, ...Θn}. The generalisation
of X is trivial, as it was previously defined to be the mean of all surface to
blinding angles:
X =
∑n
i=1Θi
n
(4.31)
The generalisation of Ψ is less straightforward. In Section 4.5, Ψ was
proportional to the y co-ordinate after a clockwise rotation of 45°. Thus it was
signed, with the sign denoting which blinding vector the normal was closest
to. The sign has no influence on the resultant performance curves however,
as the data is averaged as a function of X only. Also, the concept of rotating
the dataset to align to the x and y axes is straightforward to implement for
2 dimensions, but significantly more complicated for higher dimensions. It is
therefore more convenient to define Ψ as the perpendicular distance between the
point p = (Θ1, ..Θn) and the line L : Θ1 = Θ2 = ...Θn, which is generalisable
in vector form to n-dimensions and equivalent to the process described in
Section 4.5. The general formula for the distance, d between a point p and line
with unit direction vector vˆ, is:
d = |(a− p)− ((a− p) · vˆ)vˆ| (4.32)
where a is a point on the line. However, a can be set as a matrix of zeros
of size 1× n, as L passes through the origin. We shall call this the all zeros
vector, with notation 0⃗n. Similarly the all ones vector is 1⃗n. The unit direction
of the line Θ1 = Θ2 = ...Θn is therefore vˆ = 1⃗n/
√
n. We can therefore simplify
Equation 4.32 and write the generalised form of Ψ:
Ψ = |(p · vˆ)vˆ − p| (4.33)
Figure 4.28 shows the surface of possible values of Θi for the camera geome-
tries shown in Figure 4.27. The surfaces are rendered using a set of surface
normals generated using the icosahedron division method (6th order) and limited
to a polar angle of 70°. The surface has the same number of dimensions as the
number of cameras, hence why only the dimensions 2, 3 and 4 are plotted. The
case of n = 1 is trivial as there are no combinations of angles possible; X = Θ1
and Ψ = 0. Conversely, visualising more than 4 dimensions is somewhat tricky.
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(a) n = 2
(b) n = 3 (c) n = 4
Fig. 4.27 Example sensor geometry for (a) 2, (b) 3 and (c) 4 camera systems.
Labels are omitted on (b) and (c) for clarity.
The properties of n = 2 has already been discussed in Section 4.5.
For all values of n, the surface touches the axes under self-blinding conditions.
When n = 2, these co-ordinates are (0, α12) and (α21, 0), where α12 = ∠B1B2.
Note that α12 = α21, and as such, the positions of both self-blinding regions for
n = 2 in terms of Ψ and X are the same regardless of camera geometry. This
is not the case for n > 2, the implications of which will be discussed later.
Table 4.4 shows the values of Θi for all self-blinding conditions for up to 3
cameras. If j is taken as the blinding vector index, then the value of Θi when
N = Bj can be generalised as:
Θi =
αji , if j ̸= i0 , otherwise (4.34)
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As X increases, the surface in Figures 4.28b blends from a single point on
L to an approximately triangular cross section, which touches the axes at the
blinding locations, to an approximate circle. As the shape approaches that of a
circle, the range of Ψ values around its circumference diminishes. If it were a
perfect circle then the range of Ψ would be zero. This effect is evidenced by
Figure 4.29b, which shows the positions on the surface as a function of X and
Ψ. On this plot, there is a large spread of Ψ for low X , this is the ‘capped’ off
section of the 3D surface and represents the range of surface normals which lie
within the bounds of the blinding vectors.
At first glance, due to the smaller range of Ψ values, which tend more
positively toward the asymptote, one may assume that the cross section of
the surface when n = 4, as shown in Figure 4.29c, is more circular than when
n = 3, yet observation of Figure 4.28c would indicate that the surface is in
fact less circular. This is caused by the limitations of plotting the first three
dimensions only and colouring the surface by the fourth. The surface is circular
in 4 dimensions, but not in the first three.
An important caveat is that the cross section of the surface only approaches
a circle when the cameras are equally spaced around the projector. Figure 4.30a
shows the surface of Θi points for n = 3 where the cameras are equally spaced
angularly, but have radial distances of 10, 50 and 100 mm from the projec-
tor. The cross sections are now flattened somewhat and reduce to have zero
area when all cameras and the projector lie on a plane, as shown in Figure 4.30b.
The effect of unequally spaced cameras on X and Ψ is shown in Figure 4.31.
There are two major changes when compared to the equally spaced arrangement
in Figure 4.29. Firstly, the self-blinding vectors are no longer in the same place
(except for n = 2). This will have an effect on the process of creating the per-
formance curves, as the self-blinding regions no longer coincide when averaged
as a function of X only. The effect that this has on the actual performance
map is uncertain and will largely depend on camera software and working
principle. If the software has no ability to ignore saturated images/pixels and
so take advantage of the redundancy inherent in multi-camera systems, then
the performance map will have a very broad apparent self-blinding region.
If, however, the camera software is capable of performing measurements us-
ing only the non-saturated images/pixels, then the effects of self-blinding in
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Table 4.4 Values of Θi as a function of the number of cameras, n whenN = Bj .
Θi
n j 1 2 3
1 1: (0)
2 1: (0 α12)2: (α21 0)
3
1: (0 α12 α13)
2: (α21 0 α23)
3: (α31 α32 0)
the performance map may be indistinguishable from general measurement noise.
The second effect of non-equispaced cameras is that the measurement region
has a much greater range in Ψ. This is expected as the angle between blinding
vectors has more variance and as such, the angle between N and the same
vectors will also have more variance. As shown in Figure 4.30b, this manifests
itself in a non-circular cross-section and hence a large variety of distances
between the surface and L.
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(a) n = 2
(b) n = 3 (c) n = 4
Fig. 4.28 Surface of possible values of Θi for equispaced cameras using geometry
shown in Figure 4.27. Also marked are the self-blinding locations and the line
L : Θ1 = Θ2 = ...Θn. Cross sections are perpendicular to L.
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(a) n = 2 (b) n = 3
(c) n = 4 (d) n = 10
Fig. 4.29 Possible values of X and Ψ for n equispaced cameras.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.30 Surface of possible values of Θi for n = 3 with (a) unequally spaced
cameras and (b) coplanar cameras and projector.
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(a) n = 2 (b) n = 3
(c) n = 4 (d) n = 10
Fig. 4.31 Possible values of X and Ψ for n non equispaced cameras.
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4.9 Conclusions
This chapter builds on the characterisation method already published by the
author in Optics and Lasers in Engineering [119]. The method presented here
includes a more comprehensive explanation of the characterisation process, as
well the following improvements:
1. Point cloud sub-segmentation to improve performance map resolution
and representation of the self-blinding regions.
2. The parametrisation of surface normal based on the angles between the
surface normal and the self-blinding vectors, resulting in more accurate
identification of the scattering regions and a method which is generalisable
to n cameras.
3. Improved point density normalisation, which does not require detailed
knowledge of the sensor, such as pixel size, sensor size or camera focal
length.
4. A more realistic noise assessment by projecting noise along the view
vector.
Crucially, the method shows the contrast in performance between even the
dullest metallic sample and the Matt White Sample representative of typical
characterisation artefacts. Performance similar to that on the ideal sample is
only achieved over a very narrow band of surface orientations for Sample 1 and
never for Samples 2 and 3. Therefore, it is essential to perform any charac-
terisation on surfaces similar to those to be used in the final application. In
addition, any performance metric should always be quoted with details of the
surface finish of any artefact used to measure it.
The presented methodology, providing care is taken to control lighting and
sample position, allows for a direct comparison of 3D imaging systems under
the same circumstances. However, the range of surface finishes available from
manufacturing process is vast and producing a representative set of samples
for characterisation is a significant challenge. This presents a limitation for
predicting performance on an arbitrary object, as a sample must either be
manufactured to the same surface specification of the object or a sample with
similar optical properties must be used instead. Determining surface properties
which will allow either the interpolation between data sets from known samples,
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or the selection of similarly performing samples would therefore be a beneficial
area for future work.
A potential future application for this method is the ability to predict the
statistical properties of a point cloud based on knowledge of an object’s surface
properties and geometry. This could allow the optimisation of scanner location
on production lines, in free-form assembly operations or reverse engineering
applications, where an estimation of object position could be used to find
the optimum location to perform a more detailed scan. Characterising and
modelling the effects of non-isotropic surface finish is the primary challenge to
achieving this, as the majority of machined surfaces have distinct surface lay.
This chapter presents a methodology that fills a critical gap in the char-
acterisation procedures for 3D imaging systems; it allows the evaluation of
sensor performance in a way that is representative of real world measurements
and exposes a sensor’s limitations in terms of measurable surface types and
orientations. Two metrics allow a simple and pragmatic approach to sensor
comparison and a convenient method for visualisation of sensor performance
with respect to these metrics was defined. The only constraint on the sensor
technology is that it must be possible to produce point cloud output and no
intimate working knowledge of the sensor is required. Combined with the low
cost of sample manufacture and apparatus, this allows manufacturers and third-
parties alike to characterise and compare sensors and assess sensors capability
for different applications.
Chapter 5
The Simulation of Noisy Point
Clouds
The aim of point cloud simulation is to estimate the 3D co-ordinates of an
object as viewed by a 3D sensor and to introduce noise into the simulated point
cloud which is representative of the actual performance of the sensor.
This is done in two main steps. The first is to estimate the ‘perfect’
point cloud with no errors using standard computer graphics and ray-tracing
techniques. The second step is to introduce noise into the simulation which
is representative of the real performance of the sensor using results gained
through the application of the characterisation method described in Chapter 4.
The noisy point cloud simulation requires three pieces of input data:
System Geometry A mesh model of the object to be simulated and its pose
relative to the camera.
Camera Parameters Intrinsic camera parameters necessary to perform ac-
curate ray-tracing.
Characterisation Maps The characterisation maps for the camera deter-
mined in Chapter 4.
This chapter describes the process required to combine these three pieces of
input data. First it covers the combination of system geometry and camera pa-
rameters into an ideal sensor model which predicts the perfect, zero-noise point
cloud. Then noise is introduced into the point cloud using the characterisation
maps from Chapter 4. Finally the validation of the simulation performance
is covered by means of a comparison between the statistical properties of real
and simulated point clouds.
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5.1 Simulation Inputs
This section will present the simulation steps in the same order in which they
are implemented, using the example of a test model in a pose selected to
demonstrate the model steps. The simulation algorithm was implemented in
MATLAB primarily for ease of prototyping and visualisation options. This
comes at a significant drawback in terms of speed, however there is no reason
why it could not be implemented in an optimised form in another language
such as C/C++.
5.1.1 System Geometry
Figure 5.1 shows the geometry of the simulated system with its primary
components; the sensor, the object model and its transformation, H, and the
camera intrinsic parameters, represented by the camera frustum. The camera
frustum indicates the sensor field of view and is calculated by projecting the
sensors corner pixel co-ordinates into world space using the camera pinhole
model.
Model
H
Sensor
Fig. 5.1 Overview of the sensor simulation geometry.
Model Transformation
The transformation H is defined using an extrinsic convention and consists of
a rotation, R, and a translation T. The rotation is defined by combining the
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three elemental rotations about the x, y and z axes of the global co-ordinate
systems, in that order, as shown in Equation 5.4.
Rx(α) =

1 0 0
0 cosα − sinα
0 sinα cosα
 (5.1)
Ry(β) =

cos β 0 sin β
0 1 0
− sin β 0 cos β
 (5.2)
Rz(γ) =

cos γ − sin γ 0
sin γ cos γ 0
0 0 1
 (5.3)
R(α, β, γ) = RxRyRz (5.4)
The translation T is composed of the x, y and z vectors which translate
the origin of the camera co-ordinate system to the origin of the model system
as defined in Equation 5.5.
T = [Tx Ty Tz]T (5.5)
R and T are combined into a 3D affine transformation matrix in homoge-
neous co-ordinates as shown in Equation 5.6. The transformation matrix is
pre multiplied with an matrix of column vectors, P, representing 3D points to
result in a transformed set of points, P′. This results in an extrinsic (about
the global co-ordinate system) rotation of P about the x, y and z axes, in that
order, by the angles α, β and γ respectively, followed by a translation of T.

x′ ... x′n
y′ ... y′n
z′ ... z′n
1 ... 1
 =
R T
0 1


x ... xn
y ... yn
z ... zn
1 ... 1
 (5.6)
P ′ = HP (5.7)
Mesh Definition
There are many data formats for defining 3D models of objects, however they
generally fall into two categories. The first is that used by CAD packages, where
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Fig. 5.2 Surface mesh with two faces, showing surface normals of each face and
vertex numbers.
objects are defined mathematically by the combination of primitive constructs
such as points, lines, circles, planes and splines. Such formats are beneficial for
CAD applications as they offer flexibility when modifying object dimensions.
Also, as the models are defined by mathematical functions, they are accurate
to whatever precision is required. However, the data formats are complex and
do not lend themselves easily to manipulation or rendering.
The second type are those which discretise an object into a set of faces.
Whilst file formats differ as to how they store the information, they all store a list
of faces and the corresponding vertices which make up the polygon faces. Some
data formats are also able to store extra information such as surface normal,
colour, or any data which can be associated with a face or vertex. This type of
object file is accessible and is particularly suited to rendering applications as it
consists of planar faces, which allows for efficient implementation of rendering
algorithms. For this reason, this type of object file is used in the simulation. The
.stl file format has been primarily used in this work, as most CAD packages can
both import and export the format for additive manufacturing applications, al-
though other formats such as .obj, .pcd and .ply have been used where necessary.
Whichever file format is used, the MATLAB simulation requires a list of
vertices, V and faces F, for an object. Figure 5.2 shows a simple mesh with
two faces and four vertices. Each face has its surface normal marked. The
corresponding face and vertex arrays are shown in Equation 5.8.
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V =

x y z
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 0
1 0 −0.5
 F =

a b c
1 2 3
1 4 2
 (5.8)
Each row of F denotes the row indices of V which make up a face. So F2,1
is the first vertex index of the second face and F2,∗ contains the indices for
the three vertices (a, b, c) of the second face, in this case [1, 4, 2]. In computer
graphics, it is standard practice to define face vertices in counter-clockwise
order when viewed from outside the model. This ensures that the surface
normal N for any face number i, which, when calculated from the cross product
of two of the triangle sides, always protrudes from the model. Generally, the
vertex indices for the ith face in a model are:
a = F i,1
b = F i,2
c = F i,3 (5.9)
The co-ordinates for the three vertices are:
Ai = V a,∗
Bi = V b,∗
Ci = V c,∗ (5.10)
The surface normal of a face is therefore calculated as the cross product of
two sides of the triangle.
Ni = (Ci −Ai)× (Bi −Ai) (5.11)
Calculation of the surface normal is an essential part of the simulation
process as it is used to detect if a face is pointing toward the sensor, and hence
if it is visible. Many file formats such as .stl allow the inclusion of surface
normals for each face and CAD packages often export this data. However, some
CAD packages do not reliably export surface normals such that they point out
of the model, so it is good practice to manually check that the vertex order is
anticlockwise and that normals are correctly defined.
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Fig. 5.3 Mesh view of the object used for simulation testing.
For the purposes of testing the object shown in Figure 5.3 is used. It
contains a variety of features to test the point cloud reconstruction algorithm.
It is based upon an oblong with unique primitive shapes on one end of each
longest face, namely a cylinder, hemisphere, truncated pyramid and a cube.
This gives it no symmetry in any plane or axis, so there can be no ambiguity
in its pose. It contains a wide variety of face aspect ratios and areas, which
test the algorithms ability to cull off screen faces. The concave regions between
each of the attached primitives introduce occlusion when viewed from most
angles. The hemispherical primitive is useful to demonstrate back-face culling
of faces pointing away from the camera. It also has a large enough number
of faces to make performance estimates with code for optimisation, but not
too many to impede code development. This object is used throughout the
following presentation of the algorithm for these reasons.
Mesh Quality
When preparing a mesh for use in the simulation, it is important to ensure the
quality will allow a suitably accurate prediction of the point cloud. As object
surfaces are discretised into planar facets, any mesh representation of a curved
surface is necessarily imperfect. The amount of surface deviation depends on
the size of mesh facets and the curvature of the surface it represents; the larger
the facet and higher the curvature, the greater the discretisation error will be.
This error is directly transferred into the point cloud simulation, hence the
quality of the simulation is directly related to the quality of the input mesh.
The mesh should have a maximum facet deviation from the ideal model surface
of an order of magnitude less than the expected noise levels of the sensor under
test. For instance, if the sensor has an expected noise level of 0.5 mm, then
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Fig. 5.4 Effect of mesh density on face centre accuracy. Mesh faces are coloured
according to the error relative to the reference mesh in millimetres. (left) Mesh
decimated to 2%. (middle) Mesh decimated to 10%. (right) Original mesh of
the ceramic frog stack.
the maximum surface deviation of the model should be no greater than 0.05 mm.
Figure 5.4 shows the effect of mesh density on mesh quality for a frog stack,
the mesh of which was created from a real ceramic object. The mesh facets are
rendered by the perpendicular distance between the geometric face centre and
the nearest corresponding face on the reference model. It is useful to re-mesh
reference models with fewer facets for simulation to reduce computation time,
as the simulation calculates visibility on a per-face basis. As can be seen in
Figure 5.4, this can lead to significant gains of computation time for negligible
loss of mesh quality; reducing the mesh density of the frog stack by a factor of
10 only introduces 20 µm of surface error.
5.1.2 Characterisation Maps
To introduce realistic noise and camera behaviour into the simulation, it is
necessary to use data from the sensor characterisation in Chapter 4. The raw
characterisation data calculated for the normalised point density, ρ, and point
standard deviation, σ, is in scattered data form, with a data point at every
measured surface orientation. The performance maps were then generated from
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this data by interpolating surface points in a uniformly spaced grid as described
in Section 4.4. However, the performance maps in this form, although fine for
visualising the trends in sensor performance and estimating the self-blinding
and scattering regions, are not appropriate to use as lookup tables for sensor
simulation. This is because the interpolated surface is only evaluated at discrete
grid points, which means that the majority of the data is not used and the
noise distribution in the original data is poorly represented.
Instead, the parameters, ρ and σ are modelled as a normal distribution
which are characterised by their mean level and standard deviation, which for
the purposes of this discussion, to avoid confusion with the expected point
noise σ, will be called the noise level. These describe the average value of
each parameter which is to be expected for a given surface orientation, plus an
uncertainty level about that amount. The parameters must vary as a function
of the surface angles Θxz and Θyz in order to correctly represent the scatter
data measured for each point in Figure 4.13.
The characterisation maps for each material and distance are stored in the
data structure illustrated in Figure 5.5. There are three types of characterisation
map; logical, meanLevel and noiseLevel. The logical maps are calculated
using the methods described in Section 4.6 to record the regions of scattering
and self-blinding. All map types are stored with a reference X and Y arrays
which record the Θxz and Θyz values respectively where the parameters have
been evaluated. Example characterisation maps for mean and noise levels are
shown in Figure 5.6 for Sample 2 at 400 mm.
meanLevel Characterisation Maps
The meanLevel characterisation maps are generated by spatially filtering the
raw interpolated surface for the scattered data using a 2D 15×15 gaussian
kernel with a standard deviation of 3. The original map is sampled on a
0.5° spaced grid from -70° to 70°, resulting in a 281×281 performance map. A
finer grid was not found to improve the accuracy of the simulation, so is kept
at this size in the interests of keeping the characterisation maps small.
The filtered maps, as seen in the middle row of Figure 5.6 estimates the
mean level of the raw surface. However, the relatively large filter kernel results
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characterisationMap
logical
X, Y
isBlinding
isScattering
meanLevel
X, Y
pointDensity
stdDev
noiseLevel
X, Y
pointDensity
stdDev
Fig. 5.5 Characterisation map data structure.
in loss of detail in the self-blinding region, which necessitates the use of the
logical blinding map.
noiseLevel Characterisation Maps
Just using the meanLevel map to specify the expected value of ρ of σ would not
accurately represent the performance of the sensor, as the values do not remain
constant from one acquisition to the next and there is significant variation
observed across the sample surface in the sub-sampled point clouds. To model
this variation, an estimate of the noise level of the ρ and σ parameters is
required. The noise level of each of the parameters is estimated using a 2D
histogram to bin the raw scatter data for ρ and σ into 5×5° bins. This is
the bin size required to guarantee a sufficiently large sample of scatter points
occupy each bin, such that an accurate standard deviation can be calculated.
Because the 2D histogram necessitates a large bin size, the noiseLevel map is
much coarser than the meanLevel map, with a size of 29×29 elements.
5.1.3 Camera Parameters
The intrinsic parameters of a camera are used to describe the projection of
points in 3D space into image co-ordinates, and hence are essential in the
inverse problem; projecting image co-ordinates into 3D space and onto the
object mesh to simulate the point cloud. The intrinsic matrix incorporates the
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Fig. 5.6 Performance maps for the Ensenso on Sample 2 at 400 mm for the
point density (dimensionless) and standard deviation (mm) parameters. From
top to bottom; raw surface through scattered data, filtered mean level of the
raw surface, noise level of the raw surface.
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camera properties of focal length, pixel size, image skew and inaccuracies in
camera construction leading to an offset of the principal point. Equation 5.12
shows the projection of a world point P = [x, y, z]T onto an image sensor
with co-ordinates p = [u, v]T . The intrinsic matrix K contains the camera
parameters. Equation 5.12 does not include the extrinsic camera parameters,
because in the simulation the camera and world co-ordinate systems are aligned,
hence the extrinsic camera transformation equals identity matrix and has no
effect of the projection.

u
v
1
 =

fx s cx 0
0 fy cy 0
0 0 1 0


x
y
z
1

p = KP (5.12)
where:
fx = Fsx
fy = Fsy (5.13)
The above notation is consistent with the MATLAB documentation for the
cameraParameters class and Computer Vision System Toolbox. F is the focal
length expressed in world units. sx and sy are the number of pixels per world
unit in the x and y directions respectively. If pixels are square, then sx = sy.
The optical centre, otherwise known as the principal point, is [cx, cy]. For a
perfectly aligned lens, the principal point is the centre pixel of the image.
Whilst the ideal parameters can be found in a manufacturers data sheet,
no camera is built perfectly and it is always better to perform a camera
calibration to estimate them more accurately. For a 3D scanner this is not
always possible, as the SDK must allow the capture of raw images from the
sensor to perform conventional camera calibration with a calibration plate. The
simulation method is presented using the Ensenso N10 204-18 as an example
sensor. Figure 5.7 shows the calibration plate and locations used for the
calibration.
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(a) Raw image of calibration board.
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(b) All calibration plate locations.
Fig. 5.7 The calibration process of the Ensenso using the MATLAB camera
calibration plate. (a) Shows a raw, distorted image from the Ensenso. (b)
Shows the all locations of the calibration plate used to calculate the intrinsic
and distortion parameters.
5.2 Simulating the Ideal Point Cloud
The methods used to simulate the ideal point cloud are commonplace in
computer rendering applications. The steps are as follows:
1. Project 3D object vertices into the camera space.
2. Frustum culling - remove faces outside the camera field of view.
3. Back-face culling - remove faces pointing away from the camera.
4. Determine face visibility - solve face occlusions.
5. Intersect pixels with object faces.
6. Determine multi-camera occlusion.
The aim of steps 1 to 4 are to determine which face of the model is to be
rendered by each pixel of the sensor (face visibility), and hence which face
triangle to intercept with which pixel ray to calculate the 3D point cloud.
This involves determining which faces are off screen (frustum culling), facing
away from the sensor (back-face culling) and which faces are fully or partially
occluded by others due to object geometry. Steps 5 and 6 are used to intersect
the pixels of the camera with object geometry to determine the ideal point
cloud and remove points not visible to all sensor cameras.
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(b) Projected sensor view
Fig. 5.8 View of the test object in arbitrary position for the purpose of demon-
strating sensor simulation algorithm. (a) Shows the 3D positions of sensor and
model. (b) Shows the corresponding projection onto the image sensor.
5.2.1 Step 1: Projection of Vertices Into Camera Space
The first step is to calculate the location of object vertex co-ordinates on
the sensor image plane by applying Equation 5.12 to all points in the object
vertex array. The projection of 3D world co-ordinates, V3D, into 2D image
co-ordinates, V2D, allows the frustum culling and face visibility problems to be
solved in 2D rather than 3D, significantly reducing complexity and improving
efficiency. This is possible because, whilst depth information is lost, the face
definition array is identical for both 3D and image co-ordinates. A facet on the
3D model becomes a 2D triangle on the image sensor.
Figure 5.8 shows the projection of the test object in an arbitrary pose onto
the image sensor. The projection matrix does not discriminate between points
which are outside of the camera field of view, or between faces which are facing
toward or away from the camera. Figure 5.8b indicates faces which are outside
of the image sensor or are occluded, i.e, more than one triangle occupies the
same area sensor.
5.2.2 Step 2: Frustum Culling
An efficient method of determining face visibility, as will be discussed in more
detail in Step 4, is to pragmatically loop through each face index and test the
local pixels to see if they lie within the 2D projection of the triangle or not.
Individual pixel testing is computationally intensive, so it is beneficial to cull as
many triangles from the object as possible beforehand using efficient methods.
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Fig. 5.9 Close up of the frustum culling process. Red faces are those entirely
outside the camera field of view and are therefore culled.
One of which is frustum culling whereby triangles are removed from the object
if all of its vertices are off the sensor. That is if the following conditions are
not satisfied for every 2D vertex pi(u, v):
0 < u < rx
0 < v < ry (5.14)
where rx and ry are the numbers of pixels on the image sensor in the x and
y directions respectively. Figure 5.9 shows the frustum culling process. It is
important to leave faces with one or more vertices within the field of view in
the model to ensure the object is rendered up to the bounds of the sensor. This
is especially so if triangles have a high aspect ratio. In the example shown in
Figure 5.9, the entire cylinder would not be rendered if only a single vertex
were to be used for in the frustum culling criteria, as every face has at least
one vertex below the sensor boundary.
5.2.3 Step 3: Back-Face Culling
Back-face culling is the process of removing faces from the object model which
face away from the camera, and are hence impossible for it to see. This is done
by computing the angle between the surface normal and view direction, θ. If θ
satisfies the following inequalities then it is visible and kept in the model.
0◦ ≤ θ < 90◦
270◦ < θ ≤ 360◦ (5.15)
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Fig. 5.10 Overview of the back-face culling process after frustum culling. Red
faces are those which face away from the sensor and are therefore culled.
Inequality 5.15 is equivalent to:
cos θ > 0 (5.16)
This is convenient, as cos θ can be evaluated using the dot product of the
surface normal N and view vector S for the ith face:
cos θ = Si ·Ni|Si||Ni| (5.17)
The view vector is the vector from the camera to the face geometric centre,
which is equal to the mean of the three face vertices.
Si =
1
3(Ai +Bi +Ci) (5.18)
Figure 5.10 shows the back-face culling of faces marked in red, which are
facing away from the camera. Note that the cap and far side of the cylinder
have already been removed in the frustum culling operation.
5.2.4 Step 4: Determine Face Visibility
At this stage a 2D and 3D set of corresponding triangles have been calculated,
defined by F ,V2D and V3D. These define the model with back-facing and
off-screen faces removed. The final step before ray-tracing all pixels is to
determine for each pixel which face index it sees. The visible face index is
stored per-pixel in the face index map, M , a ry × rx array.
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The method of determiningM is shown Algorithm 1. First,M is initialised
as an array of zeros. A zero entry implies that no face is visible by that pixel.
The number of faces is determined as the length of F . Next, the faces are
looped through using the variable faceIndex.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for determining face visibility
Input: F, V2D, V3D
Output: M
1: M ← zeros(ry, rx)
2: nFaces← length of F
3: for faceIndex = 1 to nFaces do
4: ABC ← vertices of V2D indicated by F (faceIndex)
5: Box← bounding box of ABC
6: for rows in Box do
7: for columns in Box do
8: p← [r, c]
9: if p lies within ABC then
10: if M(r, c) = 0 then
11: M(r, c)← faceIndex
12: else
13: oldFaceIndex←M(r, c)
14: oldFaceDepth← ray distance p to oldFaceIndex
15: newFaceDepth← ray distance p to faceIndex
16: if newFaceDepth < oldFaceDepth then
17: M(r, c)← faceIndex
For each face, the pixels lie within the triangle as projected onto the image
sensor must be determined. This check is performed using the barycentric
co-ordinate method shown in Figure 5.11 and the implementation from [132].
Barycentric co-ordinates are used to express a point as the centre of mass
(barycentre) of a triangle with masses placed at its vertices. The mass placed
at each vertex is the barycentric co-ordinate. Hence a point in 2D has three
barycentric co-ordinates, one for each vertex. If the mass at vertices (A,B,C)
are (λ1, λ2, λ3), then the ratios s = λ3/(λ1 + λ3) and t = λ2/(λ1 + λ2) allow
us to express the location of point p using Equation 5.19. s and t are the
fractional distances along (C −A) and (B −A) which when summed, give
the position of p relative to A:
p = A+ s(C −A) + t(B −A) (5.19)
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s(C - A)
t(B - A)
Fig. 5.11 Barycentric co-ordinates of the point p in ∆ABC and pixel search
box.
By solving for s and t, p lies in ∆ABC only if all following conditions are
met:
0 < s < 1
0 < t < 1
s+ t < 1 (5.20)
It is unnecessary and computationally expensive to check every pixel in the
image for inclusion in ∆ABC. Instead, only the pixels which lie within the
bounding box of ∆ABC are checked. If p lies within ∆ABC then M(r, c) is
checked to see if a previous face has already been marked as visible for that
pixel. If it has, then there is (at last one) occluded face for this pixel and the
closest face along the ray must be determined. The ray of an occluded pixel is
shown in Figure 5.12a.
One fast method of determining the closest face is simply to compare the
barycentre’s of the two faces and the closest one gets rendered. This method
is acceptable when triangles all gave similar size and aspect ratio and the
geometry is not too complicated, but can fail when this is not the case, as
seen in Figure 5.12b. Here, the correct face to render for the marked ray is F3,
however the barycentre of F1 is actually closer due to the high aspect ratio.
As such the closest face can only reliably be determined by calculating the
distance along the pixel ray to the two faces. This intersection is performed
using the line-plane intersection method described in Step 5. Figure 5.13 shows
the final image of the object. Pixels where occlusion calculations have been
made are marked in red.
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(b) Barycentric method of face selection.
Fig. 5.12 (a) Shows a ray which intersects two faces in the test model. (b)
Shows a an example barycentric method of determining face visibility.
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Fig. 5.13 Sensor projection of the test model highlighting pixels for which
occlusion calculations are necessary.
5.2.5 Step 5: Intersect Pixels with Faces
The ideal point cloud co-ordinates are calculated by intersecting the ray R for
each pixel at image co-ordinate (u, v) with its corresponding face in the index
map M(u, v), calculated in Step 4. This process is shown in Figure 5.14. The
plane is defined by its normal N and a point on the plane, in this case the
first vertex in the face, V0. Let a point on the ray be defined parametrically by
Equation 5.21.
R(s) = R0 + sr = V0 +w + sr (5.21)
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Fig. 5.14 Calculation of the intercept point between the ray vector and a plane.
where w = R0−V0. r is the unit vector of the ray and is calculated by solving
for P in Equation 5.12, de-homogenising and normalising. R0 is an arbitrary
point on the ray. R(s) intersects the plane when the parameter s = sI . At this
point, the vector w + sr is perpendicular to N . Therefore:
N ·(w + sIr) = 0 (5.22)
Solving for sI gives:
sI =
−N · w
N · r (5.23)
As the ray passes through the origin of the camera, R0 is set to [0, 0, 0].
The equation for the point of intersection therefore becomes:
RI =
(−N · V0
N · r
)
r (5.24)
Equation 5.24 is applied to every pixel where M(u, v) ̸= 0. This results in
an ideal point cloud, as shown in Figure 5.15. Points are shown overlaid on the
original object model and are coloured by the point z co-ordinate. The effects
of frustum culling and occlusion are visible in the rendered points. Also visible
is the effect of surface orientation on data density; points are sparse on surfaces
which point away from the sensor.
5.2.6 Step 6: Determine Multi-Camera Occlusion
Steps 1-5 produce a point cloud as viewed from a single camera, however most
3D sensors have more than one camera and/or projector and a point is only
measured if it is visible to at least one projector-camera combination. It is
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Fig. 5.15 A simulated ideal point cloud of the test object.
therefore necessary to remove points from the point cloud which are not visible
to the necessary camera/projector combinations. The necessary combinations
to check are heavily dependent on sensor software and operating principle and
depend on choices the manufacturer has made for features such as point relia-
bility or camera redundancy. For example, an active stereo camera operating
on a fringe projection pattern can operate in either a stereo camera mode,
whereby a point must be visible to both cameras and the projector, or in a
projector-camera mode, whereby a point must be visible to the projector and
only one of the cameras. The projector camera mode will compromise point
accuracy but reduce occluded regions. These choices make a general camera
simulation extremely difficult to produce due to the variety of camera types and
algorithms available. For this study only the Ensenso is modelled, however the
occlusion algorithm is implemented such that it is extendible to an arbitrary
number of cameras.
In the case of the Ensenso, a point must be visible to both cameras and the
projector. However, as the projector bisects the two cameras, all points which
are occluded to the projector are also occluded to at least one of the other
cameras, as shown in Figure 5.16. It is therefore only necessary to consider the
combined occlusion of the two cameras.
Occluded points are calculated on the premise that an un-occluded point in
the scene will have the same face index from each viewpoint of interest. To
realise this, Steps 1-4 are performed for both cameras, such that there is a face
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Fig. 5.16 Combinations of occlusion zones for an equispaced coplanar two
camera and projector sensor.
visibility map for each camera’s pixel array. Step 5, face intersection, is then
performed for Camera 1 only. Each point in the resulting perfect point cloud is
then back projected into the second camera and the face indices are compared.
Only points whereby the face index matches in both images are kept in the
final point cloud.
By this method, any number of projector-camera combinations for occlusion
can be checked. If necessary, projectors can be included in the same way, by
modelling them as a camera with an appropriately selected resolution and focal
length. These parameters can be taken from the real projector specifications if
known, but it is more likely that they will have to be estimated to approximate
the actual field of view and resolution of the projector.
Figure 5.17 demonstrates an example of the occlusion problem. A simple
object with two pillars mounted perpendicular to a plane is simulated from a
view whereby the Ensenso projector and both planes are in line. Both of the
resulting views, which are rendered by face index for each camera, see a small
portion of the rearward pillar, but neither see a common region. An example
ray is plotted which demonstrates the back projection from the point in the
scene into Camera 2. We can see that the face indices to not match, and thus
the point is ascertained to be occluded.
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Fig. 5.17 Simulated view of each Ensenso camera, demonstrating the ray-tracing
to check for a common face index. Pillar - Plane object is colourised by the
mesh face index.
5.3 Introducing Point Noise
Once the ideal point positions are calculated using the method in Section 5.2,
noise is added using the performance map for standard deviation and points
are randomly removed from the data with a probability determined from the
point fraction performance maps generated in Chapter 4. The steps for adding
noise to each point of the ideal point cloud are as follows:
1. Calculate surface angles of the point relative to the blinding vector.
2. Check the blinding status of the point.
3. Look up the point quality parameters from the performance maps.
4. Apply point noise along the ray vector.
5.3.1 Step 1: Calculate Surface Angles
The surface orientation parameters of the measured point are calculated using
the surface normal of the imaged surface,N, and the first self-blinding vectorB1
to calculate the two signed plane angles, Θxz and Θyz as shown in Figure 4.12.
The xz and yz plane angles, rather than the re-parametrised angles X and Ψ are
used because the performance map as a function of plane angles does not have
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discontinuities across adjacent surface normals, which would make interpolation
between values in the performance map impossible. The surface angles are
then used to look up performance parameters from the characterisation map
structure described in Section 5.1.2.
5.3.2 Step 2: Check Point Blinding Status
The first parameter looked up from the performance maps is the isBlinding
value. If this parameter is true, then the point is removed from the simulated
point cloud. The nearest neighbour approach is used to look up the blinding
state from the closest value to Θxz and Θyz in X and Y in the performance map
for the closest distance to the nominal point distance.
Unfortunately this results is slightly ‘blocky’ outlines for the self-blinding
regions in the output point cloud as a result of the discretisation resolution of
the performance map, however, as shall be seen in Section 5.4, the self-blinding
regions are still well represented. Perhaps a better approach would be to
interpolate the blinding value and use 0.5 as a threshold on the interpolated
value to decide if a point is blinding or not, essentially determining the isoline
of 0.5 and smoothing out the blinding region.
5.3.3 Step 3: Generate Point Quality Parameters
If a point is determined to be not self-blinding, then the mean level and noise
level of the two performance parameters are looked up from the performance
maps. These values are linearly interpolated in three dimensions; first as a
function of the two surface angles and then, if performance maps are available
which span the nominal point distance, values are interpolated as a function of
distance to the sensor.
The estimated value of each parameter, ρe and σe, is then estimated using
the mean and noise levels using Equation 5.25.
Ke = KmeanLevel +RNKnoiseLevel (5.25)
where the K is the parameter being evaluated, either ρ or σ, and RN is a
random number from the normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance
of 1.
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5.3.4 Step 4: Apply Point Errors
Two point errors are applied to each point P in the simulated perfect point
cloud. The first error is the removal of the point if it is randomly determined
to not have been measured based on the probability of measurement, ρnorm,
calculated using the method described Section 4.3.3 in the discussion on the
fraction of recovered points. As described, ρnorm requires the maximum mea-
surable point density, which can be determined from theory or empirical data
on a reference surface. For the simulations in this chapter, the Matt White
Sample is used as the reference for ρnorm.
The second error to be applied is a simulated random amount of noise,
which is applied along the view vector for the reasons discussed in Section 4.3.2.
The magnitude of the simulated noise, ε, is generated using Equation 5.26.
ε = RNσe (5.26)
The error magnitude is therefore a random number from a normal distri-
bution with a standard deviation of σe, the expected point noise. Note that
no mean value is added to the noise distribution, as the sensor is assumed to
nominally measure the correct value. The direction of noise is along the view
vector, which is easily calculated as the unit vector of P . The erroneous point,
P ε, can therefore be calculated using Equation 5.27. A random number from a
uniform distribution between 0 and 1, RU is compared to the normalised point
fraction to determine if the point is included in the point cloud or not.
P ε =
P + εPˆ , if RU < ρnorm[ ] , otherwise (5.27)
5.4 Simulation Validation
Simulation validation is performed by simulating point clouds using the charac-
terisation maps generated in Chapter 4 and checking how well the statistical
properties of the simulated point clouds match those of the real ones. Two
distinct data sets are generated from the original data in Chapter 4 by ran-
domly separating the data for each sub-divided point cloud with a 3:1 ratio
into characterisation and validation data sets. The characterisation set is used
to generate the characterisation maps for the sensor and the validation set is
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used as reference data for the point cloud simulation.
For each point cloud in the validation data set, a corresponding simulated
point cloud with the same centre, theoretical normal and material properties
of the original is simulated. The performance parameters of point density and
standard deviation are then calculated using the same method as described in
Section 4.3 for the characterisation data.
5.4.1 Quantitative Comparison
Figure 5.18 shows a representative set of simulated versus actual character-
isation results for Sample 2 at a distance from the sensor of 400 mm. Each
dot in the scatter plots represents a simulated segmented point cloud from
the validation data set. The points are plotted with the calculated parameter,
either point density or standard deviation, versus the surface angle parameter
X . Unreliable data which lies beyond the identified self-blinding and scattering
limits, XB and XS, using the method in Section 4.6 are marked in grey. Be-
cause the data is scattered, not ordered and sufficiently dense, the mean line is
calculated by binning the data into 2.5° wide bins and calculating the mean of
each. The standard deviation of each bin is used to indicate the width of the
distribution, which is plotted at ±2 standard deviations.
The simulated and actual data appear to correlate well. The mean levels of
the data are similar and general features are consistent. A notable difference
is the number of points for simulated standard deviation which appear below
the −2 standard deviation boundary, compared to none for the actual data.
This indicates that the distribution of the scattered data for the actual mea-
surement is not uniform, but rather positively skewed, indicating a noise floor
for the sensor. This inconsistency is an inevitable consequence of the noise
model used to simulate point measurement error. By generating a random
number from the normal distribution, there will always be some measurements
where noise is very low. The noise floor could likely be accounted for with a
further characterisation map, or a different noise model which includes a skew
parameter. However as only 3% of the predicted point clouds have such low
standard deviations, the effects on simulations where multiple point clouds are
simulated for a single view will be minimal.
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Fig. 5.18 Simulated and actual performance parameters for Sample 2 at 400 mm
distance, including a binned mean line and distribution width calculation at
±2 standard deviations.
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Figure 5.19 shows the error between the mean lines of simulated and actual
data for point density and standard deviation from Figure 5.18, normalised as a
percentage of the actual value. Over the majority of the surface angle range, the
absolute parameter error is less than 10% and for point noise it remains below
5%. However, the simulation does exaggerate the drop in performance near
the self-blinding and scattering angles, when the rate of change is performance
is greatest. This is likely for two reasons. Firstly, the filtering kernel used
to generate the meanLevel map is quite large with a high standard deviation
with a resulting low frequency response. The 15×15 kernel corresponds to a
width of 7.5° and will therefore smooth the sudden drop in performance at the
critical angles, resulting in the observed drop in point density compared to
actual data. The second cause is again a consequence of the smoothing method,
which necessitates the use of the blinding mask and hence a more aggressive
removal of points in the self-blinding region.
Whilst not ideal, it is better that the simulation under predicts point density
at the angular extremes rather than over predicting, as these are the areas
of worst point quality anyway. However, the same cannot be said for point
standard deviation which is also under predicted, but a low standard deviation
is instead beneficial to the simulated point cloud. Nonetheless, these effects are
only dominant for approximately 5° at the self-blinding region and result in a
20% mean error for both parameters, which is minor when one considers the
absolute errors with respect to the amount the values change over the entire
angle range. A 20% error for σ at XB is approximately 0.1 mm, but the abso-
lute value at XS is nearly triple that at XB, going from 0.5mm to nearly 1.5mm.
Figure 5.19 represents the results of just one out of 28 possible sample and
distance combinations. These are compared by calculating the mean absolute
percentage error for each parameter, sample and distance. The absolute error
is taken to avoid misleading results in situations such as that in Figure 5.20,
whereby the mean value of a curve can be close to zero because there is equal
high and low errors. In the case of an error plot, this makes the result appear
misleadingly low. The average is also only calculated for values of X between
XB and XS, as the data outside these regions is unreliable.
Figure 5.21 shows the mean percentage errors for all samples and distances.
These show that the mean simulation error for both performance parameters
is below 8% for Samples 1 to 3. Sample 4 exhibits more error, up to 25% for
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Fig. 5.19 Residual percentage error of the point density and standard deviation,
calculated by the subtraction of the mean lines in Figure 5.18.
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Fig. 5.20 Using absolute curve value to calculate mean error.
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Fig. 5.21 Mean absolute percentage error for the simulation of all materials
and distances.
point density and 13% for point noise at distances greater than 550 mm. This
is consistent with the overall trend of more error as the distance and shininess
increases and is likely caused by the increasing dominance of optical effects not
included in the simulation, such as multiple reflections. The increased error for
Sample 4 is not a major concern however, as the performance of the sensor on
Sample 4 at these distance is so poor anyway, as shown in Figure 5.22, where
the difference between blinding and scattering angles is only 6°.
5.4.2 Qualitative Comparison
As seen in Section 5.4.1 the simulation represents the statistical properties of
point clouds well, which are useful for assessing overall point cloud quality.
However, the standard deviation and mean point density are quite simplistic
statistical parameters that do not encode any spatial information. All noise
and missing points are assumed to be distributed equally. This has various
effects on the nature of the simulated point clouds.
Figure 5.23 shows a selection of representative point clouds acquired during
characterisation and their simulated counterparts. The orientation of the point
clouds is chosen to include the self-blinding region on the surface. Point clouds
are included for Samples 3, 4 and a 100×100 mm glossy white tile. The tile
was characterised and simulated, although not included in the quantitative
evaluation because it behaves almost exactly like the matt white material
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Fig. 5.22 Simulated and actual point cloud standard deviation for Sample 4 at
650 mm.
except for a very small self-blinding region, which is visible in Figure 5.23a.
The self-blinding regions in simulated point clouds tend to be slightly
oversized due to the more aggressive culling of points caused by using the
self-blinding mask without interpolation, as described in Section 5.3.4. This
method also results in a ‘blocky’ appearance of the blinding region, where the
width of each block on a flat surface represents the discretisation step in surface
angle on the characterisation map, in this case 0.5°. Again however, it is better
that the simulation over sizes blinding regions than under sizes them if it is to
be used for viewpoint optimisation.
The major difference between the point clouds however is the nature of
the generated surface error. In real point clouds the noise is lumpy; the mea-
sured surface height varies spatially with a frequency of tens of pixels. In the
simulated point cloud the surface varies pixel by pixel. These two clouds are
therefore qualitatively quite different but have the same standard deviation
about a fitted plane over a large area.
This limits the use of the simulated point clouds. Shape fitting for instance
becomes troublesome as the spatial distribution of noise will have a large impact
on features which are small compared to the noise feature size. A least squares
plane fit for example on a small simulated plane will have a very accurate
surface normal as the noise distribution is centred about a nominally perfect
plane. If the same plane were to be measured, the spatial distribution of the
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(a) Gloss White at 700 mm
(b) Sample 3 at 500 mm
(c) Sample 3 at 400 mm
(d) Sample 4 at 600 mm
Fig. 5.23 Real (left) and simulated (right) point clouds for various samples and
distances at orientations close to the self-blinding angle.
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noise is likely to bias the measured normal.
The nature of noise to be expected from different sensors also depends on
the sensor technology. Examples of point noise distributions for four different
3D scanners are shown in Figure 5.24. These point clouds were acquired on
a matt white target at close to the sensor’s optimal operating distance. The
first three sensors shown in Figures 5.24a to 5.24c are the PrimeSense Carmine,
Microsoft Kinect V2 and PhotoNeo S. We see that like the Ensenso, the macro
noise distribution is Gaussian, but the local noise exhibits a distinct structure.
The PrimeSense exhibits dominant horizontal and vertical errors, presumably
due to pixel regions with different calibration or noise biases. The noise from
the Kinect V2 is more similar in nature to the Ensenso; there are no dominant
horizontal or vertical patterns but it is still somewhat lumpy. The noise on
the PhotoNeo exhibits the characteristic banding patterns due to its projected
binary pattern. In contrast, the noise distribution from the David scanner
exhibits dominant sinusoidal error patterns in the surface, typical of fringe
projection systems due to phase estimation errors, which sharply jump from
high to low in a direction roughly orthogonal to the sinusoidal pattern. These
patterns depend on many complex factors including optical blur of both camera
and projector, the orientation of the surface, the number of cameras used in
the system and the interaction of fringes with surface geometry such as holes.
Also, the macro noise distribution for the David scanner is not a Gaussian, but
likely a more complicated sum of several Gaussians, which is a consequence
of phase estimation errors in different frequency components of the projected
fringe patterns. These are only a small selection of scanners and noise sources,
yet the resulting spatial error is complex and extremely difficult to model, let
alone with a generic method. This is especially true for a system like the David
scanner which is reconfigurable and hence the user is responsible for calibration.
This changes the expectant error distribution with every calibration. It is for
these reasons that the spatial distribution of noise was considered out of scope
for this project, as any solution would have to be technology specific and not
useful as a generic, extendible method such as the one presented here.
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(a) PrimeSense Carmine 1.09 - Structured light speckle pattern.
(b) Microsoft Kinect V2 - time-of-flight.
(c) PhotoNeo S - Structured Light binary pattern, single camera.
(d) David SLS-3 - Structured light fringe projection, single
camera.
Fig. 5.24 Surface errors on a matt white target for several 3D scanners. (left)
Shows the segmented point cloud and perpendicular error to a least squares
fitted plane. (right) Shows a histogram of point errors.
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5.5 Conclusions
The conclusions for this chapter are as follows:
1. The sensor performance maps from Chapter 4 were converted into a
usable form for sensor simulation, namely a set of filtered lookup tables
for the key performance parameters.
2. A point cloud simulation was created with an error model based on the
output of the characterisation data.
3. The sensor simulation is validated with the Ensenso using data from the
characterisation.
• Both the point density and point standard deviation performance
parameters are well predicted for surface Ra up to Sample 4 at
550 mm. All duller samples and shorter distances showed mean
absolute errors below 8%.
• Simulated noise is only correctly modelled over large distances with
respect to local spatial noise variations. However, as the spatial
noise distribution is technology and sensor dependent, a generic
model is not easily realisable.
5.5.1 Further Work
Primary topics for further work in this chapter include:
1. Investigation into better filtering techniques to more precisely represent
sensor performance in the lookup tables.
2. Include the influence of multiple reflections on point quality. However,
this would likely require a definition of the surface in terms of its BDRF
coefficients and a more rigorous ray-tracing model.
Chapter 6
Viewpoint Optimisation
Selecting the optimum viewpoint for measuring an object is not always a
straightforward task. For simple geometries the ideal view pose might be
intuitive, especially when armed with the understanding of how a sensor be-
haves on reflective and diffuse surfaces. An experienced user may know to
deliberately orient a shiny surface away from the specular blinding direction,
or aim to minimise the angles between scattering surfaces of interest and the
view direction, but this knowledge comes with experience and is by no means
foolproof or comprehensive. How far off the specular direction is ideal? What is
the ideal pose to minimise adverse scattering on a curved surface? What angle
can a cylinder be measured at whilst still achieving acceptable measurements?
It is clear that as geometry and measurement tasks become more complex, the
questions such as these are only answerable with some computation. For the
purposes of free-form robotic inspection tasks or measurement optimisation
in general, it is therefore necessary to formalise the innate knowledge of an
experienced user.
In this chapter the viewpoint optimisation problem is approached by break-
ing the object down into features which comprise the fundamental building
blocks of the measurement task. These elements may be features to be mea-
sured, or features to be used for model alignment. For example, to check if
two shafts are correctly aligned in a gearbox assembly, it would be necessary
to measure the corresponding cylindrical shaft faces and compare the axis
directions and spacing to a required tolerance. As it is only necessary to
measure the shafts, the cylinders are then the model features required to make
the alignment measurement.
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In this approach, the entire object does not need to be measured, only
certain features. Specifically only those which are required to make a measure-
ment. As such, it is desirable to image the dependent model features in a pose
which yields as many data points with as little noise as possible. Using the
point cloud simulation method described in Chapter 5, the optimum viewpoint
for a particular measurement is estimated by simulating viewpoints around the
object and scoring them on a predicted measurement quality heuristic, which
will be known as the view score. This usefulness of this heuristic is evaluated
by performing a set of real and virtual measurements on a simple artefact.
The PnT is used to accurately control artefact orientation and ensures that
corresponding simulated measurements can be made with matching pose. This
allows the view score to be correlated with actual measurement quality for a
variety of surface finishes and tasks.
This chapter first presents the process and software developed to define a
suite of simple measurements on an arbitrary object using its mesh representa-
tion. Next, the design and manufacture of four test artefacts, with different
surface finishes matching those of the sample coupons in Chapter 4. Finally,
the simulation of a set of measurements on these artefacts is performed using
the characterisation maps and simulation method developed in Chapter 5 and
compared to the results of the equivalent real measurements to develop the
view quality metric.
6.1 Defining Object Measurements
To conveniently define and realise a set of measurements for arbitrary objects,
the modelMeasurements class (Table 6.1) was developed and provides a generic
measurement framework for objects with primitive geometric features. It stores
all of the information required to define a set of theoretical measurements on
a meshed geometry and compute the results when provided with real point
clouds of object features.
The class stores information on which mesh faces comprise particular features
and which feature type they represent, for example cylinder/plane/sphere
etc. Different materials can be assigned to each feature in a set of material
configurations. Features can then be derived from primary model features by
means of intersection, for instance two planes can be intersected to form a
derived line, which can then be intersected with another geometry to form
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Table 6.1 Non-trivial modelMeasurements class properties.
modelMeasurements
Property Description
model faces/vertices structure of the mesh model
features array of modelFeature class
derivedFeatures array of modelFeature class
materialConfigs array of materialConfiguration class
measurements array of featureMeasurement class
a point. Finally, measurements of features or derived features are recorded,
such as the distance between two points, the diameter of a cylinder or the
angle between two planes. When the class is provided with real measurement
data, the actual feature definitions and measurements are calculated. This
functionality is realised by the three supporting classes, namely modelFeature,
materialConfiguration and featureMeasurement, which are described in
Sections 6.1.2 to 6.1.4 respectively. Features, material configurations and
measurements are created using the Model Splitter application, which allows the
user to manipulate the properties of the modelMeasurements and supporting
classes through a user interface.
6.1.1 The Model Splitter Application
The Model Splitter application was created as part of this project to allow the
creation and modification of features, material configurations and measurements
quickly and easily. The application features are detailed below, with reference
to Figure 6.1:
(A) Load/Save Data. The application can load either an .stl file or a
previously saved instance of the modelMeasurements class in .mat format.
Feedback is given on the contents of the loaded data.
(B) Mode Selection Tabs. The structure of the modelMeasurments class
can be explored and modified in the ‘Features’, ‘Materials’ and ‘Measure-
ment’ tabs:
Features allows the user to create and delete Model Features. Each
feature requires a name, faces and a feature type (plane, sphere,
etc.) assigning to it.
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Materials allows the user to create, delete and rename material
configurations. Each configuration contains a material assign-
ment for each model feature. See Figure 6.2a.
Measurements allows the user to create Derived Features from
model features and then specify measurements to make on any
valid feature combination. See Figure 6.2b.
(C) Original Model. Figure of the full original model mesh. The current
selected faces are highlighted in red.
(D) Current Feature. Figure of the faces assigned to the current feature.
(E) Current Faces. Figure of the current selected faces, separate from the
original model. This is used to verify faces before they are added to the
current feature.
(F) All Features. Figure of all model features currently in modelMeasurements.
Without the application, measurements would have to be programmed
into the modelMeasurements class manually which would be an error prone,
slow and tedious task. It is particularly useful for identifying mesh faces
which belong to a model feature as they are not always sequentially numbered,
depending on the model complexity and mesh generation software. The use
of enumerated drop down lists is also convenient to remove the possibility
of misspelling material names and geometry types and limiting the input to
only those which the featureMeasurement class has been designed to handle.
Model Splitter also checks the validity of data structures on creation for errors
such as duplicate names and invalid feature combinations, as well as correctly
updating feature dependency lists if items are renamed or removed.
6.1.2 Model Features
Model features, such as planes, cylinders, lines, etc., are all stored in arrays
of modelFeature class objects. These objects are divided into two categories,
namely model features and derived features and are stored in the features
and derivedFeatures properties of modelMeasurements respectively. The
difference between a model feature and a derived feature is that a model fea-
ture is defined by a set of faces on the mesh and hence its surface is directly
measurable with a 3D scanner. A derived feature is one that is derived from
two model features by means of intersection. It is a mathematical abstraction
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Fig. 6.1 Model feature splitter application.
(a) Materials tab. (b) Measurements tab.
Fig. 6.2 Model splitter mode tabs.
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and so is not directly measurable, but rather requires the measurement of its
parent features in order to be calculated. As an example, consider a plane
and a cylinder. These are model features as they have a physical, measurable
surface area. The plane and cylinder can be intersected to create a point, which
is a derived feature whose dependencies are the original plane and cylinder.
Table 6.2 shows the allowable feature geometries in Model Splitter, divided
by feature type. These primitive geometries are all fully defined by a point,
normal and radius (PNR) structure, the definitions of which are trivial and are
illustrated in Table 6.2. For some geometries, a further feature information
field is populated with data which aids rendering the feature, such as lengths
of the cylinder or extents of the plane, but serves no functional purpose.
Table 6.3 details the properties of the modelFeature class. The occupancy
of the dependencies property informs functions if the object should be treated
as a derived or model feature. Of particular note are the modelPoints and
actualPoints properties. modelPoints stores the vertices from which the
initial model definition (modelDef) is calculated when the feature is created
in Model Splitter. actualPoints contains the real measured points for a fea-
ture. It is from these points that the actual model definition is determined
(modelDef). Two properties are used to store noise information about the
feature. The first, pointNoise, records the error which was applied to each
point in the point cloud during a simulation, in the direction of the view vector.
This property is used in the calculation of the view score for this feature. The
second property, stdDev, records the standard deviation of points relative to
the fitted feature surface, measured perpendicular to the surface.
Model features are fitted to the points using least squares methods. For all
feature types, a two step approach is used to remove outliers. First, the feature
is fitted and point distances to the surface are determined. Next, any point
beyond three standard deviations is then removed and the fit is repeated. This
achieves significantly more robust feature fits.
6.1.3 Material Configurations
The materialConfiguration class is a simple one. It stores the name of
the material configuration and the material assigned to each of the features
for this configuration. Material names are chosen from a pre-defined list
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Table 6.2 Model feature types and the corresponding definitions.
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Table 6.3 modelFeature class properties.
modelFeature
Property Description
name Feature name
type Type of feature (‘Plane’, ‘Cylinder’, etc.)
indices Face Indices of the parent model which make up
the feature
model Faces/vertices structure of the feature
modelDef PNR structure of exact feature definition
modelPoints Model vertices which belong to feature
actualDef PNR structure of actual feature definition from a
measurement
actualPoints Feature points from a measurement/simulation
dependencies List of feature dependencies. Empty if not a derived
feature
pointNoise Noise of each point (simulation only)
stdDev Feature noise - std of point ⊥ distance to feature
Table 6.4 materialConfiguration class properties.
materialConfiguration
Property Description
name Name of the material configuration
materials Cell array of material names. One material per
feature
imported from the sensor characterisation results from 4. Any number of
material configurations can be stored in the materialConfigs property of
modelMeasurements. Material configurations are created using Model Splitter
as shown in Figure 6.2a. The configurations are used during point cloud
simulation to assign a sensor performance map to model features and allows
different maps to be applied to different parts of the model. Currently, materials
can only be applied on a per-feature basis, but the program is easily extendible
to allow material assignment on a per-face basis.
6.1.4 Feature Measurements
The creation and execution of measurements is handled by the featureMeasurement
class. A measurement is first created by passing up to two feature objects with
empty actualDef properties, indicating that they are features for which no
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Table 6.5 Valid featureMeasurement combinations.
Feature 1 Feature 2 Measurement Output
Plane Plane Angle
Sphere ⊥ Distance
Cylinder Angle
Line Angle
Point ⊥ Distance
Sphere Sphere Distance
Cylinder ⊥ Distance
Line ⊥ Distance
Point Distance
Cylinder Cylinder Angle, Closest Approach, Mean Distance
Line Angle, Closest Approach
Point ⊥ Distance
Line Line Angle, Closest Approach
Point ⊥ Distance
Point Point Distance
Cylinder - Radius
Sphere - Radius
actual measurement has yet been made. Depending on the input feature types,
the appropriate measurements which are possible with the input features are
selected according to Table 6.5 and stored in the relevant properties, summa-
rized in Table 6.6. This process provides feedback to the user about which
measurements are possible in Model Splitter.
If features are passed to the featureMeasurement class with the actualDef
property populated, then all possible measurements are made and results are
stored in the value property. Also recorded at this time are other useful
properties of the input features, such as the number of points in the point
clouds, used to measure each model feature, and the mean simulation noise if
available.
6.2 The Test Artefact
The test artefact shown in Figure 6.3 was designed and manufactured for testing
the viewpoint optimisation simulation. It is entirely made from aluminium and
consists of two 100 mm long cylinders of 40 mm diameter, equally spaced on a
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Table 6.6 featureMeasurement class properties.
featureMeasurement
Property Description
name Name of the measurement
outputType Cell array describing the type of measurements
made (Angle, Radius, etc.)
value Cell array containing the measurement results.
nPoints Number of data points used for the measurement,
per dependent model feature (Derived Features
return 0)
meanNoise Mean noise of data points (sim only)
120×100 mm plate with a separation of 70 mm. The artefact has three model
features, namely plane, pillar1 and pillar2. It also has two derived features,
point1 and point2, which are the intersections of pillar1 and pillar2 axes with
the plane. This geometry was chosen for the reasons detailed below.
Available Measurements The combination of the two pillars and a plane
allows a total of seven measurements to be made. These measurements,
along with their feature dependencies and nominal values are detailed
in Table 6.7. The variety of combinations of feature dependencies allows
the task specific accuracy of the view score metric to be assessed.
Conflicting Measurement Requirements As was shown in Chapter 4, the
ideal orientation with which to image a surface is close to the normal
vector. The perpendicular nature of the pillars and the plane therefore
creates a conflicting measurement requirement, because if the viewpoint
is perpendicular to either feature the other is not visible. To measure
both a pillar and the plane with a single acquisition requires selecting an
appropriate compromise pose.
Occlusion Two pillars rather than one are chosen to enforce full and partial
occlusion from certain view orientations. This allows the accuracy of
the occlusion detection method to be evaluated, which is essential as
occlusions are unavoidable on many real measurement tasks.
Ease of Manufacture The primary manufacturing challenge for this experi-
ment lies in applying an isotropic surface finish which is close enough to
those which were characterised in Chapter 4 to perform a valid simulation.
For this reason, simple cylinders and planes are the most obvious choice,
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Fig. 6.3 CAD model of the two pillar test artefact showing model features.
Dimensions in millimetres.
as it is possible to uniformly apply different finishes with random action
abrasive processes.
Ease of Measurement The purpose of this chapter is to test the validity of
the view score metric, not to test different model fitting algorithms for
complex geometry. Simple primitive geometries are easy to segment from
the point cloud and measure using straightforward least squares shape
fitting algorithms.
6.2.1 Manufacture
Figure 6.4 shows the cross section of the artefact. Due to the requirement
to apply different surface finishes after machining, the artefact can not be
machined from a single piece of material. Instead the components are machined
and finished separately. The accurate and repeatable assembly of each pillar
is achieved with a 4 mm dowel rod in the centre and two M4 countersunk
screws. All mounting holes in the base plate were drilled on a CNC milling
machine. The pillars are hollowed out to a wall thickness of 5 mm to reduce
weight and allow the PnT to run at higher accelerations. Achieving a uniform
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Fig. 6.4 Section view of test artefact showing assembly fasteners.
Table 6.7 Artefact model measurements summary.
Feature Dependency
Measurement plane pillar1 pillar2 Value Unit
point1_point2_Distance • • • 70 mm
plane_pillar1_Angle • • 0 ◦
plane_pillar2_Angle • • 0 ◦
pillar1_pillar2_Angle • • 0 ◦
pillar1_pillar2_Distance • • 70 mm
pillar1_Radius • 20 m
pillar2_Radius • 20 mm
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surface finish on the components which matches that of the characterised sam-
ples is challenging and different approaches have to be used for each component.
The base plate is relatively straightforward. The surface of the plate is
abraded against wet and dry paper mounted to a flat marble surface with double
sided adhesive tape. This is first done by hand with a relatively coarse 400 grit
paper to remove machining marks from the plate flattening process. Once the
machining marks are removed, the plate is mounted to the bottom of a random
action orbital sander using a custom made adapter plate and abraded against
increasingly fine abrasive paper, up to 1200 grit, until the desired surface finish
is acquired. For the shiniest two samples, the plate is buffed with a cotton
bonnet and No.5 metal polishing compound. Care was taken to thoroughly
clean the components with warm soapy water and a soft sponge to remove oily
residue from the polishing compound and small particulates which affect the
appearance of the surfaces.
To achieve a consistent finish on the cylindrical components a similar process
was performed, but with the component mounted in the lathe and abrasive
paper attached to the orbital sander. This allows the finish to be applied
evenly with the lathe running on a slow speed by manually moving the or-
bital sander along the axis. The components were not mounted directly in
the lathe chuck, as this would restrict access to the surface of the part, but
were instead mounted to a drive adaptor which utilised the dowel location hole
and attachment screws in the pillar base to keep the part run-out to a minimum.
The target surface finish coupons were used as a reference throughout the
process for both the plate and pillars, to subjectively compare the surface
quality by comparing the reflections of surrounding objects. The Matt White
Artefact was spray painted using the same paint as the matt white coupon
with successive thin coats on top of a metal primer until an even coverage
was achieved. The pillars were sprayed whilst rotating on a mandrel in a
cordless drill to achieve even coverage around the cylinder. Figure 6.5 shows a
photograph of the assembled artefacts and the corresponding reference coupons.
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(a) 1 (Matt White) (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4
Fig. 6.5 Photographs of all artefacts with the corresponding sample coupon.
The checkerboard is included to compare relative shininess.
6.2.2 Artefact Validation
Geometry
The geometry of each of the artefacts was measured with a contact CMM so
that the actual artefact measurements can be used to determine the error of
fitted features to true geometry. Table 6.8 shows the deviation from nominal
value for each of the measurements in Table 6.7. For clarity, the deviations are
multiplied by 1000, such that linear deviations are in µm and angular deviations
are in thousandths of degrees. Also listed are the circularity and flatness of the
pillars and plane respectively. By far the worst artefact in terms of dimensional
accuracy was the Matt White, presumably due to uneven thickness of paint
applied to the components. The bulk of other errors are most likely caused by
the combination of machining error and uneven material removal in the surface
finishing steps.
These errors are not a concern however, as with the exception of the
Matt White Artefact, the deviations from nominal geometry are an order of
magnitude lower than the uncertainty of fitting geometry with the Ensenso,
as will be seen in Section 6.5. Nonetheless, the true geometry is used as the
ground truth for measurement error calculation in Section 6.5 to remove any
potential error bias due to artefact geometry.
Surface Finish
The roughness average of each artefact component is shown in Table 6.9 along
with the target Ra of the reference samples as were calculated in Section 4.2.1.
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Table 6.8 Artefact deviation from nominal dimensions. Errors are multiplied
by a factor of 1000 for clarity. Therefore, linear dimension errors are displayed
in µm and angular dimensions are in thousandths of degrees.
Actual Deviation × 1000
Measurement Unit Nominal MW S2 S3 S4
point1_point2_Distance mm 70 55 -8 -32 6
plane_pillar1_Angle ° 0 23 11 10 13
plane_pillar2_Angle ° 0 23 6 8 8
pillar1_pillar2_Angle ° 0 4 16 16 18
pillar1_pillar2_Distance mm 70 51 2 -37 21
pillar1_Radius mm 20 25 -28 -1 -26
pillar2_Radius mm 20 26 -32 -19 -25
plane Flatness mm 0 9.8 5.6 8.7 6.8
pillar1 Circularity mm 0 14.5 7.5 7.6 9.1
pillar2 Circularity mm 0 42.5 9.1 7.9 19.6
Surface profiles were taken on the artefacts at the locations shown in Figure 6.6,
covering as much area as was practical using the same instrument and scan
settings as used to measure the Ra of the reference samples in Section 4.2.1,
namely the TalySurf CLI 2000 at a point spacing of 0.5 µm.
The profile length was limited to 5 mm, as this is the maximum length which
would allow a full profile to be measured in the radial direction. Any longer
and the profile runs out of the 300 µm measurement range of the profilometer
due to the curvature of the pillar. Due to the number of profiles taken and the
ISO 4288 mandated cut-off wavelength of 0.8 mm for these surface roughness,
this length is adequate to ascertain the surface roughness of the components.
As seen in Table 6.9, the roughness of Samples 2-4 components match well
with the target Ra for all components and qualitatively the clarity of reflections
in the surfaces are very similar, as is visible in Figure 6.5. Perhaps more
importantly, all samples are very consistent in both measurement directions.
The sample with the largest deviation is the Matt White; the artefact appears
to be rougher by approximately 20%, despite the paint for both being from
the same spray can. This is not a major concern as both samples perform
excellently with the Ensenso as the surface finish on both is well into the
scattering regime, where the wavelength of the illuminant from the Ensenso is
similar to the surface roughness. The reason for this discrepancy is most likely
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Table 6.9 Artefact roughness average per feature.
Ra (µm)
MW S2 S3 S4
Target Ra .74 .46 .37 .09
plane
X .96 .54 .34 .11
Y .93 .54 .36 .11
µ .95 .54 .35 .11
± .08 .04 .03 .01
pillar1
Axial µ .88 .50 .43 .13
± .07 .03 .02 .01
Radial µ .76 .56 .40 .13
± .08 .03 .04 .01
pillar2
Axial µ .96 .48 .39 .09
± .06 .02 .02 .01
Radial µ .93 .58 .40 .10
± .09 .05 .05 .02
Fig. 6.6 Locations of surface roughness measurement scans. Profiles are drawn
at three times actual length for clarity.
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in the method of paint application, which was performed outside on different
days with different humidity, temperature, wind and technique - all of which
affect the quality of spray paint finish.
6.3 Acquisition and Processing of Real Point
Clouds
This section describes the process of acquiring point clouds of the artefacts
in known poses using the PnT and the subsequent challenges associated with
reliably segmenting the point clouds in order to measure the desired object
features. This begins with the generation of desired artefact views in model
centric co-ordinates and the conversion to a set of target positions for the
PnT given a specified experimental set-up. The actual experimental procedure
has much in common with methods used in Chapter 4. Finally the point
cloud segmentation and measurement processes are discussed with reference to
real point clouds from the experiment, which illustrate the effects of various
segmentation methods on measurement results and the subsequent compromises
which have to be made between preserving a representative point cloud quality
on shiny surfaces and maintaining reliable segmentation on dull surfaces.
6.3.1 Selection of PnT Positions
The PnT was used to accurately position the artefacts in known poses for point
cloud capture. To achieve this it is necessary to know the desired 6DoF sensor
pose relative to the artefact reference frame, which is located at the centre of
the base plate, with the x axis pointing in the direction of pillar2 and z normal
to the plate.
The sensor translation is easily determined by the icosahedron mesh subdi-
vision method described in Section 4.2.3, but the vertices of the resultant unit
vectors are multiplied by the desired sensor stand-off distance to the centre
of the object. For this experiment, the mesh was subdivided four times and
polar angles of the points were limited to 70°, resulting in 831 vertices with an
average angular spacing of triangulated neighbours of 4.3°. The stand-off was
set at the Ensenso’s optimum working distance of 500 mm. The unit vectors of
the desired sensor reference frame are constrained by enforcing the z axis to
point directly at the model origin. The sensor x axis lies parallel to the model
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Fig. 6.7 Determination of table positions from a target view mesh and sensor
pose.
xy plane and the sensor y axis always points in the opposite direction to the
model z. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
A virtual model of the PnT, placed at the desired distance from the camera
shown in Figure 6.7 allows the desired views to be converted into target Axis 3
reference frames, from which the corresponding PnT axis co-ordinates are
calculated using the method in Section B.4.3.
6.3.2 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure for acquiring data on the plane-pillar Artefact is
straightforward and described below. A photograph of the experiment is shown
in Figure 6.8.
1. Manually align PnT and camera to the desired pose. This does not have
to be done with great precision.
2. Perform the PnT localization as described in Section B.5. This determines
the precise location of the PnT which is used later to calculate the model
pose in the camera reference frame and is the reason Step 1 does not have
to be performed precisely.
3. Taking care not to move the PnT, or camera, mount the artefact under
test.
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Fig. 6.8 Photograph of experimental set-up.
4. Run the PnT through the target position list, acquiring 10 frames at each
pose.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each artefact.
6.3.3 Segmenting the Point Clouds
In order to calculate the required model measurements using the point cloud
data, it is first necessary to determine which acquired points on the point
cloud belong to which model feature. There are several possible approaches to
this which vary depending on the available a priori knowledge of the object
pose. Without any knowledge, it would first be necessary to perform object
localisation using for example a coarse RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm, followed by a fine tuning Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm,
to identify and determine the pose of the object in the scene. This is compu-
tationally expensive and unreliable on sparse or noisy point clouds. It also
introduces significant variability in the result depending on the algorithm and
run parameters such as search neighbourhood size and iteration limits. Us-
ing such methods introduces significant unnecessary complexity and uncertainty.
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Fortunately, the PnT calibration, target pose and known object geometry
provides an excellent estimation of the feature pose. This allows points to
be segmented by comparing their position to the theoretical location of the
model. In principle, if the estimated pose, camera calibration and acquired
point cloud are perfect, this could be achieved efficiently by back projecting
both the model and points into image co-ordinates using the methods described
in Section 5.2.1 to 5.2.4 and then assigning points to model faces based on
the face index assigned to their corresponding pixel. However, small errors in
object pose from the theoretical position, combined with the behaviour of the
Ensenso on model edges cause significant challenges, particularly in areas of
overlapping surfaces.
An example of this occurs in the situation shown in Figure 6.9, in which
the raw point cloud and model in its theoretical pose are projected into the left
camera. In this pose, pillar1 is in the foreground and occluding approximately
half of pillar2, with a small top portion completely visible. The model and
point cloud align well, however the Ensenso can struggle to accurately acquire
object edges which often appear ‘lumpy’, especially on backgrounds with low
contrast. This, combined with small errors in actual model location and camera
calibration, can result in the incorrect segmentation of points on model edges.
In this example, points which were actually imaged on pillar2 happen to lie
within the theoretical boundary of faces belonging to pillar1 and vice versa, and
hence are incorrectly segmented. Figure 6.10 shows a point cloud of Artefact 4
in this model pose. There are regions of misclassified points between both pillars
and between pillar1 and the plane, indicating that it is not only caused by
model misalignment, but also the lumpy nature of the Ensenso reconstruction
algorithm on surface boundaries.
Incorrect classification of this type can wreak havoc with least squares cylin-
der fitting algorithms, as shown in Figure 6.11. In this example, a narrow strip
of a few dozen missegmented points is sufficient for the least squares algorithm
to converge on a wildly inaccurate cylinder radius, even when initialised with
accurate initial estimates for the axis normal, centre and radius. The algorithm
indiscriminately includes all points in the fit and so is strongly influenced by
outliers.
There are several potential solutions to this problem of more robust point
cloud segmentation. Perhaps the most obvious is to use the available a priori
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6.9 Theoretical projection onto the left camera of (a) the model mesh and
(b) the point cloud for the Matt White Artefact.
Fig. 6.10 Incorrectly segmented points on a real point cloud of Artefact 4.
Fig. 6.11 Poor least squares cylinder fitting due to misclassified points on the
Matt White Artefact.
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knowledge of the actual model feature location and segment point clouds based
on the simple perpendicular point distance to the feature of interest to within
some threshold. The problems with this are numerous however. Firstly, point
error does not occur normal to a surface, but along the viewing vector, which
will lead to misclassification. Secondly, in instances where features intersect,
such as around the base of the pillars, there will be an annulus of points which
potentially belong to both the pillar and plane. Discriminating between them
presents similar issues as discussed for the back projection method.
Another method is to implement RANSAC cylinder fitting, such as that
implemented in the MATLAB function pcfitcylinder, which is capable of
detecting cylinders from cluttered scenes, and hence should be capable of remov-
ing outliers from the pre segmented point clouds. This approach was tested and
for many purposes would be adequately robust. However, due to the random
sampling implicit in the RANSAC approach, the result is non-deterministic and
the resulting cylinder fit can vary by significant amounts given the same input
cloud, even with tuning of the algorithm parameters to improve confidence.
This was deemed unacceptable. The pcfitcylinder function was also found
to occasionally suffer from poor convergence, particularly in point clouds on
very shiny samples whereby the number of misclassified points can make up a
larger percentage of the total.
Another attempted approach involved repeatedly fitting a least squares
cylinder to the point cloud, each time removing outliers based on the point
distance to the surface of the fitted cylinder. Whilst this was more repeatable
than pcfitcylinder, it often removed correctly classified points if the point
cloud was particularly noisy with little obvious curvature in the cylinder points.
Also, the number of iterations and outlier threshold settings have a large effect
on the result and are essentially arbitrarily chosen. This was therefore not seen
as an appropriate approach either.
The implemented solution to the segmentation problem lies in comparing
the measured location of a point with the intersection of this point, along the
view vector, with the model. It hinges on the principle that there will be a large
error between the intersection of a misclassified point on the theoretical model
and the point’s measured location. This is straightforward but computationally
expensive due to the need to individually intersect each point with the mesh.
Segmentation only takes a few seconds for the most populous point clouds, but
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6.12 Point clouds of Artefact 4 classified by model feature using (a) back
projection (b) point differencing with distance threshold of 5 mm.
processing the 8310 point clouds for each artefact takes approximately 10 hours.
The object mesh is stripped down to only include feature faces, then these
are back-face culled to reduce computation time. Next, each point is intersected
with the remaining mesh faces using the intersectLineMesh3d function from
the 3rd party geom3d [17] MATLAB library, which implements a vectorised 3D
version of the barycentric method described in Section 5.2.4. The function will
return all intersections of a line and mesh, so the closest one to the camera
is selected, which solves the occlusion problem. If the distance between the
intersected point and the actual point is greater than a pre-set threshold then
the point is discarded. The face index of intersection is then looked up from
the feature list and the point is assigned to the appropriate model feature.
The distance threshold is chosen as 5 mm, as this is the worst 2σ value to be
expected for the Ensenso on all materials at distances up to 600 mm for a point
fraction of 0.75, as is shown in Figure 4.24.
The intersection method does have some drawbacks however. Firstly, it is
computationally expensive as each point is individually intersected with the
model mesh. The second drawback is that it can artificially improve point
clouds by removing excessively noisy points which would still otherwise be
correctly classified by the simple back projection method. An example of this is
shown in Figure 6.12. The point cloud with no distance filter contains inaccu-
rate points approximately 15 mm inside the pillar, whereas the point cloud with
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distance filtering only contains those points within 5 mm of the pillar in the
direction of the view vector. This artificially improves the measurement quality
substantially; in many cases the cylinder radius and position are estimated to
within a few millimetres, as opposed to tens of millimetres with no filtering.
Whilst the noise level in Figure 6.12a is large and well outside the 5 mm
cut-off selected from the 2σ limit in Figure 4.24, it may appear that this is a
significant failure to predict the point cloud quality, but this is not the case.
The curves in Figure 4.24 are only plotted up to the point fraction of 0.75,
which gives an expectant good data surface angle, XB, at 500 mm on Sample 4
of 15°. We also recall the reason for not selecting point fractions below 0.75 is
because shinier samples were shown to behave inconsistently due to secondary
reflections and so the data beyond the resulting scattering limit of XB is not to
be trusted. In the model pose in Figure 6.12a, the smallest angle between the
camera axis and pillar surface normal is 25°. This is already well outside the
15° expected limit for good data without taking into account the added angular
component caused by the cylinder curvature. It is therefore completely ex-
pected that the point cloud on this surface finish and pose can be as poor as it is.
This artificial improvement in quality is predominantly an issue with the
shiniest sample, as the other three rarely suffer from adverse scattering effects
which cause error beyond the 5 mm cut-off. As such, when faced with the
compromise between misclassified points causing horrendous errors in otherwise
high quality point clouds on the dullest three samples, or over culling erroneous
points on the shiniest sample, it is clear that data quality is preserved more
effectively by the latter option.
6.3.4 Computing Measurements
Following point cloud segmentation, it is then possible to compute the model
measurements listed in Table 6.8. This is done by first fitting primitive ge-
ometries to the segmented model features using the Least Squares Geometric
Elements (LSGE) library from the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) [133].
Next, the derived features are calculated from the fitted model geometry. Finally
the measurements can be made using the fitted and derived feature definitions.
This process is generic and managed by the methods of the modelMeasurements
and supporting classes detailed in Section 6.1. Figure 6.13 shows a selection of
raw point clouds as projected on to the left camera. The quality and density
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(a) Matt White (b) Sample 2
(c) Sample 3 (d) Sample 4
Fig. 6.13 Projection of the raw point cloud and theoretical artefact mesh onto
camera one for different material configurations.
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can be seen to degrade with increasing shininess, as expected.
The effects of multiple reflections on the shinier samples can be seen in
Figures 6.13c and 6.13d, whereby the regions directly in front of the pillars and
on the lower portions of the pillars themselves contain points, but the region
between the pillars does not. Note that the angle between the plane and camera
axis in this pose is 65°, so in the absence of other factors precious little data is
to be expected on all but the Matt White Sample. Multiple reflections allow
some degree of point correspondence to be achieved, although the quality of the
recovered points is extremely poor and often lies outside the prescribed 5 mm
limit for point segmentation. The results of point segmentation and feature
fitting for these point clouds are shown in Figure 6.14. As is to be expected,
the Matt White Artefact provides a high quality point cloud with very little
missing data. In contrast, Artefact 4 only contains a handful of points. Despite
this, the features are still measurable, although with high uncertainty, due
to the aggressive a priori knowledge driven segmentation approach, which is
necessary to achieve highly repeatable results on the other samples. It is clear
that without this approach, identifying the object in a scene with arbitrary pose
and without prior knowledge would be extremely unreliable, if not impossible.
6.4 View Simulation
For each acquired point cloud, a digital twin of the same point cloud is simu-
lated in order to develop the view score metric. The simulation is performed
according to the method described in Chapter 5 with a simplified mesh of the
test artefact, already shown in Figure 6.12. This mesh does not include the
hollowed out portion of the pillars in order to reduce the number of unnecessary
occlusion calculations. Additionally, the countersunk mounting holes on the
base plate are represented as plain holes with a diameter matching that of the
top of the countersunk cone (10 mm for an M4 countersunk socket screw). The
mesh is exported in .stl format with a linear tolerance of 0.1 mm.
The pose of the artefact for simulation is determined from the calibrated
PnT location in the camera reference frame and the pose of the table. This
method proved accurate enough to robustly segment the features of real point
clouds and so is assumed to be accurate enough for simulation purposes.
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(a) Matt White (b) Sample 2
(c) Sample 3 (d) Sample 4
Fig. 6.14 Fitting model features to processed point clouds.
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(a) 3D Heatmap (b) Polar Heatmap
Fig. 6.15 Methods of viewing simulation data using (a) 3D heatmap wrapped
over view location mesh and (b) polar representation of the view mesh. The
heatmap is colourised by simulated normalised number of data points for the
Matt White Sample on pillar2.
The processing steps for simulated point clouds are exactly the same as real
ones, except that there is no need to perform feature segmentation. The noise
of each point is dependent on the surface normal of the face it represents, so
the face index per point is simply exported from the simulation function to
avoid repeating computationally expensive tasks.
Throughout this chapter, results such as the number of points, measurement
errors and point standard deviations, which have been calculated at each
pose shown in Figure 6.7 are represented using the polar co-ordinates of the
view pose. This is shown in Figure 6.15, which plots the normalised number
of simulated data points for pillar2 on the Matt White Sample both as a
3D heatmap wrapped around the view pose mesh and as the same mesh
transformed into polar co-ordinates relative to the model reference frame.
The polar representation is convenient, intuitive and allows for all data to be
visualised at once with reference to actual view angles, which are not possible
to illustrate with the 3D version. Given a co-ordinate of the camera centre,
P , in the model reference frame, the corresponding axial (θ) and radial (r)
co-ordinates in the polar plot are given in Equation 6.2
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θ = arctan 2(Py, Px) (6.1)
r = arccos
 Pz
|P |
 (6.2)
Thus, the distance from the plot centre, r, is the polar angle between the
model z vector and the camera view vector, and the axial co-ordinate is equal
to the azimuth angle. Concentric circles occur at increments of 25° up to 75°
as shown. Labels are omitted in all further plots for clarity.
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the simulated number of data points and the
average point standard deviation per sample and model feature. Both spreads
of plots exhibit the same behaviours as expected from the sensor characterisa-
tion. As surface shininess and view angle increases, both the number of points
and range of angles at which those points are measurable reduces. This is
particularly noticeable on the plane feature, as the number of points is greater
in the centre of the plot where the angle between view angle and surface normal
is smallest. The opposite trend is true with the pillars, as the surface normal
for the cylindrical surfaces are orthogonal to that of the plane, so more points
are visible when viewed from the side. This is precisely the behaviour desired
from this artefact, as it creates the requirement for a compromise view angle
to measure all features at once.
The influence of self-blinding is also visible in the plots for the plane. On
the Matt White Sample, there is no self-blinding; the maximum number of
points is acquired when the sensor is directly normal to the surface. On the
other samples however, there is a central region in which the sensor blinds
itself and suffers from data loss. Blinding effects on the pillars would occur at
a polar angle of 90° where the camera is orthogonal to the cylinder surface. As
the pillars were only simulated to a polar angle of 70° the blinding effects are
therefore not visible.
The effects of occlusion manifest themselves quite obviously on the pillar
features as a break in the annulus of recoverable data. The break in the maps
for pillar2 are correctly rotated 180° from that in pillar1. There is a less
obvious influence of occlusion visible in the plane data. At polar angles between
25° and 40°, where the pillars are in line with one another, the foremost pillar
occludes the plane on both sides. The left side is occluded to the right camera
and vice versa. However, when the camera moves to one side more area is
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Fig. 6.16 Absolute simulated number of data points per model feature and
material configuration.
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Fig. 6.17 Absolute simulated mean standard deviation per model feature and
material configuration.
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visible to both cameras. This does not occur at polar angles much below 25°
as the cameras can see over both pillars. It does occur at angles above 40°, the
effect is dominated by the reduction in points due to the aspect change.
Also of note are the differences between plots for the number of points
and standard deviation when no data points are visible at all, such as when
the sensor is looking down on the artefact and no face area is visible to both
cameras. For the number of points, this can obviously be recorded as a zero
value in the results array. However, it is not possible to calculate a standard
deviation from an empty array so in these cases the standard deviation is
recorded as a NaN value. This results in ‘holes’ in the plots for the pillars.
6.5 The View Score
In order to predict optimum viewing pose for different measurement tasks, a
view score metric is defined which is a function of the simulated number of points
in the point cloud, the expectant point standard deviation and the amount of
occlusion for each feature. This section describes the development of the view
score metric to provide heatmaps of predicted optimum scanning orientations.
The predicted view scores are then compared to their corresponding real
measurement results to assess the validity of the method.
6.5.1 Developing the View Score
The view score metric is extremely straightforward and follows from the funda-
mental principles.
1. Points are measured with a noise distribution centred at the true value.
2. Features are measured more accurately when more points are acquired.
3. Feature accuracy is improved when measured points have lower noise.
4. Feature accuracy is improved when more feature area is visible.
The first assumption is fundamental to the second two and removes the
consideration of systematic measurement bias and scaling error in the view
score. This is necessary because the characterisation thus far has not been
concerned with these parameters. The primary reason for this is that absolute
measurement error is extremely difficult to measure with a 3D scanner, as
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the centre of the camera reference frame is usually dependent on its optical
calibration. Thus without performing some form of hand-eye calibration, the
relationship between the cameras internal reference frame and the physical
camera is not readily determined. Even if this were measured, to determine
absolute accuracy requires the exact pose of the artefact and camera to be
measured with an external, traceable measurement system. Whilst this is
technically possible if one were to use either a traditional contact CMM or
an optical CMM, it is extremely labour intensive and not representative of
how 3D scanners are actually used. Typically, high relative accuracy rather
than absolute accuracy is considered more than adequate for the purposes
of inspection or reverse engineering, where accurate pose estimation in the
world frame is not relevant. In applications where pose is required, a hand-eye
calibration to determine the camera reference frame in world co-ordinates is
always performed for high accuracy applications.
Even if such a calibration was conducted for this performance characteri-
sation, then a systematic measurement error, such as a constant depth error,
would be calibrated out and its presence would be undetectable, as there is no
way of distinguishing between a constant systematic error and a transformation
from camera geometry to the internal reference frame. Methods of quantifying
other error types are already available in standards such as VDI/VDE 2634 [58].
Systematic or scaling errors are usually either due to sensor miscalibration,
technology limitations, or other technology specific optical effects, such as
the blurring of projection patterns causing sinusoidal reconstruction errors or
multiple path scattering in time-of-flight systems distorting measured distances.
Due to the technology specific nature of these errors, which are usually caused
by either operating outside the camera’s stated operating envelope or not
using the camera in a way which respects its operating principles, they are not
considered relevant to the predicted view score, which aims to be a technology
independent score metric. As such, the sensor is assumed to measure points
with a distribution about the true value.
Assumptions two and three follow from the first. They are fundamental
consequences of measurement theory; a measurement with many, low noise
points is always favourable to a measurement with few high noise points. From
these principles the definition of feature score, S on a particular feature f , is
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defined as the number of data points acquired on that feature, nf , divided by
the mean standard deviation of those data points, σ¯f .
Sf =
(
n
σ¯
)
f
(6.3)
The subscript f is used to denote that both n and σ¯ are calculated on
a per-feature basis from the simulated point cloud. Equation 6.3 provides a
formula for Sf which yields a high score for large numbers of points and low
standard deviations. Therefore, views with high scores should in principle
yield superior measurements to those with low scores. It is still a function
of the absolute number of points and standard deviation however. This will
give a feature score which is comparable between different sensors, but gives
no indication as to the relative quality of a view without comparing the score
to that on a reference material. It is therefore useful to normalise the score
with reference to the maximum number of points and standard deviation that
were simulated on the reference Matt White Artefact from all simulated views.
A normalised number of points, nˆf , is therefore the ratio of the number of
predicted points to the maximum number of points it is possible to measure
on a given feature. Similarly, the normalised standard deviation, σnorm, is the
ratio of the predicted noise to the maximum possible expected noise.
nˆf =
nf
max(nf,ref )allviews
(6.4)
σˆf =
σ¯f
max(σ¯f,ref )allviews
(6.5)
where nf,ref and σ¯f,ref are the numbers of points and mean standard
deviations for the reference sample respectively. Here, the reference sample is
always taken as the matt white material configuration. So the equation for
normalised view score per model feature becomes:
Sˆf =
(
nˆ
σˆ
)
f
(6.6)
The value of Sˆf is plotted in Figure 6.18 as a surface of the normalised
points in the range 0–1 and standard deviation for the range 0.1–1. Standard
deviation is not plotted down to zero, as S tends toward infinity as σ approaches
zero. This does not pose difficulty in simulations, as every measurement has a
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Fig. 6.18 Feature view score as a function of normalised number of data points
and mean point standard deviation.
non-zero standard deviation.
Equation 6.3 resembles the reciprocal of the standard error of a population
mean, which is defined as SE = σ√
n
. It is therefore tempting to include a
√
n
term in the definition of Sf . For standard error, the
√
n term originates from
the fact that variance, V is the square of standard deviation, V = SE2 = σ2
n
.
The square root is necessary to maintain the relationship between variance and
standard deviation. Including a
√
n term in the view score such that Sf =
√
n
σ
implies that it is derived from a definition of the variance of the point errors,
which it is not. Furthermore, for the definition of standard error to be valid,
the observations must come from a single normal distribution of independent
observations. This is not the case with the view score, as every point in the
simulated point cloud is picked from a normal distribution with different stan-
dard deviation, to represent the different noise levels to be expected from each
pixel as a function of scene geometry and sensor performance. Using a
√
n
term in Equation 6.3 would therefore have questionable statistical relevance
and would only serve to arbitrarily modify the influence of n on the view score.
A doubling of view score would require a four-fold increase in n, as opposed to
a two-fold increase. There is no reason to assume this is a necessary property
of the view score as the true sensitivity of measurement quality to the number
of points is algorithm and geometry dependent; all that can be assumed is that
more uniformly distributed points is beneficial.
As Sˆf only calculates the score for an individual model feature, say the
pillar or plane, it can not tell us the ability to measure combinations of features
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from a particular view. This is necessary, for example, to identify views in
which both pillars will be visible so that their relative angles can be measured.
This is achieved by summing the normalised feature scores which correspond
to a measurement’s feature dependencies to give a measurement feature score,
Sm. This is formalised in Equation 6.7.
Sm =
∑
f∈Fm
Sˆf
max(Sˆf )m
(6.7)
where Fm is the set of model features necessary to make a measurement m.
The members of Fm are iteratively searched for by the use of the dependency
properties of the modelFeature and featureMeasurement classes. The depen-
dencies form a tree structure, the root nodes of which are the model features
from which all measurements and derived features are based. It is important
to normalise the measurement score for each feature such that it lies in the
range 0–1, as this prevents a feature with many more visible points, such as
the plane, dominating the score.
An example implementation of Equation 6.7 is shown in Figure 6.19 in which
all three feature scores are combined to calculate a score map for Artefact 3.
The addition method is effective at identifying common regions of measurable
features, but also results in some areas of false positive scores, such as those in
the pillar occlusion regions marked in Figure 6.19. Here, although one feature
is barely visible, the sum of the other two features is sufficient to yield a high
combined score. Obviously, in these locations a reliable measurement is not
possible as one of the features has extremely poor visibility.
Including the Effects of Feature Occlusion
To allow the prediction of measurement quality, it is therefore necessary to only
allow a high view score when all dependent features are visible. One attempted
solution for this was to combine the view scores by product, rather than sum.
Doing so results in a combined view score of zero when individual feature scores
are zero. However, this causes undesirable effects in situations where a feature
has a low score due to the viewing aspect reducing the number of visible points,
but is still readily measurable as there are still enough points, just not many
compared to when the viewing aspect is better. This results in low view scores
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Fig. 6.19 Summing normalised feature view scores to give a combined measure-
ment feature score for Artefact 3, where m is dependent on all three model
features. Marked regions denote pillar occlusions.
even when excellent measurements are still possible.
The solution is to consider the actual occlusion of the object with a new
parameter, the feature occlusion ratio, Rf . This is defined as the maximum
number of points which are measurable on the feature, compared to the number
which would be visible from the same pose, if none of the feature is occluded
by the rest of the object:
Rf =
(
n
nonly
)
f,ref
(6.8)
nf,ref is determined as normal from the point cloud simulation on the Matt
White Sample, therefore giving the actual, ideal number of points possible for
a given view. nonly is the number of points possible to measure from the same
view, but if only the feature of interest is simulated. This is determined from
a separate simulation of the model on a per-feature basis. The measurement
occlusion score, Rm, can then be calculated by the product of all dependent
feature scores as shown in Equation 6.9. There is no need to normalise Rm in
the same way as Sm as it is by definition already a number between 0 and 1.
Rm =
∏
f∈Fm
Rf (6.9)
Figure 6.20 shows the occlusion maps for all model features being combined
to determine Rm. Rplane shows that only approximately 60% of the plane is
ever visible due to occlusion from the pillars, whereas the regions where the
pillars are occluded by each other are very localised. It is important to note
here that the occlusion map does not account for self-blinding-occlusion, i.e,
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Fig. 6.20 Multiplying occlusion maps for a measurement m, where m depends
on all three model features.
Fig. 6.21 Multiplying feature view scores to give a combined view score for
Artefact 3.
where the feature is occluding itself by virtue of the relative feature-camera
geometry. In such cases, for example where the camera is directly above the
pillars, no points are visible in either the pillar only simulation or the full
model simulation, and Rm evaluates to 0/0, which is undefined. When this
occurs, Rm is set to 1, although the value has no actual effect on the final view
score as the corresponding predicted standard deviation is necessarily set to NaN.
To calculate the final view scores for a measurement, Vm, the feature
score Sm is multiplied by the measurement occlusion ratio Rm as shown in
Equation 6.10. This ensures that only views where all dependent features are
visible will yield good scores. Figure 6.21 shows the result of this multiplication
for the combination of all features on Artefact 3. The occlusion map suppresses
what would otherwise be misleadingly high scores in the occluded regions.
Vm = SmRm (6.10)
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Consideration of Point Distribution
A consideration within the quality of point clouds, not explicitly included in the
definition of the view score, is the spatial distribution of points. This is an issue
for instances where two point clouds from different views have the same number
of points and similar noise distributions, but different spatial distributions.
The view scores by Equation 6.3 will be the same, but the point cloud where
points are more evenly spread out over the measurement feature will provide
greater feature accuracy than one where points are clustered together. However,
by the nature of an area scan sensor, this situation of two point clouds from
different views with similar noise and point numbers, but significantly different
distribution rarely occurs.
Consider Figure 6.22, which shows three hypothetical views of a target
feature. Views A and B have the same angle to the feature surface and so have
the same noise characteristics and point density on the feature surface. A fit
to the point cloud in view A will have more uncertainty than view B. This is
partly due to the poor point distribution and partly due to the low number of
points, both of which are caused by an occluding piece of geometry. This would
be problematic if view A also exhibits the same number of points as view B,
which in this scenario is impossible without increasing the resolution of camera
A or reducing the distance to the target, which would also change the point
noise. Therefore due to the number of points, view B will have the superior
view score by Equation 6.3. This is an example of the view score definition not
directly including the influence of point distribution but still accounting for
the effect by the secondary consequence on the number of points.
Similarly, consider view C. This has a shallow angle to the feature normal
resulting in the same number of points in view A but with a far more bene-
ficial distribution, giving complete, but sparse coverage of the target feature.
With other parameters being equal this would then be a superior view to A,
however the reduced viewing angle increases the noise of the measured points.
The interplay of point distribution, density, noise and feature type will have
a complex relationship in determining which of view A or C will yield the
best measurement. This relationship is worthy of further work, but for the
purposes of determining the optimum view, the proposed definition of view
score correctly identifies view B as being superior to A and C in this scenario.
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(a) View A: low noise,
high resolution, few points.
(b) View B: low noise,
high resolution, many points.
(c) View C: high noise,
low resolution, few points.
(d) View D: lowest noise,
highest resolution, few points.
Fig. 6.22 The effects of view direction and occlusion on point noise, spatial
resolution and point density on a measurement feature.
A situation in which the view score may struggle to discriminate the true
best view is shown in view D. Here, the target feature is visible on both sides
of the obstruction and the camera is viewing the target surface square on.
Assuming there is no self-blinding occurring, this results in the lowest noise and
highest spatial resolution. However, depending on the size of the obstruction
there may be fewer points than in view B. In this situation the definition of
view score proposed can not reliably discriminate between the best views as a
subtle changes in geometry noise will affect the result. Despite this, the score
will reliably select either B or D over both A and C.
6.5.2 Validation
To validate the accuracy of the simulation the combined view score is compared
with the results from the model measurements. This is not straightforward
however. The final approach taken involves binning the views into 10 bins based
on their view score and evaluating the measurement error and standard deviation
on a ranking basis. In this approach, the top view score bin, representing the
top 10% of view scores, should have the top ranked measurement error and
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Fig. 6.23 Summary of view score bin rankings for mean measurement error out
of the 28 measurements.
standard deviation. A breakdown of the results based on this approach is shown
in Figure 6.23. This section discusses the results in terms of four categories
into which all bin rankings fall. Correct measurements are those where the
viewpoints with the predicted top decile of view scores also had, on average, the
lowest measurement errors. Statistically Similar bins are technically incorrectly
ranked, but are statistically indistinguishable with the actual top ranked bin so
are considered a ‘joint top’ rank. Practically Similar bins are incorrectly ranked
and are also statistically distinct from the actual top ranked bin. However, for
a variety of reasons, these bins still have superior properties which make them
rank first, or at least no worse, in terms of their practical usage. Incorrect bins,
as the name suggests, are incorrectly ranked by the view score metric. By this
system the top ranked bin of views yields superior or at least measurements
of equivalent quality to the actual top ranked bin on 26 of the available 28
measurements (seven measurements per artefact and four artefacts).
Motivation for the View Binning Approach
Figure 6.24 shows the results of measurement error and standard deviation for
the point1_point_2_distance measurement, which is dependent on all model
features, on Artefact 3. Measurement error is calculated as the mean differ-
ence between the measurement and its true value over the ten acquired frames.
The standard deviation is calculated from the measurement errors for each view.
On visual inspection, the simulated score appears to correlate well with
measurement error and standard deviation. The areas of highest view score
occur between the occluded regions, which match the regions where reasonable
measurements were possible. The error and standard deviation also correlate
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well with each other; they share a common region of acceptable data. Also of
note is the lack of variation in measurement error and standard deviation over
views where reasonable measurements are possible. Providing the view score
is above a certain threshold, in this example approximately 0.5, there is little
difference in the actual quality of the measurement. It is the case however, that
despite there being little difference in measurement quality, the views with a
higher score will contain more points, so would still be superior on the basis
that more data is beneficial, particularly if any object localisation has to be
performed.
It is difficult to draw conclusions on model validity visually from a single
plot however. Ideally for a more comprehensive validation, it would be pos-
sible to simply plot all combined view scores versus the measurement errors
and uncertainty and observe a positive correlation. Unfortunately this is not
possible for the primary reason that the view score is not a predictor of the
absolute measurement accuracy, but rather an indication that one point cloud
is likely to have more beneficial statistical properties than another for a given
measurement and material configuration. The relationship that these prop-
erties then have on the actual measurement accuracy is complex; there is no
way of knowing the theoretical relationship between the two. It depends on,
amongst other things, the spatial nature of the error, feature fitting and object
location algorithms, outlier removal techniques, optical effects such as multiple
reflections and background scattering. Some of these properties are a function
of data processing steps, some are dependent on the physical experimental
set-up and some are inherent to the sensor technology. As such, accounting for
them in a general simulation method and view score is not practical.
Another reason why the view score and measurement errors cannot simply
be correlated is that some measurements are in millimetres and some are
degrees, so comparing them in absolute terms is not valid. A potential solution
would be to convert absolute errors to into percentages of the nominal value,
however as all of the angular measurements are nominally zero degrees, a
percentage error has no meaning. As such, a typical regression analysis of view
score versus measurement error would be futile. This is compounded by the
fact that a measurement view score is the sum of as many feature scores as it
has dependent features, so assuming all feature scores are the same, the score
a three-feature measurement will be 50% larger than a comparable two-feature
measurement. As the view score is heavily dependent on the number of features
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Fig. 6.24 Example of experimental measurement error, standard deviation and
simulated view score plots for the point1_point_2_distance measurement on
Artefact 3.
which are combined, it is not possible to numerically compare view scores
between measurements without a further normalisation step, which would be
difficult to justify.
The Binning Method
To compare the view scores and corresponding measurement quality, the view
scores are sorted from highest to lowest and divided into ten bins, each contain-
ing an equal number of views. In this case each bin contains 83 views. This
means that the first bin contains the top 10% of view scores and the last bin,
the worst 10% of view scores. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.25. In
the sorting process, any NaN values are treated as low and are therefore sorted
to the bottom of the descending list and included in the worst view bins. As
such view Bins 9 and 10 usually contain all of the occluded views where no
measurements are possible.
For the views in each of the ten bins, the average measurement error
and standard deviations are calculated. Figure 6.26 shows the results of this
calculation for the plane_pillar2_Angle measurement on Artefact 3. The
mean error is the simple arithmetic mean of all measurement errors in the bin.
The group standard deviation is calculated by summing variances of each bin
according to the equation:
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Fig. 6.25 Example of binning simulated view scores by descending sort. NaN
values are treated low and so appear in bin 10.
Fig. 6.26 Mean measurement error and standard deviation per simulated view
score bin for the plane_pillar2_Angle measurement on Artefact 3. Measurement
error and standard deviation are experimentally determined.
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σB =
√∑
v∈B
σ2v (6.11)
where v is the view index in the bin of interest, B. The 95% confidence
limits, CI, based on σB and the number of views in each bin, VB = 83, are
calculated using the standard error:
CI = 1.96 σB√
VB
(6.12)
Some bars are greyed out to indicate they are off the scale. This is because
the average error and standard deviation are greater than a pre-defined arbi-
trary limit of 15°. The magnitude of the bars are then sorted in ascending
order to calculate the actual rank of the bin. This ranking process allows us to
ascertain whether the predicted rank is the same as the actual rank. Ideally,
the actual rank should be equal to the bin number. Bin 1 should be ranked
first, Bin 2 should be second and so on. The highest ranked bin, i.e. the one
with the lowest mean error or standard deviation is highlighted green. In this
example, the highest ranked bin is actually Bin 2.
However, in this example the paired t-test of Bins 1 and 2 indicates that
their means are statistically indistinguishable, with a p value of 0.81, which
is also apparent by visual inspection. The same pattern is present with the
standard deviation. It is therefore fair to conclude that for this measurement
and artefact the view score is a reliable predictor of the expectant measurement
quality; a view chosen at random from Bin 1 will have a greater or equal chance
of being acceptable than a view chosen from another bin.
Practical Similarity
Ranking the bins by score is useful, but the rank of measurement error alone
does not always tell the full story, especially on the rougher surface finishes
where measurements are achievable from most non-occluded views. In these
conditions, it is common for the measurement error for the top few bins
to be extremely similar. An example of this is shown in Figure 6.27 for the
pillar1_pillar2_Distance measurement on Artefact 2. Here, there is no practical
difference between the top four bins in terms of measurement error, however
Bin 6 has the lowest average error. However, the standard deviation ranking
follows form; the measurements in Bin 1 are significantly more repeatable than
all others, but the measurement is, on average, less accurate. The judgement
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Fig. 6.27 Mean measurement error and standard deviation per simulated view
score bin for the pillar1_pillar2_Distance measurement on Artefact 2, showing
an example of poor ranking.
in this situation on which bin it would be preferable to select a view from is
debatable and application specific. On the one hand, a randomly selected view
from Bin 1 will be more likely to lie close to the correct value than one from
Bin 6, but can never be correct as the confidence interval does not encompass
the zero line. However, if there is time to test multiple views, then a selection
of views from Bin 6 is likely to give a measurement close to the true value, but
to achieve high confidence many more views would be necessary. The spirit
of this work lends itself to the selection of Bin 1 as the optimal however, as
it is preferable to select a good view first time rather than requiring many
acquisitions to achieve an uncertain result. This emphasises the importance of
both the measurement error and standard deviation parameters in judging the
quality of a view bin.
6.5.3 Results
Table 6.10 shows the full set of bin ranks for the measurement error parameter
for all measurements. For brevity the corresponding bar charts and heatmaps
can be found in Appendix C. Also, in Appendix C is the table of bin views
ranked by measurement standard deviation, rather than error. Table 6.10
is divided row-wise into groups of four successive rows within each group,
corresponding to the view rank scores for Artefacts 1-4, in that order. The
table also shows the results of a paired student test between the measurement
errors in the first view score bin and the measurement errors of the top ranked
bin. The t-test indicates if the two measurement error distributions’ means
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are statistically distinct to a confidence level of 95%. This is obviously only
possible to calculate when the top bin is not ranked first, hence the missing
entries. If the boolean h value for a measurement is 0, then the distributions
are not statistically distinct and the rank of Bin 1 is marked as joint first
with a (1). The p value indicates the probability that the distributions are
not distinct, and hence a p value less than 0.05 corresponds to a 95% prob-
ability that the two distributions are distinct and not the result of random error.
When considering the results of the t-test, it is important to remember that
it only tests for the difference between the means of two distributions. This
becomes important because two distributions may be statistically distinct, but
the confidence intervals may have such a large overlapping region that they are
not practically distinct. Unfortunately, what makes distributions practically dis-
tinct is a judgement call based on the application at hand and will be discussed
later when the inaccurately predicted measurements are considered individually.
The column-wise statistics of the bin scores; mean, standard deviation and
95% confidence intervals are also given. Statistics whereby the ‘joint’ score
of the top bin is included, rather than the actual score are presented in brackets.
Figure 6.28 presents the statistics from Table 6.10 and Table C.1 with
the joint top scores as a plot of mean bin rank versus bin number for both
measurement error and standard deviation. We see from these plots that both
parameters closely follow the ideal y = x line, on which the predicted and
actual bin rank would match. The mean bin score is higher than the ideal score
for Bins 1 to 4. This is partly due to modelling inaccuracies, discussed below,
but also because there is an inherent bias in calculating average bin score in
this way and the data should be viewed with this in mind. The bias is that
Bin 1 can only be demoted; there is no Bin 0. Similarly, Bin 2 can only be
promoted one place, but can be demoted eight places. This biases high scoring
bins toward lower ranks and vice versa.
Another point of note is that the mean rank line is plotted with top ranks
set to 1 when the t-test determines the mean is indistinguishable from the
actual top rank. In doing so, the mean rank of bin 1 is reduced from 2.6 to 2.1,
a marked improvement. However, this does not take into account the instances
whereby the t-test determines the top ranks to be statistically distinct, but
not practically distinct. If these are included then the mean rank of Bin 1
becomes 1.25, however this is not plotted as determining if two distributions
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Fig. 6.28 Mean view score bin rank for (a) measurement error and (b) measure-
ment standard deviation. Also shown are 95% confidence intervals and range
bars.
are practically distinct is a matter of judgement. Nonetheless, the results show
that the predicted top 10% of views were on average better than the bottom
90% in 71% of measurements on the pillar artefact if using the statistical test
scores, or in 93% of measurements if using the judgement of practical difference.
6.6 Discussion
This section discusses the results from Section 6.5.2, focusing on the instances
where the model has failed to predict the optimum view score and investigating
the reasons why.
From both Table 6.10 and Figure 6.28 it is concluded that the prediction
of both best and worst ranks are good. The poorest views are particularly
reliable as the primary influence on these is occlusion and extreme surface
angles causing loss of data, which are easily predicted. Bins 9 and 10 are
only incorrectly ranked three times. The interaction between sensor noise and
measurement quality is more nuanced and intricately related to the influence of
the spatial distribution of noise and missing points on feature fitting algorithms,
which causes more variation in the ranking of higher scored bins.
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Table 6.10 Measurement error bin ranks and paired student test between Bin 1
and rank 1, with α = 0.05.
Measurement t-test View Score Bin Rankh p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
point1_point2 - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance 1 0.02 5 1 6 2 3 4 7 8 9 10
0 0.09 3(1) 2 1 5 6 4 7 8 9 10
- - 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 7
plane_pillar1 - - 1 5 6 3 4 2 7 8 9 10
Angle 1 0.00 3 4 2 1 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.53 2(1) 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
- - 1 2 3 5 4 8 7 6 9 10
plane_pillar2 - - 1 5 6 3 4 2 8 7 9 10
Angle 1 0.00 4 3 2 5 1 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.81 2(1) 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
- - 1 2 3 5 4 8 6 7 9 10
pillar1_pillar2 - - 1 2 4 3 5 6 7 8 9 10
Angle 1 0.00 3 2 4 1 5 6 7 8 9 10
- - 1 2 3 4 8 5 6 7 9 10
- - 1 2 3 8 4 6 7 5 9 10
pillar1_pillar2 - - 1 3 5 4 2 6 7 8 9 10
Distance 1 0.00 6 3 2 5 1 4 7 8 9 10
1 0.02 4 2 3 1 5 6 8 7 9 10
- - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
pillar1 - - 1 8 2 3 4 5 6 9 7 10
Radius 1 0.00 8 1 6 4 5 3 2 7 9 10
1 0.00 5 7 4 8 6 3 2 1 9 10
- - 1 2 3 6 4 8 7 5 9 10
pillar2 0 0.50 7(1) 1 4 2 3 6 5 8 9 10
Radius 0 0.89 7(1) 1 2 6 5 4 3 8 9 10
- - 1 5 4 2 3 6 7 8 9 10
- - 1 2 5 3 4 6 7 8 9 10
Min 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 7 7
Max 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 9 10 10
Mean 2.6
(2.1)
2.8 3.4 3.9 4.3 5.4 6.4 7.4 9 9.9
Sigma 2.2
(1.9)
1.8 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.4 0.6
95% CI 0.8
(0.7)
0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.2
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6.6.1 Statistically Similar Rankings
Considering the rankings of Bin 1, it is incorrectly ranked a total on 13 out of
the 28 measurements. At first this appears to be extremely poor, however as
already discussed and as demonstrated by the t-test, in five of the thirteen mis-
ranks the mean error of Bin 1 and the top bin are statistically indistinguishable.
These bins are therefore considered to be correctly ranked; there is no reason
to say they are not as good as the top ranked bin and in many cases, they have
better standard deviations. This brings the total number of incorrectly ranked
bins down to eight.
Of the five joint top ranks, there are two where the standard deviation
is in fact worse for the top bins which are on the pillar2_Radius measure-
ment for Artefacts 2 and 3. The reasons for this become obvious when the
error and standard deviation heatmaps are considered for the measurement
shown in Figure 6.29. The regions highlighted exhibit very large measure-
ment error and standard deviation, whereby the cylinder radius is consistently
over-estimated by more than 3 mm. However they do not correspond well
to the occluded region in the view score, but rather a small number of these
poor views are included in the top view bin which primarily encompass the
views on the outermost ring of the heatmap. This implies that the cylinder
fitting has failed to converge on the correct radius in these regions despite the
sensor having a full view of pillar2. This is confirmed by inspection of the corre-
sponding point clouds from the centres of regions A and B shown in Figure 6.30.
The marked regions on the Figure 6.30 point clouds indicate areas of missing
data caused by multiple reflections between the pillar and the plane. Because
Artefact 2 is only moderately specular, it is particularly susceptible to multiple
reflections tipping the image intensity into saturation over a large surface
area. This is counter intuitive, as one would assume that shinier samples
would be more susceptible to multiple reflections. This is only partially true
because the specular lobe on shiny surfaces is much narrower, the effects of
multiple reflections on more complex geometries are more localised. However,
the baseline image intensity on a surface such as Sample 2 when not in the
specular direction is not much lower than the matt white material. As such,
if a patch of surface is illuminated from multiple directions as a consequence
of secondary reflections, there is a greater likelihood of saturating the image.
The pillar measurement around the remaining circumference improves as the
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Fig. 6.29 Poor simulated view score estimation for pillar2_Radius on Artefact 2,
showing discrepancies with experimentally determined measurement error and
standard deviation.
amount of plane surface in front of the pillar reduces. Depending on the actual
view selection strategy from the view score heatmap, it is unlikely that a view
from region A or B would be chosen due to the proximity to the occluded
region.
6.6.2 Practically Similar Rankings
Of the eight incorrectly scored ranks with a t-test h value of 1, six of them
exhibit patterns similar to that shown in Figure 6.26 and 6.27, whereby the mean
error of the top rank is statistically, but not practically different from the that
of Bin 1. This occurs either because both distributions have a small standard
deviation which allows a small mean error to be discriminated, or because
the standard deviation of Bin 1 is actually significantly better than the actual
top ranked bin, which happens to have a low error. These six measurements
are point1_point2_Distance and pillar1_pillar_2_Angle for Artefact 2, and
pillar1_pillar2_Distance and pillar1_Radius for Artefacts 2 and 3. The
histograms for these rankings are shown in Figure 6.31.
6.6.3 Incorrect Predictions
This leaves two measurements for which the simulation failed to predict the
correct view ranks; plane_pillar1_Angle and plane_pillar2_Angle for Arte-
fact 2. These measurements both share the same error patterns. The heatmaps
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6.30 Measured point clouds on Artefact 2 from regions (a) A and (b) B in
Figure 6.29, showing poor measurement of pillar 2 radius.
for plane_pillar1_Angle are shown in Figure 6.32. The three regions which
are causing the erroneous ranking are marked A, B and C. Each occurs at
poses separated by 90° at orientations square to the plane edges. The poor
measurement in these areas can be narrowed down to poor plane normal estima-
tion. The plane_pillar2_Angle measurement is dependent on fitting features
to pillar2 and the plane, but the measurement error for pillar1_pillar2_Angle
(see Figure C.7) does not show the same error pattern as would be expected in
regions A and C in Figure 6.32 if the fitting of either pillar1 or pillar2 was
poor. The possibilities are therefore that both pillar axes were consistently
and incorrectly measured by the same amount in the same direction, which is
unlikely, or that the plane estimation is at fault.
The reasons for this poor estimation can be observed in Figure 6.33. Fig-
ures 6.33a and 6.33c show point clouds and feature fits from regions B and C
in Figure 6.32 respectively and Figure 6.33e shows a point cloud from a view
between regions B and C. The poor plane estimation in regions B and C is
caused by the combination of a reduction in the number of points acquired
on the plane and the points that are measured being badly distributed; the
camera has failed to detect points behind the pillars in both cases, leading to a
plane estimation on a long and thin point cloud, which gives higher uncertainty
about the longest plane axis. This failure is not due to occlusion, as the region
behind the pillars is visible in the Matt White Artefact point cloud, but rather
due to variation in the value of X (the angle between the surface normal and
the camera view vector) across the plane and the effects of multiple reflections
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(a) Point1_Point2_Distance for Artefact 2
(b) pillar1_pillar2_Angle for Artefact 2
(c) pillar1_pillar2_Distance for Artefact 2
(d) pillar1_pillar2_Distance for Artefact 3
(e) pillar1_Radius for Artefact 2
(f) pillar1_Radius for Artefact 3
Fig. 6.31 Practically similar rankings. Units removed for brevity.
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Fig. 6.32 Poor simulated view score estimation on the pillar2_Radius for
Artefact 2, showing discrepancies with experimentally determined measurement
error and standard deviation.
as discussed with regards to Figure 6.30.
The right column of images in Figure 6.33 shows a view of the point clouds
with the X value marked at different locations on the plane. In these figures,
the camera is viewing from the top of the page, hence the occurrence of points
on the top edge of the cylinders. We observe the value of X increases with the
distance from the camera, which is to be expected from the geometry of the
set-up and the change in depth across the plate. The plate in these poses spans
approximately 100 mm in z, from 400–500 mm. In all figures X ranges from ap-
proximately 60–67°. With reference to the performance curves for Sample 2 in
Figure 4.24, it is observed that the apparent cut-off of acquired data at 64–65° is
consistent with the expected behaviour of the Ensenso. Because no data points
are acquired past a X value of 65° in regions B and C, the plane fit is limited
to data acquired over a very short distance in z, giving a more uncertain and
erroneous fit. In contrast, the plane acquired for the region between B and C in
Figure 6.33f spans a greater distance in z due to the orientation of the plane. As
a result the fitted plane has a lower aspect ratio and uncertainty. For reference,
the plane aspect ratios in Figures 6.33 are 1.8, 2.4 and 1.6. This demonstrates
effects observed by others [120], that it is not only the number of points and
their quality that effects the quality of a measurement, but also the spatial distri-
bution and the subsequent relationship with the fitting/measurement technique.
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The aspect ratio of the fitted plane is not the only factor at work however.
In Figure 6.33d the previously discussed effects of multiple reflections causing
data loss in front of the cylinders are clearly seen. This has a greater influence
here than in the pose in Figure 6.33b or 6.33f simply because there is far more
area in front of the pillars to be affected.
An interesting point to note in Figure 6.33e is that the radius of pillar1
is horrendously over-estimated due to data loss on the front face, yet the
orientation of the pillar is actually accurately represented as there is still a
dominant directionality of the point cloud in the correct direction. This again
shows the complex relationship between feature fitting and the quality of data
acquisition. Different properties of the same feature, in this case the radius
and axis direction, can have contrasting results for the same input point cloud.
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(a) Region B (b) Region B
(c) Region C (d) Region C
(e) Between Regions B & C (f) Between Regions B & C
Fig. 6.33 Example captured point clouds from regions marked in Figure 6.32 on
Artefact 2. Left shows the point cloud from the camera view direction. Right
shows the view from above the artefact, with X values marked on the plane.
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6.7 Conclusions
The achievements of this chapter are as follows:
1. Developed a framework for incorporating a set of measurement tasks and
material configurations for a model mesh into a single data structure,
which contains all of the information necessary to simulate the point
cloud, providing a characterisation map is provided for the materials in
the model.
2. Developed a view scoring method based on expectant point density, noise
and feature occlusion ratio, which is shown to be capable of selecting a
top decile of views which perform superior or equivalent measurements of
the test artefact in over 90% of test cases.
3. The view scoring method is capable of differentiating the top decile of
views on different surface finishes, which have different optimum view
poses, showing that the view scores from one material are not transferable
to another.
4. The simulation reliably predicts the trend for all deciles, the bottom two
are reliably predicted with only 3 out of the 54 bins incorrectly ranked.
6.7.1 Further Work
Primary topics for further work in this chapter include:
1. Investigate different view scoring metrics for other measurement tasks,
such as object localisation, and the influence of different fitting techniques
on the accuracy of the view scores.
2. Investigate methods of automatically selecting a view, or set of views
from the simulation output.
3. Modify the measurement framework and simulation to allow the inclu-
sion of anisotropic surface texture by specifying lay direction in the
measurement model.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
In summary, this thesis has developed the knowledge and methodologies to
assist in the intelligent deployment of 3D sensors to measurement tasks on
objects with challenging, but realistic surface finishes. This has been achieved
through the development of a technology independent sensor characterisation
method, which allows the direct comparison of sensor performance in terms
of point noise and a newly defined point density metric, which accounts for
the effects of surface inclination and distance and isolates the contribution of
surface finish on point measurability. This requires the use of representative
isotropic material samples in the characterisation process, which is in contrast
to the predominantly optically compliant artefacts traditionally used, which
can not inform the user of a 3D sensor the realistic expected performance on
non-ideal objects.
Using this characterisation method, a sensor simulation was developed
which only requires basic knowledge of the camera properties and operating
principles. Only information which is commonly available for a 3D sensor
or can be readily determined by the observation of its behaviour is required,
such as the locations of camera and illumination sources, camera fields of view
and the method by which software combines information in cases of camera
redundancy. The simulation operates using standard computational geometry
methods, accounting for object self-occlusion and multi-camera shadowing but
does not account for the effects of multiple reflections. It is shown that the
simulation accurately recreates the statistical properties, point density and
point noise of point clouds using a stereo vision sensor on surfaces ranging in
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Ra from 0.1 µm to 0.7 µm in controlled lighting conditions on surfaces with
no secondary reflections. For our test sensor, the Ensenso N10-304-18, mean
absolute percentage error is less than 10% for all samples and distances, with
the exception of the shiniest sample tested at distances greater than 550 mm,
where the errors from ambient reflections begin to dominate.
The sensor simulation was successfully used to score a set of candidate views
for the Ensenso on their ability to perform a set of measurement tasks on four
artefacts with surface finishes corresponding to those which have undergone
characterisation, but are otherwise identical. The view score metric relies on a
model of the object with the set of desired measurements and their respective
dependent model features. When the candidate views were sorted from best to
worst, the top decile of views reliably resulted in measurements which were as
good or better in terms of their accuracy and repeatability than views in lower
deciles. The simulation is able to score the views reliably on all four materials
tested, although on shinier samples the quality of the measurement becomes
more heavily dependent on the ability of the measurement algorithm to remove
outlier points. Results also showed the drastic effect surface finish has on
the performance on the Ensenso, which reinforces the need to incorporate the
effects of surface finish into a view planning strategy, especially as the top view
candidates vary with the surface finish of the object.
7.2 Contributions
With respect to the project aims and objectives, the following contributions
have been made:
1. A published journal paper [119] detailing the sensor characterisation
method.
2. A sensor simulation model to predict the statistical properties of point
clouds, whose performance is validated against experimental data.
3. A method of scoring a candidate sensor view pose by its ability to
perform a pre-defined measurement task, which is validated against real
measurements on an example set of artefacts with variable surface finish.
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7.3 Recommendations for Further Work
The recommendations for further work are as follows:
1. Investigate the incorporation of non-isotropic surface finishes, such as
those produced by turning or milling, into the characterisation method.
To fully integrate this feature into the simulation would also require a
more detailed specification of surface lay when defining a measurement
plan.
2. Investigate a method of incorporating the effects of multiple reflections
into the view scoring algorithm, whose effects begin to dominate point
cloud quality at lower roughness values.
3. Combine the view score metric into a full view selection algorithm which
can generate, score and select candidate poses for more general objects
with minimal user intervention.
4. Extend the range of measurements and inspection tasks which can be
planned for and investigate the automatic generation of a measurement
plan from the incorporation of GD&T tolerance information from CAD
files.
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Appendix A
Methods for Reference Frame
Transforms
This section details the fundamental co-ordiante transform methods used
throughout the thesis. These methods are implemented in code using a
CoOrdinateSystem class which conveniently stores the i, j, k and Origin prop-
erties which define the unit vectors and origin of a reference frame.
Table A.1 CoOrdinateSystem class properties.
CoOrdinateSystem
Property Description
O [xo, yo, zo] Origin
i [ix, iy, iz] x vector
j [jx, jy, jz] y vector
k [kx, ky, kz] z vector
A.1 From the Local Frame to World Frame
It is often necessary to calculate the world co-ordinates of a point P (Px, Py, Pz),
which has been defined in a transformed reference frame {L} with the local co-
ordinates L(Px, Py, Pz). The desired world co-ordinates are W (Px, Py, Pz). This
operation is required, for example, when co-ordinates measured in a camera’s
reference frame must be transformed into the world frame. With reference to
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Fig. A.1 Definition of a point, P , in a world W and local L reference frame.
Figure A.1, the world co-ordinates of the point PW can be found by the vector
path:
PW = LW O + P
L,P
W (A.1)
The relative vector from {L} to P in world co-ordinates can also be expressed
using the local co-ordinates of P in {L} and the unit vectors of {L} as follows:
PW = LW O + PL x i+ PL y j + PL z k (A.2)
Equation A.2 expands to Equation A.3 by introducing the x, y, z unit vector
components of {L}.
PW = LW O +

ix jx kx
iy jy ky
iz jz kz

L
W

Px
Py
Pz

L
(A.3)
The expanded unit vector matrix is in fact the rotation matrix which
describes the rotation of {L} relative to {W}, and is denoted LWR. Equation
A.3 can then be written in full vector form:
PW = LW O + LWR PL (A.4)
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A.2 From the World Frame to Local Frame
It is also often necessary to reverse the operation performed in Equation A.4
and calculate the point co-ordinates in a local reference frame, given only the
co-ordinates in the world frame. This is useful for example when transforming
model co-ordinates in a scene into a camera’s co-ordinate system. This is
achieved simply by re-arranging Equation A.4 to solve for PL as shown in
Equation A.5.
PL = LWR−1[ PW − LW O] (A.5)
A.3 Relative Reference Frames
Another essential process is being able to calculate the relative position of two
reference frames which are each transformed relative to the world. This process
requires finding the rotation matrix to arrive at a frame {b} from a frame {a}.
This involves finding the orthonormal unit vectors of frame {b} in terms of the
corresponding vectors in frame {a}. These vectors make up the columns of the
rotation matrix, baR:
b
aR = [ iba jba kba ] (A.6)
The x, y and z components of the orthonormal vectors in reference frame
{a} are found by projecting those from frame {b} in the direction of vectors in
{a} using the dot product:
b
aR =

ib · ia jb · ia kb · ia
ib · ja jb · ja kb · ja
ib · ka jb · ka kb · ka
 (A.7)
The origin of frame {b} relative to frame {a}, ba O is then found using the
same method as that described in Section A.2 by Equation A.5. In this case
however, the point P is replaced with {b}, and the local frame is now frame
{a}:
ba O = aWR−1[ bW O − aW O] (A.8)
Appendix B
Pan-Tilt Table Design
This appendix describes the design, construction and control of the PnT. Its
key features are:
1. Three axis orientation control.
2. Serial control interface.
3. Sample Mounting Plate = 140 × 140 mm
Each axis is driven by a NEMA 17 stepper motor with 200 steps/revolution.
Axes 1 and 2 control pan and tilt and therefore have the highest torque and
accuracy requirements. As such, they are geared to 5:1 and 6.1:1 respectively
to achieve sub 0.05° angular resolution on the axis stage. The axis gearing
properties and ranges of motion are given in Table B.1. An Arduino Mega 2560
controls the stepper motors, receives end stop interrupts and executes serial
communication input commands.
Whilst mechanically each axis is capable of 360° motion, the requirement
for motor control and end stop signal wiring to Axis 2 necessitates a limited
range. This could be overcome with the use of slip rings, however concerns
Table B.1 PnT axis properties.
Axis Motor
Step/Rev
Micro-step Gear
Ratio
Angular
Resolution (°)
Range of
Motion (°)
1 200 8 5:1 0.045 ± 180
2 200 8 6.1:1 0.034 ± 80
3 200 8 1:1 0.225 ± Inf
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over electrical noise - which is already high due to the requirement to run
stepper control and signal wires in the same 8 core cable, resulted in the use
of fixed wiring. The range of motion is nonetheless more than adequate to
reach all polar angles up to 80° with two different poses, one each on the
positive and negative side of Axis 2. When homing the axes before use, they
must be in the correct position so as not to twist the wires more than a sin-
gle turn. In practice this is only a concern for Axis 1, as Axis 2 naturally
settles close to the home location due to the stage weight. Axis 3 does not
have angle limits as it is directly driven with no wiring passing through the axis.
Figure B.1 shows the section view of all axes. Wiring is omitted for clarity.
The base is made from laser cut MDF sheet with box jointed edges and is glued
together with poly-urethane construction adhesive. It is finished matt black
and lacquered with a satin finish. This reduces problematic reflections and
provides a hardier surface. All other manufactured components are machined
from aluminium. Larger complicated parts were CNC machined and the more
straightforward drive shafts and many of the Axis 2 and 3 components were
machined conventionally. Other than the end stop gates and Axis 1 belt tension
assembly, which were 3D printed, all other components were purchased off the
shelf.
B.1 Axis 1
Figure B.2 shows the section view of the Axis 1 bearing assembly. The body of
Axis 1 rests on the inner race of the taper roller bearing and fits with a sliding
tolerance over the drive shaft. The taper roller bearing provides radial and axial
alignment to the shaft, ensuring it remains perpendicular to the bearing housing
and likewise that by extension Axis 1 body is parallel to the base. The bearing
assembly is pre-loaded by the lock nut, which compresses the pre-load washer
acting on the circlip whilst the thrust bearing on the reverse side of the bearing
housing ensures no sliding faces during rotation for smooth, low friction motion.
The drive shaft is driven by the drive pulley (60T 5mm HTD) and couples power
to Axis 1 body via a screw in the side of Axis 1. The drive shaft is hollow to
allow subsequent stage wiring to pass through. The Axis 1 motor is mounted to
the side of the base on a carriage which slides in two slotted holes. This allows
the tensioning of the drive pulley with a screw which acts on a fixed plate on the
side of the base unit. The Axis 2 motor is mounted to one of the Axis 1 uprights.
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Axis 3Axis 2
Axis 1Base
Fig. B.1 Assembly section.
Base
Circlip
Drive Pulley
Driveshaft
Taper Roller Bearing Lock Nut A1 Body
Bearing Housing
Thrust Bearing
Pre-load Washer
Fig. B.2 Axis 1 section.
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Drive pulley
Driveshaft
A1 Uprights
Fixed Bearing A2 Body Hollow shaft Floating Bearing
Fig. B.3 Axis 2 Section. Axis 3 is cut away for clarity.
B.2 Axis 2
Axis 1 is primarily constructed of three components; 2 uprights and the main
body. All three are CNC machined from aluminium. The three components
are screwed together, but as the uprights also serve as bearing housings for
Axis 2 - for which axial alignment is essential - the uprights are dowelled to
the body to ensure bearing alignment. Figure B.3 shows the section view of
the Axis 2 bearing assembly.
A fixed and floating bearing pair are used to support Axis 2 body. The
fixed bearing is a double angle contact type, and as such provides excellent
angular alignment to the drive shaft and constrains it axially. The floating
bearing is a deep groove ball bearing which allows a small amount of axial and
angular movement to avoid over constraining the axis. The primary driveshaft
is machined from steel and the drive from the motor is transmitted by a GT2
profile belt and grub screws in the pulley and Axis 2 uprights. The idling shaft
is hollowed out with a 6 mm bore to allow the motor and end stop wiring to
pass through. The cable breaks out to a an 8-way connector and on to the
electronic components through channels machined in the Axis 2 body.
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Thrust Bearing A3 Motor Thrust Bearing A2 Body
Fig. B.4 Axis 3 section.
B.3 Axis 3
Figure B.4 shows the Axis 3 section. The design of Axis 3 allows full rotation of
the sample stage as there is no wiring to pass through the bearing assembly. As
the primary requirement for the PnT was to perform pan and tilt operations,
and due to the limited space available on the second stage, Axis 3 is directly
driven with a 1:1 ratio. Axial location of the stage is provided by the bearing
surface between the drive bush, which is machined brass, and Axis 2 body.
Angular alignment is achieved through the use of a pair of thrust needle roller
bearings, preloaded by a wave spring and a circlip on the drive bush. After
the pre-load is applied during assembly, the grub screw in the drive bush is
tightened onto the motor shaft to couple drive to the bush, and the motor
mounting screws are tightened up after rotating the stage a few times. The
lack of a drive coupling requires that the bearings be assembled and pre-load
applied before the motor mounting screws are cinched tight. Otherwise, the
assembly is over constrained and any small axial misalignment causes the drive
bush to seize. A flat machined on the drive bush transmits rotation to the
drive hub on Axis 3. Hot glue is then applied to the bush and spring to prevent
vibration wearing the drive flat and introducing backlash.
The sample stage centres on the drive hub by a spigot. The stage is gridded
with a 5x5 grid of M4 tapped holes on a 25 mm spacing to provide a flexible
mounting system for different material samples or artefacts.
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B.4 Software
B.4.1 Micro-Controller Firmware
The PnT is controlled via serial interface to an Arduino Mega 2560. A state
machine control method is used, which is detailed in Figure B.5. When the
program starts, the board IO and motors are initialised. As the PnT motors
do not have any encoders and so rely on dead reckoning position by counting
motor steps, the motor positions at start up are necessarily zeroed and must
be homed before use.
In the Waiting state, the state machine is continuously checking the serial
input buffer for new commands. If it receives a home command, “H;”, then
each axis is homed sequentially in the positive direction until the plastic homing
blade breaks the optical end stop gates and triggers a hardware interrupt. The
hardware interrupt sets an ‘end stop reached’ flag which is read before the
homing motor is stepped, ensuring rapid software response to the interrupt.
The homing for each axis is performed in two stages; a rough approach at
high speed, followed by a slow approach for better homing repeatability. Once
homed, the PnT returns a “Done” command over the serial interface to the
controller and returns to the Waiting state.
When the controller receives a move command, “A <Axis> <Deg>;” or
“M <A1Deg> <A2Deg> <A3Deg>;”, the motor moves motors sequentially to the
target positions in ascending axis number order. Once all axes are in position
the controller replies with the done message and returns to the Waiting state.
The motor control is performed in terms of steps, so the desired motor position
in degrees is converted to steps using the steps per revolution and gearing ratio
for each axis.
Motors are controlled using the AccelStepper Arduino library [134], which
allows linear acceleration profiles and maximum speeds to be set, which en-
sures smooth motion, allows higher top speeds and increases the chance of
motors skipping with a high sample mass. Whilst the software does allow
simultaneous motion of more than motor, it was found that running all three
caused unreliable speed control, hence why motors are moved one axis at a time.
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Fig. B.5 PnT firmware state machine.
B.4.2 MATLAB Control Class
Table B.2 details the MATLAB class which was written to handle communi-
cation with the PnT, as well as perform other useful functions, such as the
forward and inverse kinematics, and rendering in a given position.
The Properties of the class allow the other functions to interrogate the
state of the PnT, and hence govern the program flow by only allowing safe
operations. For instance, the PnT class will not send any move commands
unless the HomeAllAxes method is called, which sets the Homed flags to true.
The Constants contain hard coded values which govern the safe operation
of the PnT and allow other calculations to be made for planning purposes.
axisLimits and safePositions, as their names suggest, set the software axis
movement ranges which will be allowed by the movement functions and a
set of safe positions which should be moved to before disconnecting from the
PnT or re-homing. Because each PnT always homes in the positive direc-
tion, it is necessary to ensure that the axis is on the correct side of the end
stop before homing, otherwise the axis will attempt to do a full rotation and
twist wiring. The axisVmax and axisAcc contain experimentally determined
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movement speeds and accelerations of each PnT axis in real world units, not
steps. These allow the estimation of movement time from one position to an-
other, and are used in optimising the movement path to reduce experiment time.
The Methods are generally self-explanatory and control the connection, hom-
ing and movement operations of the PnT. A useful command is RenderPnT(),
which renders the PnT in the specified pose on the given MATLAB axis han-
dle. This is particularly useful for visualising poses in the view simulation
tool (Section B.4.3). Static Methods perform the base kinematics calculations
are differentiated from the standard Methods because they do not require an
initialised instance of the PnTControl object and the associated overhead in
order to function.
B.4.3 Simulation Tool
It is useful to be able to simulate the view of an object on the PnT for many
reasons, however the main one is to plan and validate that the table target
position results in the desired object pose. Figure B.6 shows an application
which was used for this purpose. The PnT can be placed with arbitrary pose
and axes positions. Object models are loaded in .stl format and placed at the
Stage 3 origin.
Forward Kinematics
Determining the pose of the PnT stage relative to the base from the axis
positions is achieved through the use of a series of intrinsic rotations of the
base reference frame about each of the PnT axes. The first is a rotation about
Axis 1, which is aligned to the z vector of the base reference frame. The second
rotation is about Axis 2, which is aligned to the now rotated y axis. The third
rotation is Axis 3, which is aligned to the z axis of the rotated frame. The
rotation matrix to achieve these rotations about axis angles (θ1, θ2, θ3) can be
written:
R(θ1, θ2, θ3) = Rz(θ1)Ry(θ2)Rz(θ3) (B.1)
where Ry and Rz are the elemental rotations about the y and z axes
respectively, as are described in Section 5.1.1.
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Table B.2 Summary of non-trivial PnTControl class properties, constants and
methods.
PnTControl
Property Description
Connected Boolean connection state.
Homed 1x3 boolean homed state of each axis.
Positions 1x3 double current axis positions.
Constant Description
axisLimits Axis movement limits.
axisVmax Estimated axis maximum speeds (°/s)
axisAcc Estimated axis acceleration (°/s2)
safePositions Safe axis positions (-10, 10, 10)
Method Description
PnTControl() Initialise variables and load rendering models.
Connect(COMPORT) Connect to the PnT on the specified serial
port.
Disconnect() Disconnect from the PnT.
HomeAllAxes() Sequentially home each axis.
MoveSingleAxis(a, pos) Move axis a to position pos.
MoveAllAxes(pos) Move axes to respective position in 1x3 array
pos.
MoveSafe() Send axes to safePositions.
getCurrentCoOrdSys() Calculate the current CoOrdinateSystem ob-
ject for the sample stage.
PositionsToString() Return a string representing Positions to
one decimal place: <A1>_<A2>_<A3>.
RenderPnT(pos, ax, cs) Render the PnT in reference frame cs on plot
axis ax in table pose pos.
HomeAllAxes() Sequentially home each axis.
Method (Static) Description
getCSFromPositions(pos) Calculate the CoOrdinateSystem object for
positions pos.
getPositionsFromVector(N)Calculate target positions to achieve A3 nor-
mal of N.
getPositionsFromCS(cs) Calculate target positions to match cs.
estimateMovementTime(pos)Estimate the movement time between posi-
tions in pos.
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Fig. B.6 Application for planning sensor views of objects on the PnT.
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Inverse Kinematics
Determining the necessary axis positions from a target reference frame is readily
achieved through the use of spherical co-ordinates. First, the target reference
frame, T must be determined relative to the PnT base reference frame B using
the method in Section A.3.
The positions of each axis can then be determined by virtue of the mechanical
design of the PnT. The value of θ1 is equivalent to the azimuth angle of the
target system z vector T k in the base reference frame:
θ1 = arctan 2
ky
kx
 (B.2)
where k =B T k, the z vector of the target frame, in base co-ordinates.
Similarly the polar angle of the same vector which is equal to the target
position of Axis 2 can be written:
θ2 = arccos
kz
|k|
 (B.3)
Which simplifies to simply θ2 = arccos(kz) because k is always a unit vector
and hence its magnitude is 1.
The rotation of Axis 3 is determined by first calculating a reference frame
T ′ with the values of θ1 and θ1, but with θ3 = 0 according to Equation B.1.
This z axis of this frame is oriented correctly, but there is a remaining rotation
about T ′k in order to align the x and y vectors with T . This rotation is equal
to the signed angle by the right hand rule between either the x or y vectors in
each frame, taking the z axis as the sign reference vector. This angle is:
θ3 = arctan 2
(i′ × i) · k
i′ · i
 (B.4)
where i and i′ are the unit vectors of the x axis of T and T ′ respectively.
B.5 Locating the PnT in the Camera Frame
For the majority of experiments, it is beneficial to be able to locate the PnT
reference frame relative to the camera. This can then be used to convert target
orientations which are generated in the camera frame into axis orientations to
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Fig. B.7 Photograph of the localisation of the PnT using a matt white ceramic
plane.
send to the PnT. It is also useful to know the orientation of the PnT in the
camera frame from axis positions, in order to perform point cloud segmentation,
or other tasks which require a good estimate of object pose. To achieve this,
a method was developed to calibrate the pose of the PnT using a series of
point clouds of a flat, matt white surface mounted to the PnT stage. The point
clouds are acquired at a set of pre-defined poses which are used to geometrically
construct the PnT reference frame using a plane fitted to the point cloud of
the plate in each pose. The poses consist of three movement sets:
1. Sweep Axis 1 from −180 : 10 : 170 at Axis 2 = 45°
2. Sweep Axis 1 from −180 : 10 : 170 at Axis 2 = 25°
3. Sweep Axis 2 from −50 : 2 : 50 at Axis 1 = 0°
For the measurement of the PnT frame, the position of Axis 3 is irrelevant
as it does not affect the sample normal, so it kept at zero degrees. For each
pose from the three sweeps, the point cloud is segmented using an estimate
of the PnT centre and the normal of the plane definition (normal and a point
on the plane) is calculated. Each surface normal must be checked to ensure it
is pointing toward the camera in order for the process to work. This is done
by checking the dot product between the normal and estimated table centre.
Locating the PnT reference frame is then a three step process, each utilising
different sweep data:
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Fig. B.8 The offset of planes A and B by a distance d to intersect at the centre
of rotation C.
1. Determine the centre of rotation (Sweeps 1-3).
2. Calculate the axis of rotation for Axis 1 (z) (Sweep 1).
3. Calculate the xz plane (Sweep 3).
Step 1: Determining the centre of rotation
The centre of rotation is determined by a method of plane intersections. When
a set of planes are created by rotating a single plane about an arbitrary point,
there exists a single offset which can be applied to all planes such that they
will all intersect at the centre of rotation. This is illustrated in two dimensions
in Figure B.8. Plane A is rotated about C to form plane B. Planes A and B
intersect at point I. There is a distance d by which planes A and B can be
offset such that their new point of intersection, I ′ is coincident with the centre
of rotation.
This principle extends to 3D and is applied using the planes measured in
sweeps 1-3 to find the rotation centre. The caveat on the 3D case is that there
is no unique solution for d if the planes rotate about a single axis. Changing
d only changes the point on the axis at which the planes intersect. This is
the reason for two sets of sweeps about Axis 1, one at Axis 2 = 45°, and
one at Axis 2 = 25°. Figure B.9a shows the unit vectors of the fitted surface
normals in camera co-ordinates, coloured by sweep number. The z axis has
been reversed for clarity, as a negative z vector indicates a normal pointing
toward the camera, which is typically placed above the PnT.
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(a) Sweep normal vectors.
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(b) Centred plane intersections, I ′ − C.
Fig. B.9 The plane intersection method. (a) Normal vectors for each camera
sweep in camera co-ordinates. (b) Example calculation of C and all offset
intersections I ′.
The intersections of combinations of 3 planes within the set are calculated
after the offset d is applied to each one. Using the fminsearch function,
the mean error of all intersections is minimised as a function of d. Not all
combinations of planes can be used however, nor is it desirable for them to be.
This is for two reasons. Firstly, there are over 300,000 combinations of 3 planes
from the set of 125 poses from all sweeps. This results in an unnecessarily
large calculation time. Secondly, intersecting planes which are close to being
parallel will give large errors in the estimated intersection point, as a small
error in surface normal results in a large offset in intersection position. Ideally,
each set of three intersected planes should be orthogonal to reduce the effect of
intersection errors. As such, only sets of planes which have angles between each
normal of 60° or greater are included in the intersection, this criteria reduces
the number of combinations to just under 1500 without compromising accuracy.
Due to small discrepancies in surface normal, caused by sensor measurement
error and table inaccuracies, there is no value of d which yields a perfect
intersection of all planes, thus d is solved numerically. The rotation centre is
then estimated as the mean of all intersections. An example calculation of C is
shown in Figure B.9b. For clarity the intersections are plotted centred about
C, such that C is at the origin.
Step 2: Calculating the z axis
The z axis of the PnT is the axis about which Axis 1 rotates. As such this is
calculated using the normal vectors of Sweep 1. There are several methods of
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(a) Fitting xy plane to find z. (b) Fitting xz plane to find y.
Fig. B.10 Determining PnT pose by fitting a plane to the projections of surface
normals in different axis sweeps.
achieving this. One method, which was used at first, was simply to take the
numeric mean of all surface normals. As the normals are equally spaced this
in principle will yield the z axis vector. However, in a scenario whereby not
all poses are visible the method will fail, as it requires a full set of equispaced
normals. A more robust method is to fit a plane to the tips of the normal
vectors as projected from the origin, as shown in Figure B.10a. For this to
work, the normal vectors must all be facing in the same direction. This check is
simple but essential, as the plane fitting algorithm does not distinguish between
either side of a flat point cloud. The same check must also be made to the
normal itself.
Step 3: Calculating the xz plane
The same method which was used to calculate the z axis is used to estimate the
y axis, by the fitting of a plane to the data from sweep 3. Selecting the sense
of y determines the pose of the PnT about the z axis, snapping it by ±180°.
To establish it correctly, the first and last normals from sweep 3 are crossed to
give an estimate of y which is always on the same side of the PnT providing
the sweep is performed from negative to positive angle. This estimate can then
be used to check the sense of y.
The value of y at this point, from the plane fit only is not exactly orthogonal
to z due to measurement errors in the plane normals, and as such it can not be
used for the reference frame. To calculate a perfectly normal y vector, it is first
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necessary to cross the z with yest to find an orthogonal x, and then re-cross x
and z to find y:
x = yest × z (B.5)
y = z × x (B.6)
This yields an orthogonal reference frame which corresponds the pose of the
PnT at the centre of rotation which allows the conversion of target positions
from and to camera and world space using the techniques described in Section A.
B.6 Accuracy Study of the Pan-Tilt Table
Each axis of the PnT is calibrated to remove systematic errors as much as
possible. This calibration is performed by tracking each axis of the PnT with
an external tracking system relative to its home location and comparing the
expected position to the actual position. The external tracking system used for
this purpose was the NDI K-CMM, which integrates with the C-Track software,
provided my Nikon Metrology. The K-CMM tracks active LED markers to a
spatial accuracy < 0.1 mm. Sets of markers were attached to the respective
PnT axes and assigned to a reference frame constructed from the nominal
features which define each axis’ local co-ordinates.
Custom calibrations were applied to each axis by applying polynomial
function offsets from residual axis errors to the input target positions. Fig-
ures B.11 to B.13 shows the accuracy of each axis post calibration. Each axis
sufferers from different errors due to the construction of the PnT. Each axis
performed a set of angular sweeps, with each motion crossing from positive to
negative and incrementing the magnitude of the angle, which exposes directional
effects such as backlash. The 3σ accuracy of each axis from Figures B.11 to B.13
are 0.20°, 0.09° and 0.45° respectively.
Axis 1 exhibits backlash behaviour, hence the different error profiles in
motions starting in different directions, likely due to either a small amount
of slack in the belt drive or static friction in the bearings. Axis 2 is the most
accurate due to the high gear reduction. It also benefits from gravity taking
out any backlash due to the off centre mass of the under slung motor exerting
a force to restore the axis to the centre location. This results in a easily fit
curve, although any mass on the stage will affect the calibration as it changes
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Fig. B.11 Post calibration accuracy of PnT Axis 1
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Fig. B.12 Post calibration accuracy of PnT Axis 2
the flex against the motor holding torque. Axis 3 is the least accurate as
it is direct drive. It therefore suffers no backlash, but only has a maximum
angular resolution of 0.23°. The observed error of ±0.45° is likely due to friction
hysteresis. The repeatability of homing each axis was assessed by performing
the homing operation 2000 times and recording the homed location. The
repeatability was found to be negligible for each axis, with a 3σ in the order of
0.01°.
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Fig. B.13 Post calibration accuracy of PnT Axis 3
Appendix C
Viewpoint Score Data
This Appendix contains raw data where it is inconvenient to include it in the
main body of the text.
Figures C.1 to C.14 detail the expected measurement quality as a function
of view pose for different artefacts using measurement error and standard
deviation metrics with comparison to the view score. The development and
description of these figures is described in Section 6.5.2.
Table C.1 details the sorted ranks of the bar charts in two tables, one for
measurement error and one for standard deviation. This is the raw data from
which Figure 6.28 is plotted in Section 6.5.2.
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Fig. C.1 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
point1_point2_Distance.
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Fig. C.2 Mean measurement performance by binned view score
point1_point2_Distance.
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Fig. C.3 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
plane_pillar1_Angle.
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Fig. C.4 Mean measurement performance by binned view score for
plane_pillar1_Angle.
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Fig. C.5 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
plane_pillar2_Angle.
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Fig. C.6 Mean measurement performance by binned view score for
plane_pillar2_Angle.
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Fig. C.7 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
pillar1_pillar2_Angle.
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Fig. C.8 Mean measurement performance by binned view score for
pillar1_pillar2_Angle.
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Fig. C.9 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
pillar1_pillar2_Distance.
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Fig. C.10 Mean measurement performance by binned view score for
pillar1_pillar2_Distance.
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Fig. C.11 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
pillar1_Radius.
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Fig. C.12 Mean measurement performance by binned view score for
pillar1_Radius.
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Fig. C.13 Measurement performance and simulated view scores for
pillar2_Radius.
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Fig. C.14 Mean measurement performance by binned view score for
pillar2_Radius.
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Table C.1 Measurement standard deviation bin ranks.
Measurement View Score Bin Rank1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
point1_point2_Distance 3 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 7
1 2 3 8 9 10 5 6 7 4
1 2 4 3 8 9 10 5 6 7
plane_pillar1_Angle 3 2 4 6 5 1 8 7 9 10
3 2 4 1 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 8 6 4 5 7 9 10
plane_pillar2_Angle 2 4 3 6 5 1 7 8 9 10
3 4 2 5 1 6 7 8 9 10
2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 8 5 4 6 7 9 10
pillar1_pillar2_Angle 2 4 1 3 5 6 8 7 9 10
3 2 4 1 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 8 6 5 7 9 10
8 1 7 2 3 5 4 6 9 10
pillar1_pillar2_Distance 2 1 4 5 3 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 8
1 2 3 5 6 4 7 8 9 10
1 8 2 3 4 9 10 6 7 5
pillar1_Radius 1 3 5 2 6 4 7 8 9 10
1 3 2 4 5 6 8 9 10 7
1 2 3 5 4 8 6 7 9 10
1 2 3 6 8 7 4 9 10 5
pillar2_Radius 4 2 3 5 6 1 7 9 8 10
3 4 5 6 2 1 8 7 9 10
2 4 3 5 1 8 7 6 9 10
1 2 8 7 6 3 4 9 10 5
Min 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 5 6 4
Max 8 8 8 8 9 10 10 9 10 10
Mean 2.0 2.5 3.3 4.6 5.0 5.4 6.8 7.6 8.9 8.9
Sigma 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.9 1.9 2.4 1.5 1.1 0.9 2.0
95% CI 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.7
